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6oMBAT vuwERRS

STAFF DOCTRINES AND FUNCTIONS
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DOCTRINES.

1.-i Command Responsibility.-a. The commander alone
is responsible.; to his superior for all that. his, unit does or fails
to do. He cannot shift this responsibility to his staff or to sub-
ordinate commanders..

/ b. ' All 'orders 'from a higher to a subordinate unit are
issued by the commander of the higher unit to. the commander
of the subordinate' unit. If it is impracticable to comply with
the orders received, , due to an emergency or a change. in the
situation, the subordinate commander shouldso ,report to his
superior. If it' is,, impracticable to report; the subordinate
commander .-should act ";according to .his ; judgment and the
policy"'of the commander, and report at the earliest practicable
time. the action so taken.

c. In order to expedite the execution of orders and to
promote teamwork between units, a commander may authorize
his staff officers to communicatedirectly with the staff officers
of pther units as to , the details of orders, issued or "received.

1.-2.. Definition ' and General Functions of the Staff.
a. The staff of a unit, consists of the officers who assist the
commander, in his exercise of command.

b. The staff secures and furnishes such information as
may be required by the commander, prepares the details of his
plan,' translates his 'decision and plan into orders,. and causes
such orders' to be transmItted to the troops. It brings to; the
commahder's attention matter; 'which require his action or,
about which he shoild; be informed, makes a continuous study
of 'the situation, and prepares. 'tnative plans for possible
future coutingencies for the consideration of the commander.
Within 'the scoe of its. authority, it -supervises the execution
of plans and orders and takes such' other action as is ° necessary
to" carry, out the ' commander's intentions. '



c. s _ __ be Ugh knowledge
of the policies of his-.comimander and should be acquainted
with subordinate commanders and ..their units. A staff officer
must be an active, well-informed assistant to. the commander
and a helpful adviser to 'subordinate commanders.

1.-3. Classification of Staff Officers.-a. (1) The staff of
a division or larger ulit is subdivided into two main groupings,

(a) An executive staff, organized so as to
include all functions of, commnand, and composed of officers of
the line and officers detailed' as their assistants.

-(b) A special staff, consisting of all staff of-
ficers )assigned, attached, or who have duties at. the head-
quarters and are not included in the executive staff group. It
includes certain technical specialists and heads 'of services.

(2). In- units smaller than_ a division, the same offi-
cer frequently performs duties of both an executive and special
staff-,nature; normally there is nio definite- subdivision of such
staffs into executive and special- staff groups.

b. Personal staffs or aides a s authorized by law for cer-
taIn general officers perform the duties prescribed by 'the
general officer to whom assigned..They may be assigned to addi-
tional duties with the unit staff.

c. Liaison officers (par. 1-52)

1.-4.. Organization.-a. ,Basis.-The organization of a staff
is based .upon the duties of the commander. The general dip
tribution of personnel to staff sections is shown in Tables of
Organization. The detailed. allotment of personnel to setions,
particularly in the executive staff group, will be made by the
commander.

(1)_ The duties of all commanders can _be divided
into four, principal functional groups as* follows:

Personnel.

Military intelligence.

Operations and trFining.
Supply and evacuation.

(a) These 4 subdivisions of command duties,-
under a coordinating head, exist in the staffs of all units. In
the ,staffs ofthe smaller units of- certain arms 'or services the
duties, of two or more of these subdivisions may be performed
by one staff officer, The coordinating head is the chief of staff
in the division and higher units (executive in brigades and
smaller units). lie is responsible, directly to the commander.

b. Division into two echelons.-For convenience of
operation it may be necessaryto divide the staff into echelons,
the composition of which -will be\ determined by the tactical
situation.

' }r '! l I SS



:-5 rg i=a: Bri gades and high
er units.-The executive staff group of brigades, and higher
units'is organized in. 4sections corresponding to the functional
subdivisions of command (par. 1-4). The group includes the,
necessary coordinating personnel. The chiefs. of se'ctions are
usually designated as assistant chiefs -of staff.

NOTE: In designating a staff section without regard to a specific unit

the number of the section is preceded by an" "S,!' i.e., S-i, S-2,
S-3'S-4. When a staff section of a specific unit is designated
the number-of the section is preceded by the designating letter

of , the unit;' i.e.:" Force-F, Corps-C, .Division-D, Brigade-B,

Regiment-R, Battalion-En; F-i, C-3, D-2, B-4, R-1, Bn-2, etc.

This practice-is applicable to, U.S. Marine Corps staffs and is

at variance with the custom of the 'U.S. Army.,

The organization includes-
(1) Coordinating personnel-chief of staff.

(2), Staff sections.
Pe'sonnel section (S-i).
Military intelligence section (S-2).
Operations and training section (3).
Supply and evacua/tion sectioi (S-4).

b. Units smaller than brigade.-In units: smaller -than
the brigade :to include the battalion, (or -equivalent unit),
duties corresponding to those of the executive staff group are
assigned to officers listed _below.

(1) . Chief of staff-the 'executive oflcer. -

(2) Personnel section-the adjutant (R-1, Bn-1).

(3,) Mijitary intelligence 'section-the intelligence
officer (R-2, Bn-2).

(4)
training officer

(5)
officer (R-4, Bn.

Operations and training section-the plans and
(R-3, Bn-3) -

Supply 'and' evacuation section-the supply
-4).

L-6.: 'Cooperation.-a. Teamwork is essential within and
between staffs, and- between staff and troops.\ It is :assured by
cooperation and collaboration 'within and between all sections
of the executive and special staff groups, between the. staff
and troops, and between the staffs of subordinate, higher, and
adjacent units. Prompt dissemination of essential information
and of decisions and orders within and between groups is vital
to the efficient functioning of a command.

b. The executive. staff group 'should-consult the special
staff officers as to the ability of their respective arm 'and
/services to execute contemplated missions, and give' the'special
staff timely warniingsof operations in 'order to permit prepara-
tions.

. 1U
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'1.4. Authority.=.a; A staff' officer as such has 'no 'author-
ity to command. ' All policies, decision', and plans whether
originating with thecommander or -with the staff must ;be
authorized by the 'commander before they are put into effect.
When a staff officer by virtue of delegated, authority issues an
order in the name of the commander, responsibility -remains
with, the;. commander .even tiough, he may not know of the
'order.

b.' The dual functions of certain officers who are unit
:conmanders as well' as special staff officers are covered in,
paragraphs 1-16 aid 1-17.

1.-.' Liaison.-a. A staff officer 'should visit subordinate
units to, acquaint them with' conditions which cannot be ex-
plained in orders, and to obtain information for the use of the
commander and his, own. staff section. 'The procedure for offi-
cers on liaison missions should 'be, followed (par. 1-52 to
1-60. inc.).

'THE EXECUTIVE STAFF'

1.-9. Duties.-a. The general duties of the executive staff'
with troops are to 'render professional aid and assistance to
'the commanding officers over them; to act'as their agents in
harmonizing. the.- plans, 'duties, and. operations of the various
organizations and. services under their jurisdiction.; to prepare
detailed instructions 'for' the execution of the plans of the
commander ; and, to supervise the execution of such 'instruc-
tions.

'e b. The detailed duties of the executive staff group are,
setf in paragraphs 1-11 to-. This subdivision of activi-'
ties is in tended only as a guide fri assigning, duties to- the'
executive staff sections. The- unit commander may and'should
make such -'adjustment of duties ' as best meets operating
conditions.

c. The executive staff group is responsible for prepar
ing and issuing all combat orders except., those orders issued
by-the commander i person (par.3-7).

d. The executive, staff 'group, supervises 'the execution
of 'orders to' insure understanding and execution in conformity
with the commander's will.

1.-10: Chief of Staff; (executive in regiments and sm-ailer
units).-The' chief of staff or executive is the" principal as-
sistant and. adviser to''the commander.' He transmits the
decisions of :the commander, to appropriate staff officers for
preparation of the ;necessary orders, or transmits' them in the
foim of orders, to. those who execute them. He' is the principal
coordinating agency of the command. 'He performs the follow
ing specific duties: -

oea.ti ' F x aI d c the general
operation off



b.: Directs an c a t ework of the executive,
and special staff in respect to:

(I) Activities of. the sections within the executive
and especial, staff' groups.

(2) Relations between the executive and special
staff groups.

(3:) Relations between the executive and special
staff groups and the troops.

c. Keeps the commander'-informed of theenemy situa-
tion, 'the' situation relative to adjacent and ,supporting units,
and the situation of' the comnand as to ,location, strepgth,
morale, training, eipment, suppyevatio, general
effectiveness: p t suply e a g

d Represents the commander .djring his temporary
absence or when authorized to; d' so. (In units where t-he sec-
ond in, command is,' designated by Tables of Organization as
the' executive, he ordinarily succeeds to the command hen
the commander deases to function)

e. Receives Adecisions from the commander ,and takes
the following action:

'(1), Makes such* additional decisions as may be
directed 'by 'the commander and gives necessary; instructions
to the staff in furtherance of :these decisions.

(2) Allots the detailed work of preparing esti-
mates, plans, and orders, and Fwhen time, permits, coordinates
the resulting drafts and, submits them to the commander for
approval.

f. Takes steps to insure that all instructions published
to the command are , in accord' with policies and' plans of the
commander. ,

g. By personal observation, and with the assistance of
the executive 'and special" staff sections, sees that the orders
and instructions ,of the commander are executed

'iew : ~ Makes a continuous study of the situation with a
vie of being prepared for future contingencies.

i. Assembles, the r 9 utinestaff, section reports after
their approval. Eby the, commander forwards required copies
to higher ,headquarters.

1.-i., Staff Secretary.-In Corps and Higher, '"units the
Chief of Staff ,may have a Staff Secretary.

The 'Secretary us'ally. performs the following duties:

a.' Acts as executive officer for 'the bhief of Staff.

b. Maintain' an office of temporary record for tehief
of'.Staff "



- c: Routes 'papers receive in the o ce of the Chief of
'Staff to their proper destinations. '

d. Forwards correspondence- to its destinations in the
headquarters and establishes a follow-up system to' insure
prompt action oneand .retrn of papers.

e. Receives officials visiting headquarters for the pur
pose of conferring with 'the Commander, or the Chief of Staf.'

1.-12. Personnel. (S-i) Section.-a The personnel section
is charged with th-e formulation of policies and the supervision
of the execution of administrative arrangements pertaining to

"personnel of the command as individuals, civilians under super-
vision or control 'of the command, and prisoners of war.

The specific duties of the personnel section may in-
clude the planningforand supervision of activitiesconcerning-

(1) Procurement, classification, reclassifications,
assignment, pay, promotion, transfer, retirement and discharge
of all personnel. (tCoordination with S-3 in assignment and'
transfer of personnel).

(2) Replacement of personnel: (Coordination with
S-3 for priorities) .

(3) Ded'orations, citations, honors, and awards..
(4) Leaves "of absence and furloughs.
(5) Rewards and punishment.
(6') Internal arrangement of headquarters. (Co-

'ordination with S-4 for construction) '

()Religos, recreationa; and elfarewoks-
aperision 'of military and nonmilitary agencies devoted to such

work. (Coordination with S-3 for allotment of time for recrea-
tional and morale work).

/ (8) Postal service. -(Coordination with S-4 for
'movement; S-'2 for censorship)'.

(9) ,Strength reports and graphs,casualty reports,
prisoner' of war reports,, station lists, -and other personnel
statistics. '

(10) General ,Iregulations and routine administra
-tion which especially concern 'individuals, or routine admin-
istration not specifically, assigned to another executive staff
section.,

(11). Furnishing the commander advice on morale.
(12) ;Collection and; dispositionof stragglers.

'(13) Collection, and disposition of prisoners of war.
(Coordination with S-2 for identifications and questioning; S-4
for transportation and for location and construction of prisoner
of war enclosures).. , , . ' , K

(14) Recommendations as to provisions: for shelter
for the command 'and 'adninistration of ,quartering areas: (Co-
ordination -3for location of areas ; S-4 for construction) .

h~_~ a ~i ~J "



(15), Sanitation.hS4
(16) relations ,with -civil government- and civilians

in the theater of ;operations, including initial establishment
and operation of military government or martial law. (Coordi-
ation with 4 or tansprtatin for ciilians to beevauated

and feeding of civilians;, S-3- for evacuation of civilians as it
affects operations; S-2 for censorship.)

(17) Maintenance of- law and order within. the com-
mand.

(18) Graves registration service, including admin-
istrative details of burials.

.(19) 'Preparation of such parts of adninistrative
plans and orders as relate to activities , under the superviion of
the personnel section. ('Coordination with S-4).

(20) Custodian of registered publications.

1.-13. Military Intelligence (S=2) "Section.-a. The mili-
tary 'intelligence section sS 'charged' with the planning and
preparatioin of such portions of orders as pertain to intelligence
(par. 3-7) '; and. with operations pertaining to. the collection,
evaluation, interpretation, and distribution of information of
the enemy, and with counterintelligence activities. Its-primary
function is to keep the' commander an all- others concerned
informed regarding the enemy's situation and 'capabilities.

b. The specific duties of the military intelligence sec-
tion may include 4 -

(1) :Intelligence- (a) Planning and preparation
of orders, for and supervision of activities concerning the
collection, by subordinate units, -of information-of. the enemy
anid of the terrain not under our control, and of weather
conditions affecting operations over enemy territory; and for
the employment of aviation, the location, construction, vul-
nerablity, and defenses of air objectives (Coordination with
S- for prisoner of war matters; S-3 for use of, comba troops
for intelligence ' missions; S-4 for examination of captured
material.)

(b) Collection, by personnel of the section of
information bearing, on ,enemy capabilities 'dr ;terrain not under

our control. (Coordination with S-i 'for prisoners, of war and
captured documents; S-3 for location o bservation posts; S-4
for' examination of captured material).

(c) Maintenance, of contact and exchange of
information -with intelligence sections of subordinate, higher,
and neighboring units.

(d) . Maintenance of contact with other in-
telligence agencies' of the Government and .duly accredited
foreign attaches and missions. (Ordinarily only in headquar-
ters 'of theater of operations).

(e)' SuIpervision of the solution of the enemy's
secret 'communications.

h ;';!i



th sn of the collection of informa-

tion of the enemy by radio position finding and intercept
methods.

(g) Supervision of the collection ,of informa-
tion ' of' the enemy by secret agents. (Ordinarily only in head-
quarters of theater of operations).

(h)' Evaluation and interpretation of infor-

mation obtained to, determine its probable accuracy, signifi-
cance, and importance, and based thereon the \estimation of
the enemy's, capabilities. ; (Coordination with all s1taff sections)

(i) 'As it influences a commander's decision

;for. the employment of aviation, the evaluation and interpreta-
tion of information' regarding the. relative importance, and
vulnerability of those enemy activities and objectives suscep-
tible of air attack.

(j) Distribution of .military intelligence' to
the commander, interested staff sections, and to higher, sub-'

ordinate, ' and neighborin units..
(k) Determination of the need. for military

maps and surveys ; recommendations as to 'the 'general char-

acter of such maps. as are to be produced;, supervision' of 'ma
reproduction and distribution. (Coordination with all, staff

sction). )Coordination of requests for' a
graphs and, in some ,cases, determination of; their distribution.

I '(n) Planning for and supervision of combat
intelligence training within the 'unit. (Coordination with S-3).

(n) Studies' for future operations.
(2), Counterintelligence and counterpropaganda.

The planning and, preparation of orders!foransuervsi'
activities concerning-

(a) Regulation of measures,.other than. tac-

tical, to preserve secrecy. (Coordination with -S- for military
police ,matters and those relating to civilians).

(b)' Regulation of the ,activities of newspaper
correspondents, photographers,; broadcasters, visitors, and'

other civilians accompanying or serving .with troops. (Coordi
nation with S-3 for activities to be disclosed). ''

(c) Regulation of dissemination of. informa-

tion' to the public. (Coordination with S-3 for scope of subject
matter; S-i for morale matters). '

(d) Censorship. (Coordination with S-i for
postal matters'). ' '

(e), Dissemination 'of false' i nformation' to.
the - enemy. (Ordinarily 'only in headquarters of theater ofi

(f) Reception of visitors at all' headuarters
unless the functidn is delegated to the headquarters command-
ant or aides.')



(h) Supervision of theclectin and' disposi-.
tion' of enemy documentary, propaganda.

(i) Preparation of measures to -refute enemy,
propaganda among the- troops or the civil population of the
theater of 'operations.

(3),1 Public ;relations duties.-(a) 'Formulation of
plans and coordination and supervision of public relations
personnel.

(b) Relations with press.
(c) Relations with radio.
(d) 'Relations with correspondents.
('e)
(f)
(g).,

Publicity.
Propaganda.
Counterpropaganda.

1.-14. Operations and Training (S-3) Section.-a. The
operations and. training 'section is charged with those func-
tions of the, staff which relate to organization, .training, and
combat operations. It is responsible for tactical and training
inspections, as directed by the commander.

b. The specific duties of the operations and rainihg
'section may include-

(1) Preparation and coordination of plans for and,
supervision of-

(a) Mobilization of, the command.
(b) Organization and equipment of, units.

(Coordination with S-4 ,for. allocation of equipment).
(2) Preparation and' coordination of plans for and

supervision of training of ,units and individuals; including
(a) .Preparation of training, directives, pr-

grams, and orders. (Coordination with 'S-2 for comb1at intelli-
gence training).'.

bombing range
sites and ' rang

* (b) ,Selection .of training sites and firing and
s. '(Coordination with S-4 , on -preparation of
es),
'(c) Organization and conduct of schools.

() Operations, to include, 'in general: tactical
and strategical studies and estimates; plans and orders based
thereon; supervision of combat .operations ; said future plan-
ning.- Specific duties relative to operations may include-

(a) . Continuous study. of 'the' tactical. situa-
tion, as affected by

(1') The enemy situation.' (Coordina
tion with S-2). '

(2') Instructions from higher units.
(3') Actions of ad'a c ortin a

units.



(4')I Location, morale, and capabilities
of the troops. (Coordination with S-i for morale matters).

(5') -Needs for replacements 'and -rein-
forcements.; (Coordination with S-i for replacements) . {.

(6')"' -Terrain and weather conditions.
(Coordination with S-2).

(7') Status of equipment and- supplies.
(Coordination with S-4 for priorities of. replacenent of mate-
rial and allocation of, supplies).

() ~The signal, communication situation.

(b) 'Preparation of. estimates, reports, and
recommendations based on the tactical situation.

(c), Preparation of plans for and supervision
of activities concerning--

(1') Reconnaissance ' and security mea-

*sures. (Coordination with' S-2 for intelligence missions of.
combat troops)..

(2') Troop movements. (Coordination
with S-4 for movements requiring transportation in addition
'to organic transportation and for routes). -

(3')'.. Tactical employment of units. (Co-
ordination, with S-4 for influence of supply and evacuation on

operations; S-2 for capabilities of enemy; S-i on ,morale of

toops): i!
(4') Defense of administrative instal

'lations and lines of communication. '(Coorinationwith S-4).

(5") Tactical measures tb preserve, se-

;crecy and effect surprise. (Coordination with S-2).

(d) . ". Preparation and authentication of opera-
tion orders a.nd operation maps "required to carry out the

tactical plan, "and their transmission to units and staff officers
'concerned (par. "3-7). (Coordination with' S-2 for maps and
for paragraphs and annexes dealing with' enemy information,

reconnaissance; and' counterintelligence measures; S-4 for
paragraph dealing h'administrative 'matters).

(e) Maintaining contact with the command-

ers of subordinate units ; observing or supervising troop' move-
ments and tactical operations asp directed by the commander.

I Establishment of liaison with adjacent,
,higher, and subordinate units.

(g) Supervision of signal communication.

(h), Preparation of -tentative plans 'for sub-
sequent phases of a tactical operation and for futire tactical
operations. (Coordination with. S-2 for enemy capabilities ; S-4

for practicability of operations' from a supply point'of view).

"(4) Recommendations to the -commander of prior-
ties for assignmentof personnel and equipment; .(Coordination
with S-i for assignent of personnel; S-4 for' allocation of
equipment).

10



4 '1.45." Supply' and vacua ion (S-4) Section. a The sup-
ply and evacuation section is charged with the preparation of
policies for, and the supervision: of supply, evacuation, trans'
portation,. -and :other -administrative matters related thereto.
Jt is -responsible for advising the commander relative to the
extent -of: the administrative (logistic), support that can be
given to any proposed strategical or tactical line of action, and
for recommendations at to the necessary, decisions concerning
supply and evacuation. It is further-responsible for the develop-
ment of those details of the administrative plan which pertain
to its functions, the preparation of the' necessary orders (par.
3-7), and the supervision of their execution.

-b.' The specific duties of the supply and evacuation sec-
tion may include the planning for and supervision of activities
concerning--

(1) Procurement, storage, and distribution of all
supplies.'' (Coordination with. S-3 for priority of allocation ' of
supplies) .

(2) Location of supply, evacuation, and, main-
tenance establishments.

(3) Transportation of supplies by land, air, and
water.

('4) Construction and maintenance of roads and
trails, docks, and ;airdromes.

(5) Maintenance of equipment. (Coordination with
S-3 for priorities).

(6) Traffic control. (Coordination with S-3 for
tactical plan and' secrecy). -

(7) Construction,' .operation, and maintenance of
utilities and other facilities relating to supply,, shelter, 'trans-
portation, and hospitalization.

(8) Evacuation and hospitalization.
(9) Assignmeit, movement, and control of' supply,

medical, technical, shore party and labor troops not employed
a's combat troops.

(10) Salvage ' -

'(11) 'Collection and disposition of captured supplies,
equipment, and animals. (,Coordination with S-2-for examina
tion of material).

(12) Property responsibility.

(13) Funds and priority of expenditure..
(14) Construction, operation, and: maintenanze ' of

military railways.
(15) Operation of inland waterways. '

(16) Procurement of real estate, shelter, and facili-
ties, including their leasing, repair, maintenance, 'and dis-
,position.

(17) Acquisition and improvement of' airplane
bases.
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(18) Preparation, authentication, and distribution
of administrative orders, :both f ragmentary and complete (,par.
3-7). (Coordination .with S-3 for. details of tactical -plan; S-i
for details pertaining to the activities supervised by the per-
sonnel section).

c. The duties of the Supply, ands Evacuation 'Section
include in addition the making of recommendations concerning:

(1) Protection -of lines of communication and rear
establishments.

(2) Location of rear establishments.

(3), Location of rear echelon of headquarters.
(4) New types of equipment.

THE_ SPECIAL STAFF

i1.-16. General.--a: General functions.--The special 'staff
provides technical and specialist advice and assistance to the
commander and executive staff. They general functions of the
special staff include-

(1) Technical and tactical advice and recommen-
dations to the commander and' his executive, staff..

(2) Preparation of plans,- estimates, and orders in
order to relieve the executive staff of routine duties.

(3) Coordination with 'the executive staff sections
of -their 'tactical arid administrative plans and activities.

b. Dual functions.-In certain cases, special, staff .offi-
cers are also commanders of troops- or heads of, technical,
supply, or administrative services and as- such have the. usual
functions of' command or control, over such troops or services ;
for example, the commander of the artillery troops of a division
is also the division' artillery officer. - These 'two functions of
staff and- command -although vested in "a single individual are
separate and distinct in that each involves different responsi-
bilities, and duties, and. the exercise of one should not, be
confused 'or 'permitted to interfere with the exercise of' the
other. On the contrary, this dual function" 'of certain officers
has' many advantages in facilitating the. proper -discharge. of
both staff- and command duties of the officers concerned (par.
1-7).

1.-17. Relation with Subordiinate Units.-Directions or in-
structions issued subordinate units must be transmitted
through the proper channels of command and not, directly
,from ,one special staff officer to the corresponding special staff',
officer' in a subordinate unit. As prescribed by the commander,
a special staff officer's duties include':

a. 'Technical and tactical supervision,'. coordination, and
inspection of subordinate .units.



1.-i$: Compositio'.-a. Officers ofh the. Special Staff in-
clude such of the following officers as may be assigned to' th
unit :

( (1) Air officer.
(2) Antiaircraft officer.
(3") Artillery officer.
'(4) Chemical officer.
(5.) Engineer.

Usually (6) Headquarters commandant (combined
in/ withn provost marsh in certain units)'

forward (7) Ordnance officer.
echelon I (8) 'Provost marshal (combined with head-

quarters commandant in certain units).
I (9) %signal ,officer:.
(1'0) Surgeon.
(11) Commanders of attached combat units

having no special staff representative.
(12) Liaison officers.

(13) Adjutant.
(14) Chaplain.
(15) Paymaster.

Usually (16) Inspector.
in (17) Legal officer.

rear (18) Quartermaster.
echelon (19) Postmaster.

(20) Transport Quartermaster.
(21) Auditor. ,
(22): Tank Officer.
,(23) Waterborne Vehicle Officer.
(24) "' Civil Affairs. Officer.

b.- ,-Sections.-Special staff sections are, shown in, Tables
of Organization. They are headed by the special staff officers
indicated in the above list, and such other, special staff officers
as may be assigned.

c. Regiments, and' smaller units.-In ,addition . to the
staff officers corresponding to: the chief of staff and the f our
executive, staff sections in larger units (executive, S-i, S-2, S-3,
and S-4) , -the staff of regiments 'and battalions, corresponding
to the special staffs of largerr units, include such special staff
officers as-may be. assigned to the unit.

1-19. Duties-The duties of' the several , special staff offi-
cers as. listed in paragraphs 1-20 to' 1-40, inclusi veare intended
as a guide. The commander adjusts .duties to meet operating
conditions. In the performance of- their duties, special staff
sections are. ordinarily, subject. to supervision and 'coordination
by appropriate executive staff ections. Certain 'of the special
staff officers whose 'duties are listed have both command and

'staff functions. Only those duties pertaining to their func-

,tiors as staff, ocers'° are listed in' this manual. ,
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r to the commander and staff
on air matters.

b. Preparation of plans for the use of air units, incu-
ing recommendations, for their allotment to subordinate units.

c. Coordination, within ,limits prescribed by the "com-

mander, of the 'utilization of all air units of the command.

1.-2. Antiaircraft Officer.-a. Adviser. to 'the commander
and, staffon allntiaircraft matters, including passive defense
measures.

b. Determination ' of requirements and recommenda-
tions, for apportionment of antiaircraft artillery ammunition.

c. Planning for coordination of all means of active de-
fense against air operations in, cooperation with the unit air
officer.

d. Recommendations as to missions for antiaircraft rar-
tillery including recommendations for allotment to' subordinate
units.

'1.-22. Artillery Officer.-a. Adviser to the commander and
staff on artillery matters.

b. Supervision of, the training of .'the artillery of the
unit.

c. Preparation of plans for the use of artillery, includ-
ing. recomimendations for its allotment to subordinate units.

d. Coordination of the survey system within artillery
units. " '

e. Supervision of. observation, signal communication,
and liaison within the artillery."

f. Supervision of supply of meteorological data for the
artillery.

g. Determination ' of requirements;, ecommendations
for apportionment, and supervision of distribution of artillery
ammunition. Furnishing information s to status of ammuni-
tion supply.

h. Coordination of fires of the artillery of subordinate
units.

i. Plans for artillery missions 'to be performed by ob-
servation aviation.

j. Collection" and dissemination of information pertain-
ing to hostile atillery and,. other .targets through artillery
intelligence agencies.

" L-23., Chemical (Gas) 'Officer.--a. Adviser to the 'co-
mander and staff on al chliical matters, including the use of,
cheicals'by the various arms,.

b. Preparation of plans for the use of chemical troops:
inot assigned- to subordinate units.



c: Supervisin of the operations of cemical' troops
not, assigned to subordinate units.

d. Supervision, within limits prescribed by: 'the com-
mander, of all chemical training, including inspections.

e. Supervision, within limits p .rescribed , by the com-
mander, of, collective protective measures,. including gas-
proofing:of inclosures, and the decontamination of gassed 'areas,
equipment, and vehicles.

f. Examination of captured chemical- equipment, and
collection and evaluation of other information concerning
means and methods', of utilization of chemicals by the enemy
and our own troops, and the results obtained.

- g. Determination of requirements,' procurement, and
distribution of chemical equipment and supplies- for all units,.
and chemical munitions for chemical' troops.

I h. Superision of chemical storage, -maintenance and re-
pair facilities, and-- rehabilitation of salvaged chemical mate-
rial.

i. Technical inspection of chemical; supplies, equipment,
and ammunition. ' -

j, Supervision of the filling of such chemical. munitions
as may be prescribed to be performed in the theater of opera-
tions.

Sk. Estimation of- requirements and recommendations
for apportionment of chemical munitions to chemical= roops.
Furnishing' information as to the status of chemical ammuni-
tion supply. -

1.-24. Engineer.-a. Adviser to the commander and the
staff on engineer matters.

/ b.;- Preparation of plans for the 'use of engineer troops,
including recommendations for their apportionment to smaller
units.

c. Determination of requirements. Advice on storage
and distribution of engineer equipment and 'supplies, including
camouflage materials. - --

d.- Construction, maintenance, and repair of camps,
warehouses, hospitals, and other. structuresin forward areas,.
including incidental installations (except signal communica-
tions) of roads and trails, and all"neans of river. -crossing, -

docks and piers. - - -

e. The construction of such defensive works as' may
not be-assignedto other troops.

f. Construction, repair, maintenance, and operation of
portable and. fixed electric light plants, water supply -systems,
and all other utilities of general service not otherwise assigned.

g. Military mining, demolitions, and the co struction
and removal of o 1



{ h. pth R- , th:rement, and pro-
duction o maps.

i. Engineer' reconnaissance.-

j. Recommendations ' as' "to traffic regulations on roads
and bridges as may. be required by their. physical ;condition.

k. Preparation and posting of signs for marking routes.

1. > Supervision, within limits prescribed by the coin-
mander of engineer and' camouflage activities.' in subordinate

unts,: incluig such ~ eork performed troops. oher than
engineers.

m. 'Development within the unit of ,measures for
camouflage of personnel and installation; preparations 'of in-
structions concerning camouflage, use of camouflage material,
and protective coloration of all equipment except aircraft.

n. Examination of captured engineer equipment..-

1.-25. Headquarters Command nt-a. , Local security of
the headquarters.

b. Internal, administration and arrangements for mov-

.ing headquarters.
c.. Detail of, orderlies and messengers.

d. Supervision of ,headquarters mess.

,e. Messing and quartering of casuals.

If. Redeption of visitors at certain headquarters.

1.=26., Ordnance Officer.--a. Adisr to the commander
and staff on\ ordnance matters.

b. Preparation of plans for use of ordnance roops not
assigned to subordinate units.

. Collection and. evaluation of information concerning
means and methods of utilization of ordnance material and
ammunition by 'the enemy and our own troops, and the results
obtained.'

d. Supervision of distribution (in accordance with ap-
portionments' as approved by the commander) of ammnunition
and' of other ordnance' supplies and equipment:

e. Operation of ordnance storage, maintenance,- and
repair facilities, including salvage an ,repair of ordnance mate
rial.

f. Technical inspection of ordnance equipment.

g. Supervision,' within limits prescribed' by the' com-

mander, of ordnance activities in subordinate units.

1.-27.' Provst Marshal.-a. Adviser to the commander
and staff' on matters pertainingd o theiduties of the mlitary
police.
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b. Enforcement of traffic -control regulations.

c. Apprehension and disposition of stragglers, absen-
tees, and deserters.

d. Collection .and custody of prisoners of war.

e. Enfor cement of police; regulations among members
of the military forces and' in areas occupied by troops.

Sf. Control of the civil population, including circulation
of individuals and, mass movements of refugees, when circum-
stances require '(in coordination with Civil Affairs Officer),.

g. Supervision of installations for refugees and the
feeding of noncombatants, when necessary.

h Criminal investigation activities and custody and
disposition of offenders.

i. Coordination, -within limits prescribed. by the com-,
mander of military police in subordinate units?:

j. Recommendations as to location of straggler line
and collecting points for prisoners of war.

1.-28. Signal Officer.-a. Adviser to the commander and
staff on signal matters, including the . location of,' command
posts.

b. Preparation of routine and combat orders relating

to signal communication (par. 3-1, :page .46).
c. Planning, installation, and supervision of the air-

craft warning net, when so directed.

NOTE:. This is' not to' be construed as meaning, the installation and
operation of radar not an organic part of the unit. In such a
case, the Commander of the unit having radar is on the special

staff of the unit to which' attached.

d. 'Supervision 'of distribution ;and use ' of' codes and
ciphers and preparation of necessary. supplements to them.
(Coordination with S54).

e. Determination pf requirements, procurement, stor-
age and distribution of signal equipment and supplies (under
general supervision of S-4).

f., = Procurement and operation ,of signal maintenance
and repair -facilities. .

g., Technical inspection of signal equipment;' within
limits prescribed by the commander, and recommendations
relative to its care and utilization.

h.- Technical and tactical supervision, within limits
prescribed by the commander, of signal operations of the com-'
mand including 'coordination of the employment and of the
training of signal -agencies of subordinate unit. (Under gen-
eral supervision of 53). .
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i. Supervision of the installation, *maintenance, and
operation of the signal. system, including the message center-
signal or communication-center) of the unit.

j. Supervision 'o such. activities pertaining to signal
intelligence.

k.. Procurement, distribution, and :replacement of com-
munication officers and the procurement, distribution, promo-
tion, and replacement of enlisted Communication Personnel
(under general supervision, of S-i).

1.-29. Surgeon-a. Adviser to the commander and staff
on all matters'pertaining to-

(1) Health and- sanitation of the command and of
occupied territory. :

(2) Training of' all troops in military sanitation
land first aid.-

(3) Location and operation' of hospitals and other
medical establishments and of the evacuation service.

b. Supervision, within 'limits prescribed by the com-
mander, ,of training of medical troops, ,including inspections.

c. Determination of requirements, procurement, stor-
'iage, and distribution of medical and dental -equipment and
supplies. ' /

d. Supervision, within limits prescribed by the com
mander, of- the operation of elements of the medical service
Sin subordinate units.

e. Preparation of reports and custody of 'records- of,
casualties.

f. Examination of captured medical equipment.

L-30 Commanders of Attached Combat, Units Having No
Special Staff Representative.-Commanders of attached com-
bat units having no special staff representative act as advisers
to the commander and his staff on tactical and technical
matters relating to their uinits. ''

.;1.-3,1. Adjutant.-a., Handling all official correspondence,
except' that pertaining to combat orders and instructions, in
accordance with regulations ,and approved policies. In cases
for which no polic has been, established, he initiates action
to secure a policy covering such eases. '

b. NAuthentication and distribution of all orders and
instructions except thosepertaining' to combat operations.

c. Maintenance of the office of record for the head-
quarters.
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d. Opera o , a dp
aitsthhd r;policies, of

atiiies at the headuarters pertaining to-
(1) Classification of all individuals, joining the

command, their subsequent assignment, reclassification, and
reassignment, their .promotion, transfer, retirement, and dis-
charge.

'_ '(2) Procurement and replacement of personnel.

(3) ' .Decorations, citations, honors, and awards.

(4) Leaves of absence and furloughs.

(5) Education (exclusive of tactical and technical).

(6) Recreation and welfare and all other morale,
matters not specifically charged to other - agencies.

f. Custody ,of the records of all personnel belonging
to the command which are not kept 'ire some 'subordinate unit.

g. Preparatio{' and distribution of the station list.

h. Preparation' and submission of reports on strength,
casualties, captured material, prisoners of- war, and incidental
.returns."

i. ' Supplying of :blank forms, publications, and instruc-
tional: matter.

j. Operation ofi office procedure as regards adiministra-

tive matters, inclu'ding recommendations as to similar arrange-
ments in headquarters of subordinate units.

1-32. Chaplain.-a. Adviser to 'the commander and staff .
in religious and moral activities of the command.

b. Supervision of the spiritual welfare of the command.

c.' Conduct of~religious -services,' including funerals.

d. Spiritual ministrations to the sick and wounded.

e. Correspondence with relatives of deceased personnel.

f. Coordination of the religious work; of the various
welfare societies.

g. Supervision' and( coordination, within' lmits" pre-
scribed by the -commander, of the -training and work of the
chaplains of subordinate units.'

h. Recommendations as to assignments and transfers
of chaplains.

i. Preparation of estimates and' 'allotment' of funds for
religious activities "not 'specifically charged to other agencies
of the command.

j. Preparation of reports relative' to the' religious and

moral activities; of the. command.

1.-33. ,Paymaster.-a: Adviser, to the commander and
staff on fiscal matters. '
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c. Custody of pay'accounts..

1.-34. Ins pector.:a. Inspections and investigations as the

commander may directs

b. Inspecttion of all commands, units, systems, trans
portation, installations, and nonmilitary agencies, as inquired
by the cominander.

1.-35. Legal Officer.-a. Adviser to the commander and,
staff, and to other members of the command in proper cases,
on questions of lbw.

b. Supervision of the administration of military justice
within the command.

c. Review anid recommendation as to the action to be

* taken upon charges preferred for trial by, and recrds of trial

of, military courts-martial.

d. Review and recommendation as to action to 'be

taken on Courts of 'Inquiry, Boards of Investigation, Adminis-
'trative Reports, Accident Reports, claims (,personal injury and
property damage), claims within the;purview of the Foreign.
Claims Commissionand reports submitted 'in accordance with

Chapter 7, Marine Corps 'Manual.

1.-36. Quartermaster-,a. Adyiser to the commander 'nd

staff on quartermaster matteis.

b. Procurement, storage, and distribution; of equip-
ment 'and supplies. '

c u nt and disposition of real estate and faci-
ities, including leasing. -

d. Procurement and operation of quartermaster util-

ities, storage maintenance, and repair facilities.

e. Operation of-

(1) Remount service.

(2) General service pooi of labor.

(3) 'Salvage service.

(4) Graves registration service.
f . Transportation of troops and supplies by land, water,

and commercial 'air means, except such as may be allocated
to another arm or service.: '

g. Technical inspection of motor and animal transporta-
tion, and supervision of quartermaster activities in subordinate
units within limits prescribed by the commander.:

h. Examination of captured quartermaster equipment.

i. Payments for hired labor, for supplies purchased or

requisitioned, and for damages or, claims.
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2 7
j. Custody and disburfheie e 11 Government funds,

including such special funds as the Commander may direct.

1.-37. Postal Officer.-Operation of the postal. service in
the unit.

1.-38. Transport Quartermaster.-Transport Quartermas-
ters, are special staff officers whose function is to plan, and
superyise (1), the loading of an organization (personnel, equip-
ment and supplies) aboard a transport or transports, and (2)
the subsequent unloading of, that organization.

In an amphibious operation, each echelon from the indi-
vidual, landing "team upward, "requires a Transport Quarter-
master or Loading Officer. However, only in Division and
Corps, does the Transport Quarternaster Section normally
operate continuously' as a special, staff 'section; in the lower
echelons the, position will 'usually be filled only as required
and then by assignment "either from the .troops to" be em-
barked or from a higher echelon.- Although, Transport Quarter-
master sections of the lower echelons normally do not function
continuously, it is -'advisable that, each such. echelonconstantly
have within its organization an adequate number of trained
Transport Quartermasters or Loading Officers.

1.-39." Auditor.-Inspection of accounts as' required by the
;commander.

1.-40. Tank Officer.-a. Adviser to the Commander and
Staff on tank matters.

b. Supervision of the training of the tanks of the unit.

c.' Recommendations as to missions. for tank dunits, in-
cluding recommendations for allotment to subordinate units.,

1.-41. Waterborne Vehicle Officer.-a. Adviser to the
Commander and Staff on amphibious vehicle "matters.

b., Supervision of the 'training of amphibious .vehicles
of the unit.

c. Recommendations for 'the use of amphibious ve-
hicles.

1.-42. Civil AffairsQ fficer.-a. Adviser to the Commander
and Staff on 'matters pertaining to Civil Affairs and the con-
trol of civil population of occupied areas.

b. Coordination with civil authorities on plans, includ-
ing those for police protection, blackout, anti-sabotage activi-
ties, civilian passive defense, and' other civil, affairs.

1.-43.. Special Staff Officers of Smaller Units.-In regiments
and smaller units, executive and 'special staff. duties' merge
into each other and one staff officer frequently is charged with
duties of both executive 'and special staff nature. In some
units the same officer performs the duties of' more than one
of the staff sections.

21
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1.-44. +untions--The Assistant Division. Commader.-
The Assistant Division Commander is second in command of
the Division, acting as a. special assistant to the Division
Commander. He will assume command if the Division Com-
mander becomes a casualty, or, if so directed during the 'latter's
absence. Other functions of the Assistant Division Commander
will be as directed by the Division Commander and" may
properly consist of:

a. Training, inspection.

b. Personal inspection and report on the progress of
operations during battle.

c. Command of a separate "Provisional task group of
appropriate size, operating at a, distance from the
Division.

d. Command of a separate task group temporarily de-
tached from the Division.

e. Command of an advance echelon of Division Head-

quarters during.. the early stages, of,. a landing
operation.

Iin the execution of . (a) and '(b') above, the Assistant Division
Commander will act at the personal direction' of,' and will" re-
port directly to, the Division Commander. In the 'execution
of (c) above, the Assistant Division Commander will function
within the 'chain of command of the Division, and 'will, be ac-
corded a status similar to that of the Commander of a' combat
team. In the execution of (e) above,; the AssistantDivision
Commander 'functions within the chain of command of the
Division in the ;capacity of senior officer present ashore.
- 1.-45. - Staff.-The Staff of the Assistant', Division Com-

mander assists him in his duty of training and combat inspec-
tion. It will likewise provide the nucleus, of personnel for ex-
pansion into a functional staff for the command of a Provisional

'or detached task group..

STAFF RECORDS, MAPS, AND ,REPORTS

*1.46. Staff Records.-A system of staffsection records : is
essential in order to have information available for:

'a. Command decisions during operations.

b. Higher headquarters.

c.- Historical record.

-1 .-47. Office of Record.-The office of record. is that of the,
adjutant.

1.48. Journals (Form' 30, Section journal is a
chronological record. of events affecting the unit or staff sec-
tion; :The minimum detail necessary to fix the time or other
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facts conicernUi ~i events is the ideal.: Important
incidents are recorded as they occur, such as: time of receipt,
or transmission of important messages,- visits of higher com-
manders and staff officers, and absences from-the command
post of the commander or section chief. A brief synopsis of
written messages or orders should be entered in the journal
and the originals filed-, in the journal file.' Oral messages or
orders should be entered in full when practicable.

b. The journal is closed daily or at the, end of a phase
or period as determined by higher authority.

c. The journal is a permanent record of the operations
of the unit and -is annexed to reports after action against the
enemy. Original entries should not, be, altered but supple-
mented when necessary by later entries.

1.-49. Situation Maps.-A situation map is a map showing
own and enemy disposition and activities at 'a particular time.
A current situation map is kept and. is often prepared as an
appendix. to special or periodic staff reports tp permit the
written. contents of the report to be reduced to a'minimum.

1.-5O. Operation, Administrative, and Circulation Maps.
a. Operation maps are prepared ,and- issued by the 5-3

section.

b. Administrative and circulation mps are prepared
and issued by the S-4 section.

1.-51. Reports.-a. The character and scope of staff and
unit reports will vary with the requirements of the commander
or the higher headquarters at the time\ the reports are called
for.

b., The merit of a report is not measured by its length.
A concise, presentation' of important points usually is 'all that
is required:

c. In brigades and higher units, each staff section pre-
pares and submits such periodic or special reports pertaining
to its activities as may be directed or required.

d. In regiments and smaller units, a single unit report'
prepared under, the. supervision of the executive is usually
sufficient (Form 29,' Section. 5).

e. Reports on ,the situation or events 'will be of maxi-
mum usefulness to, the commander, other staff sections, and
higher headquarters when made as of a , particular hour. Such
a time might be toward the close of the day's heaviest fighting,
as a basis .for the commander's decision' for night dispositions
and a renewal, of operations the "following day, or whenever
a change, in' the situation indicates that new 'decisions. and
new plans will be necessary.



f. The number, of writteni reports, reuiired' from sub-
ordinate units should be held to the minimum.. Wherever epos-
sible, personal or telephone conferences should replace-written
reports.

g. Commanders mhay 'require 'reports from subordinate
units at. certain times,; for example, a report maybe required
at' a time in the early morning, noon, and near nightfall; re-
gardless of the information available. Negativve alr r-o n
may be valuable.

LIAISON

1.-52.: General.-Liaison' is the connection between units or
"other elements, established by a representative-usually an
officer-of one unit who visits or remains with another unit.

Its purpose is to promote cooperation and coordination of
effort, by personal contact.

'1.-53. Types.-Liaison " may be established between sup-
porting and supported units; between adjacent units' (lateral
liaison); from subordinate- to higher headquarters ;and from
higher to subordinate headquarters. K

1.-54. Between Supporting and Supported Units.-a. Li-
aisdn between supporting and supported units, if established,
is the function of the supporting unit.,

b. Artillery habitually establishes liaison with sup7
ported units for the primary purpose of obtaining information
'as. to the needs for supporting "fire. ,For example,, liaison is
established by ,,direct support artillery battalions withthe .sup-
ported' front line battalions and 'also with the regiment.

c.' Liaison between other supporting and2 supported,
units is established when desirable.

10-55.. Between Adjacent Units.--Liaison between adjacent
units in combat is established when desirable. If used; it nay
be directed by' a higher commander or established on the initia-
tive of adjacent commanders: ' ' ' '

1 .. 56. From Subordinate to Higher Headquarters.-A sub-
ordinate unit may be'directed 'to establish liaison with higher
headquarters. Such; liaison may bemade routine by prescribed
standing operating; procedure.

1'.-'57." From Higher to Subordinate Headquarters.-a.' The
usual '.purposes, of liaison from ;higher to subordinate head-
quarters are to obtain' information, transmit orders, clarify
the 'existing situation' and orders and' receive: and transmit

-requests for assistance.::.

b . This liaison is. maintained when directed'bth e
higher commander.
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1.-58. Selection of Liaison O licers.-T.Che minimum e ec-
tiveness of liaison missions will be secured if the'officer selected ,
for this duty-

a. Has the confidence of his' commander.

b. Is 'favorably, ,known, either personally or by reputa-
tion, by the commander and staff of the unit to which sent.

ic. Has a sound and comprehensive knowledge of tactics.
d. Possesses tact. , i I

e. Has, lad experience or training, as a liaison officer.

1.-59. .Duties of Liaison Officer.--a. Prior to, departure
the liaison officer should-

(1) Become familiar with the situation of his own
unit and so far as practicable with 'that of the unit to 'which'
sent,

(2) Ascertain definitely his ;mission. ' /

(3) Insure that arrangements ,for communication
(signal, and transportation) are adequate.

(4) Obtain credentials in.{writing: unless obviously
unnecessary.-

b.', On arrival at headquarters to which sent, the lai-
son officer should-

(1) Report promptly to the* commander, ' stating'
his mission, and exhibiting his directive or credentials, if in
writing.

proriae.(2)' "Offer; his. assistance to the commander, if, ap-
pr~priatl

(3) Arrange for the transmission of messages he.
:may, be required to send.

(4) . Arrange to obtain information required by his
mission.

(5) Familiarize himself with the. situation of the
unit to which sent. '

c. During his liaison' tour, the liaison officer should-
(1) Further harmonious coperaion between his

own headquarters and the one to which sent.
(2) Accomplish his mission without interfering

with the operations (of the headquarters to which sent.
(3) Keep himself informed of the situation of his

own unit and make that information available. to the orn-
mander and staff 6f the unit to which he is sent. (Such action
is 6f .special importance to liaison officers of attached o r sup-
porting units.);.

(): Keep: an appropriate record of his reports.

his (5) Report on those matters within the 'cope of
his milsson.



(6 Advise the visited iiitcoxn nander, of the con-
tents of reports to be. -sent to his own headquarters.

(7) Make prompt report to his own headquarters
if he is unable to accomplish his liaison mission.

(8) Report his departure to the visited unit-com-'
mander on, the completion of his mission..

d. On return to his own headquarters the liaison officer
should-

(1) Report on his mission.
(2) Transmit promptly any requests 'of the com-

mander from whose headquarters he has just returned.

S.-6. Duties of Sending and Receiving Headquarters.-a.
The' commander of the headquarters sending a liaison .officer
shouldd~

hol Give the liaison officer definite and detailed in-
structions in writing if appropriate, as to the liaison mission.:

(2) Inform the liaison officer of the, commander's
plans, especially as they affect :the, unit to which he is tobe
sent...

(3) Insure that adequate facilities are available
for communication (signal and transportation means) between
the liaison 'officer and the !sending headquarters.

b. The commander of the headquarters receiving a liai-
son officer should-

(1) Give the liaison officer all assistance possible,
compatible with the normal;,operations of the headquarters.

(2) Keep the 'liaison officer' informed as .to . the
plans for future employment of the unit visited.'

(3) Give the'. liaison officer free access to thosestaff sections or 'troops having data pertinent to the liaison
mission.

c. The contact established. by liaison officers does not
relieve 'commanders from, the responsibility, of keeping the
next higher, lower, and- adjacent commands linformed of the
'situation through normal channels..

STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE

1.-61. General.-a. Standing operating procedure covers
those features of operations which lend themselves to a defi
nite or standardized procedure without loss of effectiveness.
It should- be provided that th procedure is applicable unless
prescribed otherwise in a particular case; thus the flexibility
necessary in special situations: is retained.

Except for emphasis, training istruons are not prop-
erly included inani SOP, but should be covered in training di-
rectives. An SOPsl be based on the several Field Manuals,
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but should not include repetition of 'matter "specifically set
forth in such" Manuals. Briefly SOP sets, up definite procedure
for the issuing unit, where more than one method is indicated
in a. Field Manual. It governs in the. absence of instructions
to the contrary.

b. -The purposes, of standing operating procedure are-
(1)To simplify and abbreviate combat orders, ex-

pedite their' transmission, and permit their being understood
easily and certainly.

(2) To simplify and perfect the training of the
troops.

(3) To promote understanding and teamwork be-
tween the commander, staff, and troops.

(4) In general, to facilitate and expedite opera-
tioris and minimize confusion, and'errors.

c. Standing operating, procedure should not hamper the
effective tactical employment of the troops.

'd. It is impracticable to prescribe. uniform standing
operating procedure for all units or for all operations. Each
unit should develop appropriate and effective procedure,
adapted to operating conditions and conforming to that estab-
lished by .the higher unit. An example of the nature of stand-
ing, operating procedure is that of the composition and desig-
nation of, combat teams:

.L 
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T A 'i THE SITUATION

\Paragraphs

General ........... ........... ...... 2-1; to 2-2

Elements of the Estimate......2-3 to 2-4

Discussion. .................................. 2-5 to 2-7

2.-1,. General.-Every military operation should have a
definite aim. All' missions ,assigned incident to an operation
are contributory to this end. A commander's mission as con-
veyed in orders of instructions from 'higher authority should
require the adoption of a definite course of action in meeting
the situation which .,confronts his command.. The course of
action adopted : should b-e' the result'oof a ,sound decision. ,A
sound decision results' from a timely and proper estimate of
the situation.

2.-'2. Purpose.-The purpose of the. estimate ,is to'insure
that the commander will give due. consideration toall factors
in the situation, including enemy capabilities '(lines of action
which may interfere with the accomplishment-of his mission),
to the' end that' he may adopt a line of action which-

a. Favors the accomplishment of his mission.

b. Offers the best prospects of success.

If more. than one, line of ° action, meets these requirements
equally, that one hould be adopted which most favors future
action.

2.-3 'Elements of the Estimate-The following discussion
takes up in order the paragraphs of the form for the com-
mander's estimate of'the' situation (Form 1, Section 5).

I. MISSION.

a. Summary of the situation. The summary of the
situation is a brief statement of essential facts
set ;forth at once to assure that the Commander
'has in ' mind the circumstances which character-
ize the problem. Subsequent subdivisions of the
Estimate should contain all facts that may in-
fluence the ;final Decision. Situations rarely re-
main static. Instead, they are 'more likely to

i change constantly. Therefore, it. is particularly
important that the summary 'include a statement

as, to' present enemy activity that may'.. affect the
Commander's future action, or may change the
situation between the time the estimate is com-
',menced, and the time its resulting plan is put into
operation.
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ta' eleif 0 fission. In estimating the situa-
tion the commander carefully considers his mis-
sion . as set forth in the orders 'or instructions
received from higher authority, or as deduced by
him from his instructions and his knowledge of
the situation. The mission is the actuating factor
of the estimate, and the commander's decisions
are the basis for the :formulation of tactical plans.

II. 'SURVEY OF OPPOSING: STRENGTHS.
- a. Considerations affecting the, opposing courses of

action. Determine and analyze those factors of

the situation which will influence your choice of a
line of action as well as those which, will affect
the capabilities of the enemy to act adversely.
Consider such of-the factors listed below as are-
involved and any other factors not listed as are
involved. For each factor considered, state the
facts as known concerning your own and the
enemy forces. THEN STATE YOUR DEDUC-
TIONS FROM THESE FACTS AS TO THE
EFFECT OF THE FACTOR ON THE' ENEMY
CAPABILITIES .AND ON YOUR OWN. CHOICE
OF A: LINE OF ACTION.

Some factors '-affect the, enemy only, and others,
affect you' .only. Consider ' only those factors
listed, ii the :form that have a bearing on '_the
situation in question. Although the list of factors
in: the form is quite complete, you might occa-
sionally want to consider some factor not listed.
For example, the fact that you are operating in
hostile or friendly territory,,the charactei of tthe
enemy commander, or the hostile. tactical do-
trines. THROUGHOUT CONSIDERATION .OF
THE ,FACTORS YOU MUST MAKE A PARTICU-
LAR EFFORT TO AVOID PRECONCDEIVED
IDEAS, AND MUST ADHERE STRICTLY TO
THE, FACTSA KNW.WEEIFR -

S SK WNWHR NOM TION OF THE, ENEMY IS LACKING, AS, IT
WILL BjE FREQUENTLY', IT MUST NOT BE
IMPROVISED.
(1) Relative conmbat power. This is usually

determined, by a consideration of .these
factors: composition, numerical' strength,
arms' -and .armament, combat efficiency,
*and assistance to be expected from neigh=
boring troops.
(a) #Composition. By this is meant 'the

combination of various arms, such
as infantry, artillery, cavalry,
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Uc at aviation, mechanized units, /

ntain troops, ski troops, para-
chute; ,troops, bridge-trains, etc.

(b) =Numerical strength. (in -units).
TJnder this. heading* you as com-

mander should consider your own
strength in complete tactical units4
the enemy's strength in 'complete
tactical units, and- then compare,
the two. For eximple; in prob-
lems of regiments and divisions, a,-
battalion is usually the unit of
measure; in problems in minor
tactics,_ a squad or platoon might
be ,the unit. i Indications of the
stiength of the enemy may be the,
road space he occupies, or the ex-
tent of the line which he holds.

(c)' .Arms and 'armament. 'Under this,
heading. should be considered not ,
only rifles, machine guns, etc., but.
particularly antitank guns, gas,
mechanized: forces, combat avia-
tion, flame throwers, and any new
or unusual weapons.

(d) Combat efficiency. (Including, physi-
cal; condition, morale, training,
battle experience, and leadership.)
In determining conbat efficiency,

-you as' commander. should con-
sider : physical" condition, morale,
training, battle experience,, 'and
leadership. All1 of 'these would be:
of' vital-importance' under actual
conditions in.the ,field. No'assump-
tion should be made about ;the
enemy unless it is based on re-
liable 'information or , prior ex-
peri-ence.

(e) Assistance 'to be ;expected from
neighboring troops. This heading
is. self , explanatory. Assistance
froom neighboring troops r'neans.
:their help by fire across your
front-which is a normal .pro-
cedure , in defensive fires-or such'
help as may ble ordeed; by higher
authority, for example, "the .lst
,Battalion, making .its .main effort
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on its' right, will capture Hill 1620
and assist the' advance of the 2d
Battalion.''

(2) Reinforicements:; Reinforcements means in-

crea e in numbers from some force not

at piesent under the control of the cor-
mander. 'No commander should count on
reinforcement by reserves, other than his

own, unless he has been told that he will
have such reinforcement.

(3) Time and space. (I'ncluding necessary troop

'movements and 'the time/required.) Con=

sider troop movements which may be'
'necessary, and figure the time it will re-'

quire to make such movements. /

In the discussion of time and space the dura-
tion of daylight and phases of the /moon

are touched upon. This is necessary as

it' may restrict. your courses of action.
There' may be insufficient 'time to press
home ah attack before dark. By far;, its
most important use is in connection with
troop movements. In this connection the

expression "time and space" .deals' entirely

- with the tiie needed, for a given body of
troops' to cover a given distance, 'and, (or)

t complete a certain maneuver., It must
be remembered that no attack can be
Slaunched in less time than is required 'for

the rearmost element of the attack force

to move from the point where it receives
orders to the line of departure.

Time and space must be 'figured exactly. A.
reasonable safety factor must be included

.where any doubt exists.

(4) 'Terrain. "(Including ,observation, field' of

fire, concealment and cover, obstacles, -

routes' of communication, avenues of ap-
proach, and terrain feature's vital to the
success of' the'mission.)

(5)' Dispositions'"° Disposition includes the lca-
tion of troops on the terrain, their foima-
tion, and their state' , of .readiness for
combat."'

(6) , Status of supply and'. evacuation. Under,

this heading is entered so much of those
factors 'as "affect the tactical situation,



such as shortage of ammunition. Ro!
nets favorable or unfavorable to supply,
might be considered under this head.

,(7)1 Weather. Weather, should be considered,
'because it may play an important part in
military operations. Poor visibility due
to fog .may enable a' unit to carry out .a
plan that would not be possible under;
normal conditions. Rain, '.snow, and ice
may have an important, bearing. on the
capability of the enemy, -or of your own
forces to carry out a plan of action. Rain,
snow, or ice may hamper' supply. service
and troop movement, make roads im-

- passable, and crosscountry travel difficult.
(8) Any other factors not listed above which

are involved in the situation. ,onsidera-
tion should be given to whether you are
operating in friendly 'or hostile territory,
the 'effect of 5th column activities, sabo-
tage,. enemy's knowledge of your strength
and dispositionis, hostile tactical doctrines,
character 'of enemy , commanders, and
mny others.,

mIN CONNECTION WITH LA N D DIN G
OPERATIONS:. THE S\ U ,BJ E"C T OF
HYDROGRAPHY MUST BE INCORPO-
RATED,, COVERING; REEFS,' BARRIER
AND ; FRINGING REEFS; CURRENTS

'AND TIDES;'. SHOALS; DEPTH OF
WATER; AND BEACHES.

IT. ENEMY COURSES OF ACTION.

List, in general :terms only, all possible' courses of action
which your deductions show to be within the physical
1'capabilities" of the :enemy and WHICH- 'CAN INTER-
FERE WITH THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOUR
MISSION. * Enemy capabilities are arrived at from

. the consideration of and deductions from the 'factors
of the situation as they affect the physical ;ability of
the enemy to pursue ,certain courses of action.

In rare ;ipstances 'the enemy may be so 'limited by his
situation, disposition, and commitnrients that only
one course of action is open to him. In this case the
commander should not hesitate to so state. It is not
sufficient to say, 'the enemy can attack, defend, or

'withdraw,; but when, where, and how he, can' attack
or defend, ,and where he can' withdraw to, as deter-
mined by' calculation of time and space, must- be ,in-
chided. Furthermore, it is. prudent to:.ascribe to the
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enemy the most harmful capability so l as' the\
situation does not clearly indicate the enemy's prob-
able line of action.i

iV. COMMANDER'S OWN COURSES OF ACTION.

a. Appreciation/: of the 'mission. The Mission was

originally 'stated in order to, promote an under-
standing of the. ultimate oljective and to 'confine
the Estimate within .certain. limits. The M ission
is now 'restated because an appreciation of all its
ramifications,'in connection 'with the background
now established, is 'necessary if the Commander'
is to evolve a plan which will meet his full 'respon-
sibilities.

b." List in" general terms only,' all reasonable and
practi'cable courses of action' open to.. you ;.which,

if successful, "will accomplish or facilitate the ac-

complishment' of your mission. In simple situa-

tionsit frequently will be possible to eliminate all
btone of~' yr;0 own courses 'of, action by the ~

;deductions made in paragraph II. In such a case
,the analyses and compiSons made in paragraph
V ,are" omitted and the estimate is completed by a
statement of the decision.

V. DETERMILN'A TI ON OF -COMMANDER'S BEST
':COURSE OF ACTION.
a. Analysis and comparison of the opposing suitable

cou' ses 'of, action:'
Review what ;will happen; under all of the possible

combinations if each of\ your courses of action
were opposed 'by each. of the hostile capabilities.'
This is to determinethe degree of success, toward
the accomplishment of your mission, that ,can be
expected from each of your ,co'rses of action, and
to discover the weakness of each when' tested
against each of 'the capabilities of the enemy.
From these , analyses, state briefly your
conclusions as have an important bearing on your
choice of a course-of action.

b. -Final evaluation of commander's courses of action.

With. reference to each' of .your own courses of
action determine and "state the decisive factor'or
factors ;that lead you to discaid or adopt it and
state, in; conclusion, which course of action is.
most advantageous for carrying out your mission
whatever capability the enemy may follow. Here
honesty and avoidance of wishful ,thinking 'may
indicate that your first idea of what to do is not
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e onsider /the; advantages and disad
vantages of each of your lines' of action.- Does it
offer a reasonable chance for success if opposed by
the enemy's most'harmful capability?. Does it
favor future action?'' .If two -plans appear to be
equally favorable, adopt the one which will most
favor. future action.

VI. DECISION.
The- decision reached as a result of the estimate is

expressed in. the' form of a brief statement clearly
setting forth the line of,'action adopted.

2.-4. The Abbreviated. Estimate.-When .decisions must be
made rapidly time will not be, available for '' complete written
estimate of the situation. 'Nevertheless,' it will ,be found
desirable to follow. a logical.outline and to write the most im-
portantr deductions and conclusions in the sequene described.
The following 'changes can be made in the estimate form:

-I. MISSION.
a. Summary of the situation. Omit.
b. Statement of.'the mission. Write completely.

II. SURVEY OF- OPPOSING .STRENGTHS.

a. Considerations ,affecting the opposing courses of
action.,
(1) Relative combat power. Write only ihe de-

duction.
-(2) .,Reinforcements. Write only the 'deduction.
(3) Time "aid Space.', Write only the deduction.

'(4) Terrain. Write only the deduction.
' (5) 'Disposition. Write only the °deduction.
(6) , 'Status of Supply and 'Evacuation. Write only

the deduction.
(7) Weather. Write onl the deduction
(8) Hydrography, etc . Write, on1y the deduction.

III. ENEMY COURSES OF ACTION.
Write completely.

IV. COMMANDER'S OWN COURSES OF ACTION.
a. Appreciation of the Mission: Write completely.

b;. Courses of Action. Write completely.

V. DE :T ER M I N A T I NOF '.COMMANDER'S BEST
COURSES 'QF ACTION.

a. -Analysis and comparison ,,of the opposing- suitable
courses of action.. Summarize the important
factors.' _
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b. Final evaluation ,of commander's ' courses of "action.
Write comletely:

vi ..!DECISION'.,
Write completely.

2.-5. The. Estimate, a Continuous , Process.-The estimate
of the situation is, a continuous process for the commander.
With' each change in the situation, he must revise his estimate
and decide either to continue the line of action upon.,which he
is proceeding or to announce a new decision. Usually, the com-
m'ander of a large unit (-division or corps) will, not- be abe to,
make a tactical decision containing, all the elements of his plan
in 'his early, estimates. For examplewhen hostile contact is
expected, the, initial decision may be merely to continue a.
'march already begun:. As 'informatiboiof the enemy is ac-
cumulated, the commander may be able to decide further that
he will attack' ,Where and ,when, the attack will' take place

,and the ;tactical method of attack 'may have to be determined'
later as the situation develops. 'Asp contact with the, enemyis
gained, the , commander .may be able to decide and announce
'that; he will envelop ., one or the other flanks. The ',place, time,
and objective 'ff the attack may still be dependent upon enemy
action or upon information not, yet ;obtained.' The decisions as,
to the other elements of his plan may have to be deferred until
the enemy is:fixed in position : Supplenmentary decisins that
may bemade at this time may concern the action' tobe required
of the covering' forces and the information agencies. On the
other hand, when action is urgent 'a'commander may have 'to
mke$ hL coplete decison andisue .;orderins comince
with his mission 'regardless of scanty information or a rapidly
changing situation.

2.-,6." .Extent" of the Estimate.-a. General-The estimate
should be as thorough as the time available will permit It may
thus vary from a short, almost instantaneous, mental estimate,
to a carefully written. document "requiring days of' prepara-
tion and the collaboration of various staff officers. For example
ir 'a large command with amiple time S-2 may "be called upon
to estimate the hostile. situatioon (Form' :2, Section 5, S-2
Estimate); ;S-3, may' be called., upon to ;estimate :the friendly
,situation ; S-4 may 'be called upon, to submit a S-4 estimate
(Forrn 4,. Section .5), .expressing the influence 6f the supply
and evacuation. factorso :o the contemplated lines of' action;
and the ,ngineer oi' other" staff officers may be called upon to
submit an estimate of the' terrain (For 3, Section 5). Por-

-tiodns o these estimats, f apprved'ay~ be iuncdrp~oratedi
the; proper places in 'the' commander's estimate. In any case
the ,estimate should be sufficiently complete to include a deter-
minatio of .the enemy capabilities, =the lines of action open to
the commander, and 'a consideration of the effect of 'the enemy
capabilities on each of these lines of action; before arriving at
a ,decision.



1 A V
rb Use ,of, the- form for he ander's estimate.-

Form1, Section 5; for the' commander's estimate establishes' a
sequence in, which the elements of a tactical situation should,
be considered. When time is not pressing, the' formfrnay 'be"
physically referred to and a complete written estimate may
be made by the commander. When time is pressing, 'the ,form.
may be used as a' mental check list to; insure -that the com-.
mander does consider all elements of the situation in arriving
at his decision.

c. A detailed, written Commander's Estimate of the
Situation will rarely, if ever, be found below' division. In, Di-
visions and larger units,- however, .written estimates are fre-
quently used in, the ,planning phase of a projected operation.
This is ,especially true of amphibious operations. It irs, even
doubtful .if large units will" ever prepare a complete' written
estimate covering any phase of an operation after, the opera-

1tion in- question .has begun. Estimates made during an oper-
atioi will normally either be mental or by the use of brief
notes.

However,' even in the smallest "unit ,possessing 'a staff
(battalion) the commander will normally call on his staff for
information concerning their sections prior to making major
deci ions. Thus, the battalion commander is, 'in, effect, follow-
ing the same procdure. as a corps commander who requires
his staff to make .their detailed 'written contributions to his
Estimate for a 'projected operation.

2.-7. In order to make certain that the Estimate remains
a valid document it 'may be necessary to 1compileone or more
Supplementary Estimates of".the Situation> prior to D-day. A
practicable method is to compile a separate Estimate omitting
all material already included in' the. origiial 'Estimate except
where repetition is necessary' for ' clarity; or emphasis.
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THE' C OV TH SITJATION

(A breakdown showing, normal contributions Ito' the-
Commander's Estimate made. by each staff section.)

I MISSION.

S23 Summary of Situation.

CG Statement of Mission (see note).

II. '.SURVEY, OF OPPOSING STRENGTHS.

1. Relative combat power.
-a. Composition of forces.
b. Strength .(in units).
c. Armament.:

S-1'- d. Combat efficiency.
e. Assistance from neighboring

troops.
S-2 2. Reinforcements (not under own con
S-trol).

3. Time and Space.

4. Terrain.
5. Dispositions.

"S-4 - 6. Supply status. ;(Preliminary survey:
NOT the detailed ,4-Section Esti-
mate of the''Supply Situation)

7. Weather.
8. 'Hydrography.
9. All other, important factors (enemy

tactical doctrines, etc..)

S-2 - ~ III. ENEMY COURSES OF ACTION. (From
S-2 Estimate, of the Enemy ,Situation).

S-3 IV, OWN, COURSES OF ACTION.
(r-state mission).

V. SELECTION OF 'OWN BEST COURSE
OF ACTION

S-3 1. Comparison of each of' own -courses
with each enemy course.

CG , 2. Analysis, and selection of'best course.
CG VI. DECISION

CG - Scheme .of Maneuver
SNot a Part

Additional' detail i of Estimate
becomes

CG DIRECTIVE'.
NOTE: Chief of Staff will normally -communicate MISSION and de-

1 e' o der to the staff.
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COMBAT ORDERS

Paragraph.
General... ... ::.: :.. . 3-1 to 3-8g
Composition of orders ... . ... 3- 9 to 3-16
Check lists .:... 3-17 to 3-34

GENERAL

3.-i. Classification of Orders.-Orders are of two general
classes, routine and combat.

a. Routine orders include general orders, court martial
orders, special orders, bulletins, circulars, and memoranda.

b. Combat orders are those pertaining to operations ,in
the field.

3.-2. Preparation of Combat' rders.-a. The solution of
any situation demanding action by a unit requires that certain
definite steps be taken by, the -commander in ' logical sequence.
He must first make an estimate of the situation, which may
be either mental or written. As ,a final step. in this estimate
he arrives at a decision as to :the action to be taken to meet
the situation. The commander next evolves a plan to put his
decision into effect. Then by means of orders 'he conveys in-
structions to his subordinates who: are to execute the planned,
operation. His- final step is supervision to insure conduct of
the operation "in accord with his orders.

b.,'' The extent to which each of the tabove steps .(ex-
clusive of'the decision) wili be performed personally by the
commander is dependent upon a' number of factors.' Some of
"these are the -size of ,the comfriand, the situation, and the
character and training of the commander and the, menbers of
his.. staff- .-. In a ,small :unit with no ,staiff the commander "must
perform every step himself: -In the larger units part of' the
work will be done by.the staff. Time and space factors, the
nature of the action, the availability: of' members, of his staff-
to list only a few of the. elements of the situation-influence
the amount of detail handled by the commander. The more
highly trained the members of the staff, and the more con-
versant they become with the : commander's policies and
characteristics, the more the commander can rely upon them
for, the :planning f details. It is evident, therefore, that the,
process "of preparing plans and orders will vary between wide
limits. However, the, responsibility for the: deision; plan,
orders, and supervision rests solely upon the commander.

3.-3. Estimate of the Situation -a. General:-Ordinarily
the estimate of the; situation is a continuing mental process
leading to a decision when need. The .forms;covering 'various
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'estimates, a contained Section 4, are useful mainly in de-
velopimg facility in 'giving full consideration to- pertinent as-
pects of the situation. written estimates are practicable, and
appropriate at times; also they afford a useful means of train-
ing. Staff 'estimates usually, are presented orally in 'brief form
either individually or in conference.

b. Commander's estimate.--The commander's. estimate
of the situation is based on the mission of the unit, the means'
available to him, and to the enemy, the conditions, in his area
of operations including terrain, and the results' passible as to
future action. , '(See Section 2 for a detailed discussion of the
'commander's estimate.')

m . Staff, estimates.-Executive and special staff officers
may!'beused to assist the commander by submitting contribu-
tion' to, the estimate section which pertain to ;their, functions.
In making staff estimates, use may be made of appropriate
forms shown in Section .

' d. Decision.-The estimate of the situation culminates
in a decision. The- decision expresses concisely what the com-
mander intends to do with his ,force to, meet the requirements
of the immediate situation.

3=-4. Supplementary Decisions.:; a. Following the decision
'reached as a result 'of the estimate of the situation, certain
supplementary decisions must be made. as to. the details of its
execution. ,.f

b. A commander may, authorize his subordinate com-
manders' and, executive' staff officers to make supplementary
decisions and td issue in his Iname the', orders necessary to
carry them out. He may prescribe this ,method in whole or, in
part as Standing Operating, Procedure.

3.'-5. Plan.-a. The .plan consists; of the decision., the sup-
plementary decisions, and ;elaborated tactical intelligence, .and
administrative :details pertaining to the operation, prescribing
the empIoyment of each subordinate unit in carrying' out the
decision.'

b. With the commander's directive as a basis,, the staff
prepares 'the plan 'in: detail. ' '

c. " Since the,' commander is responsible for all in-
structions issued to the command,-the entire plan must have
his approval' or 'his authorization.

d.- In an emergency, the. authorization may be given in
advance, the' staff being directed' to formulate the' plan and
issue in the, name of the commander the orders necessary to
put it into effect.

e.The, commander should require his staff to prepare

contingent plans for future operationis.

k#~4



f. ~ ' The ae 'i i
"Order e dnsignation "Pla. .l much used';instead of

"Order" .in preparing for operations- well in advance.. The-form
is identical. The Plan becoes an Order when it has. been dis-
seminated and ' the signal given for its execution.

3.-6. Operation Plans.-An, operation plan follows the
same' form as the operation order with the following . excep-
tions:

a. The time that the plan' is to be put into execution
is not stated fn paragraph 2.

b. pIn paragraph 3x there is a statement as to the man-
ner that the plan will be put into-execution, e. g.; upon declara-
tion of war, upon, capture, of the beachhead, upon order of' G,
1st Mar Div, etc. When the operation plan is 'put into execu-
tion it then,'becomes the operation, order for the operation.

3.-7. Issuance of Orders.-a. When time' permits, 'the,
commander's decision is translated into orders as follows

(1) Each ,executive staff section. prepares its. ap-
propriate portion of the operation and adiinistrative orders
coordinated by the chief of staff who presents ,them to the
commander for approval.

'(2) 'Each executive staff section prepares. its, ap-
propriate portion of the- operation and ;administrative orders,
based on the approved plan, and each executive and special
staff section prepares such-annexes as may be appropriate.

(3) 'S-3 consolidates the operation 'order, and S-4
consolidates the administrative order : thes'e are submitted, to
the commander (or, by the commander's; direction, to the chief
of .staff) for signature. '

'b. If the situation calls for immediate -action appro-
'priate warning orders '(par. 3-11) are issued at' once, and f rag-

mentary orders- are issued without delay as supplementary
decisions are made.

c. Between the .two' extremes 'indicated, a variety of
methods may be used. Their successful application is a result
of- command and staff training.

d. When: dictated or oral orders are to, be issued by the
commander (par. 3-11) suitable notes and ,operation maps are
,prepared by the interested staff sect ions as may be desired by
the commander.

e. If the situation is such that a decision can be made
well in ,advance of the action,, orders ' shouldbe- issued without
-undue dlelay, unless secrecy .considerations dictate otherwise.

3.-8. Supervision of 'Execution.-The responsibilities of the,
commander 'and 'his ,staff do not end,- with, the issue of 1the
necessary orders. They must insure receipt' of the order
the proper ;commanders,m certain they are understood
and enforce their effective execution.



O ~RS,
3.-9. General.-Combat orders are classified., as operation

orders, administrative orders,. and letters of instruction.

3.40. ;Scope,, of ' Operation Orders.-7a. Purpose.-Opera-
tion orders ;may-

(1) Direct operations.
(2) Warn' of' impending operations; ,(warning

orders). These orders contain advance information so that;.
'subordinate;; units can prepare to carry out operations to be
-ordered:.

b. Methods of issue- (1') Operation orders' may be
in oral, dictated, or written "form. The most important factor
influencing the form and method of issuing an operation order
is the time-available for its preparation and distribution. An
order should reach its destination" in "sufficient time to obviate
halting the "troops while waiting for instructions. Time' should
also be sufficient. to permit the lowest subordinate commander
'concerned in its execution an opportunity to reconnoiter, :place
his troops in position, make other necessary arrangements,
and issue his orders prior to the 'hour set for the- beginning of
the action. ,

(2)' Oral and dictated orders are similar -in that
both are spoken orders.; When- oral orders are issued, notes
are made by-both the' commander issuing the order and /the

subordinate receiving it. Dictated orders are recorded verba
tim by the receiver; -a complete copy : of the order or notes i's,
kept bythe: commander issuing'the order.

(3) Written orders may be i message, or other
convenient form. The-use of-accompanying maps, photomaps,
overlays, and tables saves time and words and minimizes
errors. In many cases, an entire operation order can be placed
on a map or overlay.

c..1, Complete or fragmentary.-Operation orders may be
either complete or fragmentary.

(1) " The order, is complete when it covers- all
essential aspects and phaes, of the operation. Complete orders
include missions to 'all subordinate units charged with the
execution of tactical operations in carrying out the command-
er's plai. ' '

(2) 'Fragmentary orders are used when ,speed in
delivery and execution '-is -;imperative. Fragmentary -orders
are issued successively as the situation develops and decisions'
are made, and consist:of 'separate instructions to one or more
subordinate units prescribig the part each, is to play in the
operation " or 'in the separate phases. thereof. - This procedure
will be frequently used in divisions and smaller units. Fag-
nentary - orders may'be either oral or written;' sh ' Fag-

- the Ty '



c a r erlays, or they may con-

sist of maps, sketches, or vets ''with written instructions
thereon. They are concise but not at-the:-expense of clarity and
omissions of essential, information; Instructions issed in frag-
mentary orders may be'repeated in a complete- operation order
or in an annex if considered desirable.

3-1. Form of Operation -Orders.-a. Form 5, Section 5,
shows the standard sequence of an operation order. The 'out-
line of the contents is a check list only.,

b. When orders are issued by, means of messages, the
standard sequence is followed as far as it applies to the content,

c. An 'operation otder may contain within itself ,all the
information issued; when more appropriate, annexes may be
attached.

3.-12. -Operation Orders.The standard sequence divides a'
complete order into the Heading, Task Organization in certain
orders, Body, , and Ending. (See' Form5, Section 5).

a.. Heading. Te-(l) T Heading contains the designa-
tion of the issuing. unit, place of issue, hour and date of issue,
file notation, classification,; serial number of the order, and
reference. to the map (s) 'used.

(2) Under requirements of secrecy the official
designation. of the issuing command may, be, shown,, by a code;
name and the place of issue omitted. ,

.(3) The hour aid date are written in this sequence:
the hour the order is signed, day, month, and year.

(4) The file notation' is-'the unit's file number' of
the order.

(5) The classification is that 'of "RESTRICTED",
"CONFIDENTIAL", "SECRET",, or "TOP SECRET", as the
case may be.

(6) Orders are numbered consecutively for the
period' of a year.- If two or" more are -issued^ : the: same day
they' are given separate numbers. ' '

(7) The map reference designates the' map(s) re-
quired, giving the scale, 'name of sheets, and year, of edition
(where necessary). The reference should include only those
maps to be used in connection with the-order. When the order
is accompanied by an operation map;,. and no, other map is 're-

'quired, the reference may be simply "Map: Opn Map
(Annex A)."

b Task Organization.=(1) The Task Organization
shows 'the tactical groupings into which the command is divided
(advance guard,l-:landing' team, combat team, etc.)and .'the '
troops assigned 'to each.

(2) When a task organization is included, it is
headed "TASK ORGANIZATION" and precedes paragraph 1
of the order, withouit number.

\ ;r



c. Body.-The; body of the operation order contains in-
formation and instructions, for components of the command.
The body is divided into five paragraphs as follows each; con-
taining features essential to. every complete operation order:

Paragraph 1. Information.

2. The decision and coordinating details of the
plan applicable to the command as a whole..

3. Tactical missions for subordinate units.

4.

5.
Administrative matters.
Provisions for signal' communication, includ-

ing locations and displacement of command
posts.

'Most, of the paragraphs can. be abbreviated by the use of an
operation map or overlay..

(1) Paragraph 1. -Paragraph 1 contains such in-
formation of the enemy\ and of friendly, troops ass subordinates
should 'know in order that; they, may accomplish their assigned
tasks (Form 5, Section' 5). It is devoted exclusively to in-
formation and contains no part of the plan or instructions of
the commander. The, amount of 'enemy information ,to be
,placed in this paragraph frequently can be reduced by reference
to an -intelligence report,, (Form 19, Section 4); if' one has
been recently issued to all 'subordinates, concerned, or by
placing the information on accompanying situation or operation
maps. Information already distributed should not-be repeated
in operation orders, although cdeductions based upon informa-
tion already distributed may properly be included. Enemy in-
formation is given in subparagraph "a" and friendly \troops
information 'given 'in subparagraph "b".

(2) Paragraph 2,=.iParagraph 2 contains, the deci-
sion of the commander which consists of a statement of what,

;when, how, and where the force as a whole is to operat'e. The
amount of detail given in this, paragraph should be sufficient
to indicate what is to be accomplished by the force as a whole.
It. includes, when appropriate, 'such 'details applicable to the
entire command, as, are necessary to coordinate the action of
subordinate ,units; e.g., the main objective, time of mo'ement,

:line of :departue,' direction l of movemeint, 'one~ of 'actinl fr

e ta c onoeanrd commnder ,if
appropriate), of each tatical grouping are grouped" under a
lettered subhead' (a, b; -c, etc.) of the task 'organization -cor-
responding to the subparagraph of paragraph 3 which pre-
scribes 1 hev mission of such, tactical, grouping.

(4) The use of a task organization may -often be
obviated by, showing ,the detailed tactical groupings of the
command on an operation map accompanying' the order, or by
adopting Standing' Operating Procedure which sets forth the
,composition of Combat Teams,. Landing Teams, Rear Echelon,;
etc.



the whole command, and the boundaries between subordinate
units. This paragraph may be subdivided into separate lettered
subparagraphs, the first pertaining to the decision of the com-
mander, the others to details of general application. Paragraph
2 may be shortened by the inclusion of certain or all of these
details on an operation map or overlay.

(3) Paragraph 3.-(a) Paragraph 3 assigns def-
inite missions to each of the several elements of the command
charged with execution of the tactical details for carrying out
the decision of the commander or the assigned mission. These
missions for subordinate units are given under as many let-
tered subparagraphs (a, b, c, etc.) as may be necessary to as-
sign one subparagraph to each tactical unit or task force to
which instructions are given.

(b) Except as indicated below, all instruc-
tions to any unit of the command having a tactical mission
should appear in the subparagraph of paragraph 3 pertaining
to that unit.

(c) A final subparagraph of paragraph 3,
always lettered "x", contains instructions applicable to two or
more elements of the command and the commander's Essential
Elements of Information as apply only to units under his com-
mand, or a reference to the Intelligence Annex containing the
EEI's.

(d) Frequently subparagraphs of paragraph
3 can be shortened materially by inclusion of details on an
operation map or overlay.

(e) When a command is divided for an opera-
tion into tactical groupings (e. g., advance guards, march
columns, combat teams, etc.) and when Standing Operating
Procedure does 'not provide for the composition of such tac-
tical groupings, the matter of attachment and detachment of
units may be covered advantageously by the inclusion in the
order of a "Task Organization." (See (c) above.) Unless a
"Task Organization" is used, the subparagraph of paragraph
3 pertaining to any unit from which a fraction is detached
should specify the fraction detached and the unit to which it
is attached. The detachment and attachment of elements may
be indicated in the affected subparagraphs, e. g.:

1st Mar (less 1st Bn, atchd 2d Mar) :
Similarly, the subparagraphs pertaining to the units to

which attachments are made should specify the fractions at-
tached to each unit, e. g.:

2d Mar;
Atchd: 1st Bn, 1st Mar.



Where' an attachment is not effective at onceboth sub-
paragraphs should indicat'e the time-"and, when -appropriate,
the place of attachment, e.' g.

1st Mar "(less 1st Bn, atchd 2d Mar 0200) :If, however,
the detached unit is to be given an independent mission, such
as to 'constitute the reserve, it, is', given a separate* lettered
subparagraph of-its own. !Again, where; a detached unit is given
an independent mission for which a separate,. lettered .sub
paragraph usually is -not given in'orders, both the detached
unit and the parent unit may be given separate subparagraphs
within the lettered subparagraph, e. g.:

d. ' 1st Rn," 1st Mar,:
(1) IstEn (less Co A);****

(2) Co A,****
(4) Paragraph 4.-If an administrative order is to

accompany an" operation 'order, .this paragraph will consist
solely of a reference thereto, thus: "Adm 0 6-44". Otherwise,
administrative instructions -which must be known, at the time
the operation order, is, received,. by .troops having tactical mis-
sions are included in, this , paragraph. Items will bearranged in
lettered ,subparagraphs, in the same: sequence as in the form
for an .administrative order (Forms 9 and 10, Section 5). When
previously published administrative details in effect are 'to' re-
main. unchanged,this paragraph will read : "4. Adm details, 'no
change.

(5) Paragraph 5.-Paragraph 5 sets forth . instruc-
tions relative 'to. the locations of command posts and such in-
structions as. may, be required for the establishment and main-
tenance)of: signal communication Depending upon the 'situa-
tion,..the following" items 'may be necessary.

(a) 'The first subparagraph contains a refer-
ence to the signal annex when issued If a -signal ann.ex is not
issued; and .'a recent change in Signal Operation Instructions
has been issued, the subparagraph contains a reference to the
index to signal operation~ instructions in effect. When it is
desired to emphasize any instructions, relative to signal com-
munication,: such as restrictions on the use of radio, an impor-
tant pyrotechnic signal, etc., these .instructions are included
in this subparagraph.

(b) The next subparagraph shows the loca-
tion of thecommand post of the issuing unit,' the prescribed,
locations for the command posts of the major subordinate"
units, and their tentative future locations when a displacement
of command posts is contemplated.

(c)' The location ' and .time of opening of an
advance command post, of march control points, orother places
to'which messages may be sent are given when required.

(d) . Where previous instructions in effect' are
to remain unchanged ; the paragraph will read: "5. Sig Coin, no
change." W&SA



(e) Much of. the information appropriate to
paragraph 5 may be shown to advantage graphically on an op-
eration 'map or overlay.

d. Ending.-The ending contains the signature, a list
of annexes, if aiiy, and a statement showing the distribution
given the order and the authentication (except on theoriginal).'

(1)'' Signature.-The original of an operation order
is signed by the commander or for him by his-principal staff of
ficer. The signature follows the body of the order on the right-
hand side of the page. '

(2) Annexes- (par. 34-5) .- Annexes' pertaining to
an operation order are listed on the left side at the bottom of
the order immediately following the -body of the order. For
clarity annexes are also referred to 'in appropriate paragraphs
of 'the operation order.

(3) Distribution.- (a) The statement showing
the 'distribution is essential to insure that thee .order is dis-
tributed to every officer or unit directly' concerned with its
execution. This statement may be in ' detail on the order, or a
reference may be made to a standard distribution- list (e.g.,
"Distribution: A"), 'already adopted, which shows in detail
the distribution used.

(b) 'The distribution is shown on. the left side
of the page immediately following the list of annexes.

(4) Authentication:-Copies of an operation order
are signed by the commander or chief of staff (executive of-
ficer), or authenticated by the staff officer who is responsible
for .its preparation.' The authentication is ;placed: on the left
side of the page immediately following the distribution of , the
order, and consists of the 'word "OFFICIAL": followed by the
signature of the' authenticating officer and his official position
D-2 or R-3, etc. Copies bearing the signature of the com-
mander or his chief of staff ,need not be authenticated.

3.-13. Administrative Orders.-a. General.-Admrinistra-
tive orders cover supply, evacuation; and other administrative
details i of operations. They are issued under circumstances
where the instructions regarding these matters are too vol-
uminous to be embodied in paragraph 4 of the operation order,
or when 'the administrative order is issued prior to the pub-
lication of the operation order, or when an dperation order is
not being published and at the same time -.it is necessary to
publish administrative instructions to the command. Adminr.

<istrative orders may be oral, dictated, or written, and in either
complete or fragmentary form. When complete 'administra-
tive orders' , are issued they usually accompany operation
orders; they ,may be issued, however., under circumstances
which require administrative changes but which do not re-
quire operation orders. Standing Operating Procedure may. be



employed to eliminate, so far as practicable,' items other "than
those pertaining to' the tactical and geographic setup of the.
particular oTperation.:

'b. 'By whom prepared.-The administrative order is
prepared by S-4 in cooperation with S-.i in -divisions or higher
echelons. Those parts 'that-pertain, to other staff sections are
coordinated .and transmitted to S-4 by -the chiefs of such staff
sections.

c. 'Basis.-Administrative orders' are based on-
(1). Administrative orders, of higher authority.
(2) The ,commander's initial' and supplementary'

decisions.
(3) Approved recommendations ,of special. staff, of

ficers.

d. How and when issued.-The technique of preparing
complete written operation orders (par: 8-12) applies-generally
to, the preparation: of complete written administrative orders:

e.: Scope .- Usually dnly the first administrative order
issued by a command contains all of the items shown on Form
6 and 7, Section 4. Subsequent orders mention only items! that
are to be changed. 'However, the sequence of the formis; pre-
'served: Fragmentary administrative orders are frequently
used. They may bey confirmed when desirable by' a written or-
,der embodying all changes made.

f. Authentication:-Administrative orders., are, authen-
,ticated by- S-4. -

g. Annexes.- (1) An administrative order 'may be
complete within itself or it may include annexes(pr. 3-).

(2) When used, annexes are listed at, the, end of
the order by letter and name and are referred to in the proper
paragraphs. '

3.-14. 'Letters of Instruction-Letters
with the strategical phases of operations
regulate operations over a large area for a

of instruction deal
of -large units and
considerable ,period;

3-15. Annexes to - Combat Orders:-a General.-(1)
Annexes' include-

(a.)' Those accompanying
,poses, of brevity, clarity, and simplicity; for

an, order for, pur-
example, maps 'and

(b) Those used to amplify an order when the
volume is too great for incIusionin the order itself.

(2) Examples in connection with operation orders
are antiaircraft defense, antimechanized defense, artillery, avi-
ation, chemical warfare, engineer; intelligence, .machine guns,
organization of the ground signal, naval gunfire, boat alloca-
tion, boat assignment table, landing schedule,' and debarkation
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and approach, schedule. Such 'annexes are used ordinarily only,
in operations which are prepared deliberately and in great de-
tail; The time and labor involved in preparing annexes may be
saved in. many cases by distributing the orders of certain units;
such as engineer and signal units, to the other units concerned:
Volume can be reduced , by the adoption of suitable -Standing
Operating Procedure.

b. , To whom issued.-Annexes (or, corresponding unit
orders) are issued to all units whose actions .or movements are
affected by the information and instructions contained therein. ,

c. Form.-Annexes may be-

(1) Written instructions-These usually f~ollow
the form prescribed for the complete operation order, except
that information and instructions already, given in the opera-
tion or administrative order need not be rpeated in, the an-
nex thereto.

(2) 'Maps,. sketches, chart's, or overlays.-Maps of
the following types are frequently used' as annexes; situation
maps, operation maps, administrative maps, circulation maps....

(3), Tables' ,(see Section 5 for forms) .- These
deal with embarkation and debarkation, entraining, entrucking,
march tables, and other technical data.

d., Preparation.-Annexes' are 'prepared by the appro-
priate staff officers and submitted to "the ' commandef, or to' a
staff 'officer designated by him, for approval, prior to issue.
They are authenticated by the appropriate assistant chief of
staff.

e. How lettered-The staff section responsible for the
preparation , of a,: combat order will assign letters serially to
the-annexes which are to accompany' it. For example: "Annex
D, to Opn 0 6-44, ;SignalQrders." Appendices Which are neces-
sary to amplify an annex are designated by a number. For ex-
ample: "Appendix 1 to Annex D to Opn 0 6-44, Circuit Dia-
gram"'

3.-16. Technique of Orders.-a. Purpose.-The purpose of'
a uniform technique throughout the' service in. the prepara-
tion of orders is 'to promote clarity and prevent misui.nderstand-
ing. The points, of technique discussed in the following sub-
.paragraphs 'have been foundhelpful.

b. Amount of detail.-Orders should be concise., Those
giving missions for subordinate units should prescribe only
such details or, methods of execution as ' are necessary to -in-
sure that the actions of the subordinate "unit concerned' will
conform to the plan of operations for the force as a whole.

c. Boundaries.-Boundaries delimit zones of action or'
movement, and areas of responsibility If possible they are de-
'signated by easily 'distinguishable terrain, features. One unit
only must be, made, responsible f, portant point.



Boun aries - ro front .or from ri'ght to,
left. Lateralboundaries extend from the 'rear element or bound-
ary of the unit to the limit of range' of its supporting weapons,
or to the objective to be reached in the' operation. '

d. Details of time.-(1) Dates. inclide the day,
month, and year, thus:, 4 Aug. 44. In stating a night, bothdates
should be included, thus: night 4-5 Aug. 44.

(2) When the hour and date are .undetermined,
H-hour and D-day 'may be used, and the selected hours and
date communicated later to those concerned.

(3) In the 24-hour clock system four numerals are
used, the, first two, indicating the hour and. the last two the min-
ute after the hour.

Examples:;"

12-hour 'system 24-hour system

12:01 a.m. 0001

7:05 a.m. 0705

Noon 1200

-7:35 pm. 1935
Midnight,' 2400

e. Details of place.- (1)' Compass points are prefer-
able to the terms "right" and "left." When right or'left is used,
the user is assumed to be facing the enemy. or facing down-
stream if 'used with reference, to a river.,

(2) When places. or features are at all difficult to
find ' on a map they should be identified by giving their co-
ordinates, or by stating their location' in relation to some easily
distinguishable features or place on the niap.

(3) ' Roads are identified byname or by a sequence
of points on the road, named in the, direction of movement,
and when there, is no movement, from right; to left or rear to
front,assuming that the person designatingthe road is facing

'the enemy. All -other lines are-designated in the same manner.
(4) Areas are' designated by naming, counter-

clockwise, a suitable-number 'of points delimiting them. The
first point so 'named; regardless of whether the area pertains
to friendly' troops or to the enemy, is one 'on the right front
from the viewpoint of our own troops'

f. ' Terms -such as the following are avoided in orders;
"holding "attack," "secondary attack," and "main attack,
which qualify ,the vigor of-the operation ; "'try to hold" and "'as
far as possible," which lessen responsibility; "at daylight". or
"at dark," to -specify. a time.

;g. ,Abbreviations.--Authorized abbreviations only will'
be used. Unfamiliar abbreviations even though authorized'
should, be avoided.
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h. Secrecy ;precautions.-The regulations concerning
classification of messages and other publications to insure
secrecy-are contained in Navy Regulations.

1. Affirnative.-In the interests of simplicity and clar-
ity, the affirmative form of expression should be used. Such an
order as "The trains will not accompany the regiment" is de-
fective because the-gist, of the order depends upon the single
word "not." A better form is "The trains will remain at Quan-
tico."' No doubt arises in the latter case..

j, Avoidance of highly technical language.-The mili-
tary profession like all other professions has developed a tech-
nical vocabulary. This vocabulary is ,convenient and-,aids in the
clear 'and rapid transference of ideas between military per-
sons. The use of this vocabulary in texts and instructions is
natural. In combat orders. it is essential that there be no op-
portunity for misunderstanding by any, subordinate of the
exact intended meaning of all terms ' used. - With partially
trained troops and staffs the use of technical military language
may afford opportunities "for such- misunderstandings.There-
fore, the use in combat orders of technical expressions should
be avoided, if there is any danger of misunderstanding. In such
cases, words of' common ,understanding should be substituted,
even at the, sacrifice of brevity.

CHECK LISTS FOR OPERATION ORDERS-,

3.-17. General.-a. Scope.-The check lists following con-
tain the principal items which may' be included in paragraphs
2 and 3 of 'operation orders for various types of tactical opera-
tions. They do not include items pertaining to military iniel-
ligence (par. 1), administration (par. 4), or signal "communica-
tion (par. :5) . (See Form 5, Section 5 and Par. 3-12.)

b. Use.-The ; lists 'are intended merely as reminders
in the preparatio of orders. It is not to be inf erred that, all
items listed must be included necessarily nor that other items
are unnecessary; a trained commander or staff. officer prepares
an order to fit the situation-not a form. The items covered
in an order and the amount of detail will depend on the nature
of the particular operation, the' time,. available, and. the state,
of training of subordinate officers. Many applicable items can
and should be omitted when. covered by Standing _ Operating
Procedure.

c. Duplication.-1t will be noted that in certain check
lists there is a duplication of some items in paragraphs 2 and
3. However, instructions reference such itenms should 'not ')be.
duplicated in the order:Items ' of a _general nature are nor.-
inally covered in paragrph 2, when exactly the same for all
units concerned orwhen common to, two or more' units (bound-
aries, for example). They are 'preferably covered in para-
graph' 3 when there are some d in application (such.



's differen times of attack for different elements)' Minor
,items. of, general application (such as measures for serecy)
are generally included ,in paragraph x. 's

3.48. :Check. Lists for Operation 'Orders,.- 'The check lists-
(pp. 54-88) are 'for, orders for the following'type'of .tactical
operations:

Attack.

Attack Against a; River Line........
Defense

Defense of a ' Coastal Area..... ....
Defense ,of ;a River Line..........
Delaying ,Action
Development for Attack..

Halt.
Amphibiotus Operations ......... .

Movement by Marching ;in ,One Column
Movement by, Marching in More Than One Cohn
Movement by Rail or by Rail and Marching

Movement by Truck or by. Truck and 'Marching
Pursuit..................
Withdrawal From Action...

Night Attack . ....

Paragraphs

3-19.

3-20
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3.49.' Check list-Order for an ATTACK. ;

2.' Decision or mission, including:. Formation-Objective
or direction of attack-Scheme of maneuver-Pur-

pose.

Details of general application: Boundaries of the force
and of its main infantry groups-Line of departure
Time of attack-Zone of action. Refer 'to.operati
map, if issued.

. Main infantry groups :2 Assembly positions and routes
theeto Df attack-General location or di-
rection ,-of principal effort-Missioi-Objective,(s)-
Scheme; of maneuver-Assistance -to other 'units-
Measures 'for' deception -=Special security ,measurxes.
Line of departure-Time. of attack, etc., when n;rot
fully covered in paragraph. 2.

Artillery :3 General Mission-Locality where mass of
fire can be .concentrated-Organization, for combat'
and assignment1 of support missions-Special 'fire mis-
sions prior preparation, duri reparation (time
of starting, phase)and during attack-Special in
'strucions ;such as : Coordinaion of fires laterally and-
in depth-Measures for secrecy 'and deception-Move-



.I- s ' ,

coordination-Restrictions as. to fireoUsesof chemi-
cals. Refer to Artillery. Annex, if, issued.

Antiaircraft artillery:, , Gun and automatic weapon de-
fense.

Antitank units Areas, installations, lines or troops to
be :defended-Locations-Missions.

Aviation: Observation aviation: Area .of respornsibility
-Airplanes for artillery, command, infantry, or spe-
cial missions with place, hour and', date available-
Landing fields established and hour to be available
Location o f airdrome !(if not previously given in oper-
ation orders)o

Combat aviation : Specific missions.
Chemical' troops Location of unattached unitsMis-

sions, including:Firing .instructions-Lcation of'gas-
barriers or concentrations-Smoke missions.

Engineers: ' Special tactical missions-Time and place
of assembly for combat missions.

'Reserve: Composition'-Locaton-Special instructions.

Tanks: Locations-Missioni
Other' combat 'elements Composition-Mssion.

x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized defense; passive
measures and coordination ofactive neasures-

'-Hours at which movements to position will be
completed-Limitations or .priority on "roads
Limitations on reconnaissance-Relief of units

Secrecy and 'surprise' measures-Special in-
structins as to liaison- Use of 'restrictions on,
use of chemicals-EEl's.

~NOTES
1. Attachments and deta ts with time and' place. effective

'and time of reversion, if known, should be given in appropriate sub-
,paragraphs.,

2. Separate subpaagraphs are used for the respective groupings
for the main and secondary attacks made by divisions and smaller units,

--and for each diion in orders fdr the attack of a corp ters
'secondaryattack", "holding attack", and "main attack" are never used'
in actual orders., '

In corps orders this subparagraph may include such general in-
structions as are necessary to'coordinate the . ction of 'division artillery
with that 'of 'corps artillery.



} . W c. ie an ATTACK AGAINST A

RIVER LINE.

2. Decision or mission, including- in general. terms: Forma-'
tion-Front of . -crossing-Objective. including inter-
mediate obj ectives-Scheme of maneuverTime of
crossing.

Details of general application: Boundaries-Bridgehead
-Time of attack-Zone of action. Refer to opera-
tion map, if issued.

3?1 Main infantry groups:2  Assistance to other units-
Bridges to be constructed; types and-location-Flank
protection-Front on which crossing will be made-
Measures for deception Mission' -Objective (s)
Routes, or reference to- march table-Time of cross-
ingZone' of action or direction of advance.

Artillery general , Mission-Locality where mass- of
fire can be- concentrated-Organization for combat
and assignment of support missions-Special fire mis-
sions-Special instructions such as: Coordination. of
fires laterally and in depth-Displacement over river;
time, method, priorities-Movements-Position areas,
if necessary or ;desirable for coordinationRestric-
tions as to fire-Use of chemicals;' Refer to Artillery
Annex, if issued.,

Antiaircraft artillery : Gun - and automatic weapon de-
fense.

Antitank units: Locations=Missions.

Aviation: Observation aviation:. Area. of responsibility
Airplanes for artillery, command, infantry, or special
missions with place, date, and hour to .be available-
Landing fields to be established 'and hour to be a-vail-
able-Location of airdrome (if not previously given
in- operation orders) .

Combat aviation : Specific missions.

Chemical troops: Location of unattached units-Mis-
sions, including: Firing instructions-Location of' gas
barriers or concentrations-Smoke missions-Tme

'and place of crossing.

Engineeis 'Location and type of unit bridges and
'ferries-Time construction is to start. Refer to Engi-
neer. Annex, if issued. '

Reserve Composition-Location-Special instructions-
'Time and place of, crossing.

"Tanks: ,.Location-Mission-Time and place of crossing.
Other combat elements: Composition-Mission.
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x. i. ~ n echanized °defense ; passive
measures and -coordination of ; active measures=-
Limitation or priority on roads-Movement to
the river-Priority .schedule of 'crossing-Se-
crecy-Special instructions, as to, liaison-Use
or restriction on use of chemicals-EEl's.

NOTES

1. Attachmeits and detachments' with time :and place effective

time of reversion, if known, should be given in appropriate subpara-

grphs.
g h2. Separate subparagraphs are used for the: respective groupings

for the main and secondary attacks made by divisions or smaller units,

and-for each division in ordersfor the attack of a corps.

3. In corps orders this subparagraph may include such general in-

structions as are necessary to coordinate the action of division artillery

with that of corps artillery.

3.-21 Check list-Order for a DEFENSE.

-:xxxxx
2. Decision or mission, including: Area or position to be

defended-Formation-Preliminary operation (move-
ment, assembly, limited, objective attack, withdrawal)
if appropriate-Purpose -- Subsequent action if de-
fense is to be temporary.

.Details of general application: Boundaries between
units-General trace of main line of =resistance, out-
post line, and regimental reserve line (for large units
may be limited to designation of general areas the
subordinate, units are to defend) limiting points-
Reserve battle position and 'switch positions (Zone
defense).. Refer to operation sap, if issued.

3.1 Main infantry units committed to. the defense 2 Mis-
sions-Sector to be defended-Organization of ground
-Preparations to extend position -- Reserves:

'strength and employnient.

MIaneuvering force :1, 3 ' n i t s-Location-- Mission-
Plans to be made--Poutes-Security measures.

Artillery,: General Mission-Locality where mass, of
fire can,' be concentrated-Organizations for" ,combat
-and assignment- of support missions-Position areas,
if ,necessary or desirable> for coordination-Special
fire missions ,prior to enemy' attack, during counter
preparation, and during' enemy,", attack-Special in
structions such as :',Coordination of ,fires laterally: and,
in depth-Measures for "secrecyand deception-ove-
ments--se of chemicals. Refer to Artillery Annex,
if issued.

($s~ ; ~ s 'ti /



ed nand automatic weapon de-
Antitank units.: Areas, installations, lines, or troops to

be defended=Locations-Missions.
Aviation: Observation aviation: Area of responsibility,

-Airplanes for artillery,, command, infantry, or spe-
cial missions .with place, date, and hour to be-,.avail-
able-Landing, fields established and hour to be avail-
able-Location of airdrome (ifs not previously given
in operation .orders) .

Coat aviation: _Specific mission. ~
Chemical troops: Location of unattached troops-Mis

sions, including: Firing instructions-Location of gas
barriers or concentrations-Smoke 'missions.

Engineers: ;Assistance 'to other troops in' laying out
,positions, organization of the ground and fortifica-
'tions-Assembly for combat : Time and place-De-
molitions -andobstructions'; special obstacles.'

Reserve : Composition-Location (s) -Mission-Time
of availability-Reconnaissance to be made-Plans to
be prepared-Readiness for movement-Employment
in organization of the ground.

Tanks: Location('s) -Misions-Routes; priorityAs-
.sembly areas=-Plans for future action.

Special detachments :1, 'Composition-Missions-Areas
or zones, to be secured 'or protected-Conduct' in/-case
of contact-Limit of responsibility for reconnas-
sance and 'security-Location:
x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized defense; passive

measures and coordination of active measures-
Antitank 'mne mfields construction, location-
Coordination between units (if not covered' inparagraph '2)-Coordination' of "plans for
counterattacks - Preparations for: 'a general
counteroffensive3 "Demolitions and obstruc-
tions ;' time, location, 'ontrol--Liaison-Organi
zationn of ground and priority of work-Out-
posts; mission, strength, conduct-Priorities on
roads-Strength; of initial garrisons-Secrecy,
security, deception and surprise. ~measures-
Time-when units are to be 'in position or' by
'which preparations are to 'b completed-Use
or: restrictions on iuse of chemicals-EEl's.

1NOTES:
1. Attachments' and detachments with time and place effective, and

aphtime. ofS revesionif: kiio ~i, hud: be :shon ir apropiate subpa-
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2. Use a separate lettered subparagraph for leach

3. Applicable only when the defensive operation is to be, conducted

with a view to launching a. subsequent' counteroffensive, and to cover

tasks of this force during the defensive phase only. An additional order,:
generally similar to an order for an attack, will be, required for 'the

counteroffensive phase.

4. In corps orders this subparagraph may include any general in-

structions necessary, to coordinate the action of, division artillery with

that of corps artillery.

5. Special detachments may comprise: (1) forward to flank cover-

ing forces; (2) detachment(s) to protect lines of communication (3) de-

tachment(s) for special missions. This subparagraph is'applicable to a

covering force which is not a part of a major, unit committed 'to the

defense.

3.-22. Check list-Order for DEFENSE OF' A COASTAL
AREA.

2. Decision 'or mission, including: Coastal subdivision of
areas to be defended-General scheme or type of, de-
fenseTime defense is to be initiated.

Details of general application: Boundaries between sub-
ordinate units-Line' beyond which enemy. is 'to be
held-Major tactical localities to .be organized. Refer
to operation map, if issued.

3.1 Main infantry groups (a separate subparagraph for each
unit allocated for the defense. of a designated coastal
subdivision or area): Mission, including designation
of coastal subdivision or, area to be defended-Com
nfitment of reserves-Coordination with 'adjacent
units 'and with naval local defense elements-Initial
Location of observing stations to be. manned by day
and by night or during other, periods of low visibility.
Refer to Organization of the Ground Annex, if ' issued.

Artillery: General mission-Organization for combat
and assignment of support missions-:'Positions to be-
occupied, prepared, or; reconnoitered-Special . fire
missions, such' as: Areas or beaches on which units
will be prepared to place fires. Special instructions
such as: Measures for secrecy and deception-Move-
ments-Use of chemicals.' Refer to Artillery Annex,
if issued.

Antiaircraft' Artillery: Gun and automatic weapon
defense.

Antitank units: Locations-Missions.

Aviation : Observation aviation : Airplanes for -artil-
lery, command, infantry, or specia, with
place, date, and hou o otion



I
with aviation of higher and lower units and 'withnaval
aviation-Landing field established and hour to be

available-Location of airdrome (if not previously
given, in field orders).

Combat aviation: Specific missions.

Boat patrols: Coordination with naval patrols-Loca-

tion of bases-Misions.

Chemical troops: Location of 'unattached troops
Missions, including : Firing instructions-Location of

gas concentrations or barriers-Smoke missions. Re-
fer to: Chemical and Organizton of he Ground.An-
nexes, if issued.

Engineers.: Demolitions and obstructions; special ob-

stacles-Facilitation of movement of' reserves-Or-
ganization of the ground-Time and place of assembly

for combat use. Refer to Engineer: Annex, if issued.

Harbor defenses Special 'missions in support of mobile

units opposing a landing attack. Refer to Annex for

Permanent; and Temporary Harbor Defenses, if issued.

Reserve: Units-Location (s) Readiness for move-

ment-Special missions, such as: Preparation of plans

for counterattack(s); Employment. in organizationof

the ground.

Special detachments: Composition-Missions.

Tanks: Location-Missions.

x. Antiaircraft defense;, passive measures and co-

ordiination of measures-Coordination along
boundaries-Coordination of plans for counter-
attacks-Intensive training of all uits for paxts
to ,be played in, execution of plans for defense-
Liaison-Obstacles _ and demolitions-Organza-
tion of the ground-Priorities of work-Secrecy
"measures-Use or,' restrictions on use of

chemicals-EEl's.

NOTE'.
1. Attachments and detachments with time and place effective; and

time of reversion, if known, should be stated in appropriate' subpara-

graphs.

3.-23. Check list-Order for at DEFENSE OF A RIVER
LINE.

,xxxxx
2. Decision or mission, inluding: Sector of river line to

be defended-Formatioh-Scheme 'of defense-Time
defense is to be initiated. -

- -
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Details of, general application: Boundaries between
units-Limiting. points-Localities' to be' organized.

- Refer to operation map, if is'sued.

3.' Main infantry groups :2 Sector to be defended-Special
missions, such as crossing fronts to be, especially ob-
served-Organization of ground-Reserves; strength
and employment.

Artillery :3 General mission-Organization for combat
and assignment of support missions-Locality where
mass of 'fire can be concentrated-Missions for which
to be prepared-Position areas, if necessary or
desirable 'for coordination-Special fire missions-
Special instructions such as : Coordination -of fires
laterally and in depth-Measures for secrecy and de-
ception-ovement-Use of chemicals. Refer to
Artillery " Annex, if issued.

Antiaircraft artillery : Gun and automatic weapon 'de-
.fense-Searchlight missions.

Antitank, units:, .Locations-Missions.

Aviation: Observation- aviation: Area of responsibil-
ity-Airplanes for artillery, command, infantry or

-special missions, with place, date, and hour to be
available-Landing fields established and ,hour to be
available-Location of airdrome (if not previously
given in field orders).

Combat 'aviation: Specific missions.

Chemical troops: Location of unattached units-Mis-
sions, including Firing instructions-Location of
gas barriers or concentrations-Smoke missions.

Engineers: Employment in organization of ground-
Demolitions, and obstructions; special obstacles-De-
struction of materials and 'floating equipment-
Facilitation of movement of reserves--Time and place
of assembly for combat missions.

Reserve: Composition-'Locations Readiness for
movement-Special missions,: such as preparation of
plans for counterattack(s)--Assistance in organiza-
tion of the ground.

Tanks : Locations-Missions.

Other Combat elements: Composition-Missions.

x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized defense; passive
measures and coordination of active measures
Coordination of plans. for counterattack(s)-
Liaison-Organization 'of 'the ground 'and prior-
ity of work-Special instructions for conduct of
the. defense-Strength :,and-,,' augmentation of
initial garrisons-Time when units are -to be in
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w io r which preparations are to be cor-
: eted-... or restrictions on use. of chemi-

Gals.- EEI's.

NOTE
1. Attachments and detachments with time and place effective and

timeof reversion, if known, should be given in appropriate subpara-

graphs'.

2. ° Use a lettered subparagraph for each.

3. In corps. orders this subparagraph may include any general in-!
struction necessary to coordinate the, action, of division artillery with
that of corps artillery.

3.-24. Check list-Order for a DELAYING \ACTION.

2. Decision or mission, including: Type of delaying action
(in sucessie positionsr -sinle poition-Frma-
tioneLine beyond which enemy is to be held or area
from which to be excluded, with timie limitatin-
Scheme of maneuver-Time of occupation of initial
position.

Details of general application: Boundaries between
units; or -direction of withdrawal-Location of initial,
and -second (or final) delaying ;position (s) -Time of
withdrawal: (if definitely foreseen). Refer to. opea-
tion map, if issued.

3.1 Main infantry groups Position(s) to be occupied
Assistance to adjacent .units-Conduct of delay, as
needed to amplify paragraph 2, such as': 'Delay on
intermediate positions-Flank protection-Strength'
on 'each position-Time .of withdrawal (if definitely

foreseen). Refer to Qperation map, if issued.
Artillery-.3 General mission-Organization ' for combat

and assignmient of support , missions--Locality where:
mass of', fire .can be concentrated-Position areas, if
necessary or desirable for coordination-Special fire
missions- Special instructions such as: Coordination
of fires laterally and in depth-Measures for secrecy
and deception-Rearward displacements routes
times-Use of chemicals.

Antiaircraft artillery: Gun and automatic weapon
/defense.

Antitank units: Locations- -Missions;
Aviation: Observation aviation Area of responsibil-

ity-Airplanes for artillery,, command, infantry, or
special missions, with place, date,, and' hour. to be
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av i-Landing fieldse ea ishd and hourto , be
available-Location ..of airdrome -(if not previously
given in perationorders).

Combat aviation: Specific missions.
Chemical troops: Location or movement of unattached

/ units-Missions, including : Firing instructions-
Locations' or gas barriers or concentrations-Smoke.
missions.

Engineers: Assistance in rearward, movement of other
troops-Demoitions and obstructions on routes of ap-
proach to front and. flanks of positions-Laying out
rearward 'positions-Reconnaissances .

Reserve: Composition-Locations and times of availa-
bility-Plans' it is to be prepared to execute-Security
measures-Special missions-State of readiness for
movement.

Tanks: Locations-Missions.
Other rcombat, elements: Composition-Missions.

x. 'Antiaircraft, and antimecianized, defense; passive
measures- and coordination of active measures-'
Coordination 'between units-emolitions and
obstructions-Instructions' as to :'outposts ' (if
any) and,other local security-Liaison-Priority
-on roads- Reconnaissance of rear" positions-
Special measures for secrecy, security, and° de-
ception-Time units are, to be. _in position or
when 'preparations will be completed-Use and
restrictions on iise of chemicals.EE's.

NOTES

. Attachments and 'detachments with time and place effective and
time of reversion, if known, should be given in appropriate subara-
graphs.

2. Use- a separate, lettered subparagraph for each.
3. In; corps orders this subparagraph may include any general 'in-

structions, necessary to cordinate the .action' of divisionartillery with
that of, corps artillery,

3.-25. Check list-Order fora :DEVELOPMENT -FOR AT-
TACK.1

2: 'Decision or mission: ' General, location' of development
'area-Scheme of maneuver and 'time of ''attack, if
knqwn.~

3.2 Main elements designated to develop the hostile situa
Lion : Missions or objective Restrictions on strength
to be employed-Preparations for future action.
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Main elements not yet: to be committed to action: As-
sembly positions, routes thereto-Preparations, for
subsequent action or movements, including recon-
naissance-Secrecy and security measures.

Artillery:, Organization for combat and assignment of
support missions for those units designated to support
the development of the hostile situation-Assembly
areas .and state of readiness for elements not yet
assigned support missions-Special instructions such
as: - Measures for, secrecy-Movements-Prepara-
tions for subsequent action or movement.

Antiaircraft- artillery : Gun and automatic 'weapon de-
fense.

Antitank units: Locations-Missions.

Aviation: Observation aviation: Area of responsibil-
ity-Airplanes' for artillery, command, infantry, or
special missions with place and hour to be :available-
Landing field established and hour to be available.

Combat, aviation: Specific missions.

Chemical troops: Location or movement of' unattached
units-Preparations to be made for subsequent action
or ' movement.,

Engineers: Special missions.

Reserve (if, designated at this time): Composition-
Location and route thereto-Special missions such as
Preparation for action-Reconnaissance-Security.
Time to be in position..

Tanks: Locations-Missions-Preparation for subse-
quent action. '

,Other combaf, elements: Composition-Missions.
x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized' defenses passive

measures and coordination of active; measures-
Instructions for dropping packs and issuing
ammunition--Priority on roads-Reconnais-
sance for 'attack-Secrecy-Security--'ime 'by .
which development ' must' .be completed-, Time
and place attackorders are to be issued.-EEI's.

NOTES
1.W hile 'a complete written operation. order for development will

be issued only, rarely, such instructions as are issued covering this phase.
of an' operation may include subject :matter given in this form.

2. Attachments and detachments with time and place effective and
time of reversion, if known, should be given in appropriate subpara-
graphs.
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3.-26.:Check list-Order for: a HALT.

2. Decision or mission, including:' General location or
area.

Details of general application: General areas assigned
to major units-Antimechanized defense : line-
Boundaries-Outpost line-Reconnaissance and secur-
ity ; limit: of .responsibility., Refer to operation map,
if issued.

3. Outpost (if directly controlled by issuing commander):
Composition-Conduct-Coordination .with outposts
of adjacent units-Limits of sector-Line to be held-
Special missions-Time to be established.

Other security or reconnaissance forces operating 'di-
rectly under issuing commander: Composition-
Missions.

-Main body: Bivouac area for each unit, march group,
or combat team (if, not given in par. 2)-Outposts (if
controlled by subordinate units) -Special missions.

Artillery: Extent to which :to be : prepared to support
the outpost-Location-Readiness 'of artillery with,
main-bbdyfor combat.

Antiaircraft artillery': Gun ,and automatic weapon de-
fense.

.Antitank units: Locations-Missions.
Aviation Observation aviation.: Areas- of responsibil-

ity-Airplanes .to 'be provided 'for special missions,
with place, date' and hour to be available-Landing
fields established and hour to be available-Location
of airdrome (if, not previously given in operation
orders).

Combat aviation : Specific missions.

:Chemical troops: 'Location or movement of unattached
units-Missions, including: Firing instructions-
Location of 'gas barriers or concentrations.

Engineers: Locations-Missions. -

Tanks: Locations-Missions.

Other units: Locations-Missions.
x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized defense; passive

measures and coordination of ; active measures-
Conduct.in case of attack-Coordination of
security measures-LiaisonMeasures 'for se-
crecy-Preparations for future movements-
Time by which units will be in position-Use orr
rstrictinon use of chemils.-E s
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3.-27. Check ist- ~r i HIBIOLS OPERATIONS.

2. Decisions .or mission, giving in general teris: Beaches-
Objective (Beachhead) -Demonstrations-Scheme of
maneuver after, landing.

Details of general .application: Transport Area-Line
of. Departure-Debarkation Tables-Landing Sched-
ule-Time' of Landing (H hour on D-day)-Direction
of Attack-=Zones of Action.

Details of general application: Direction of attack-
Time of landing' (H, hour on D-day) -Zones of action.
Refer to Annexes: Debarkation Tables, Landing
Schedule; etc.

3.1 Main infantry groups: 2 3' Assistance to be given neigh-
boring units-Beachhead to be established; ' designa-
tion, location, 'limits-Flank protection-Intermediate
objectives-Liaison with other landing units-Place
and time of landing-Zone of action. Refer to Annexes:
Debarkation Tables, Landing Schedule.

Artillery :4 Method, place, priorities, and time of land
ingPositions and missions after landing -- Provision
for artillery .liaison with the Navy and coordination of
naval fires-=Priority of fires' .

Antiaircraft artillery : Time and plae of 'landing
Coordination- with aviation and liaison with antiair-
craft artillery of the ,Navy-Defense to be estab-
lished during ands after the -landing.

Antitank units"4 Time and place of landing-Missions.

Aviation : Observation aviation: Coordination with
aviation of higher and lower units and naval avia-
tion-Missions.

Combat "aviation: Specific missions. ,
Chemical Troops:4  Time and place of landingLoca-

tions-Misions.

Engineers :" 'Time and 'place of landing-Missiosis.
Special assistance to other units.

Reserve :4 Composition,, and' location of floating re-
serve..

Tanks:4  Time and place of landing-Locaton'=Ms
sions.
x. Antiaircraft and antimeclanized defense;passive

measures and coordination of active meaures-
Calls or naval supporting fire--Composition:
and, employment ,of combat 'teams-Organiza-
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tion of beaches-Use or ,restrictions.on use of
chemicals, EEl's. Refer to Annex: Organiza-
tion of Beaches, if, used.

'xxxxx
NOTES

1. Attachments and detachments with place and, time effective and

time of reversion, if known, should be given :in appropriate subpara-
graphs.

2. Use'a separate lettered subparagraph for each.

3. In larger units these groups will be Landing Teams, Combat

Teams, Division, etc.

4. These units are those not attached to the Landing Teams or

Combat Teams.

3..-28., Check list-Order for a MOVEMENT BY MARCH-
ING IN ONE COLUMN.

2. Decision or ; mission, including: March objective-Time
of 'starting.

Details of general application: Route Initial point, with
time head of main body is topass same-ivouac area
at end of march -Outpost line 2.

3. Advance guard: Conduct in case of cotact-Limit (of
responsibility for reconnaissance and suritRte
(if not giveii; par. 2)Special niissions-Successive

'objectives to be seized-Time' of starting or distance at
which 'to precede main body-Establishment and loca-
tion of outpost at 'end of march.2

Other, security and reconnaissance elements3 Composi-

tion -if not given under Task Organization-Areas 'or.
Zones to be protected=Elements ' to be escorted-
Locations or rerative positions to be maintained-
Missions for which to be prepared-Pace in column-
Route, or zoneSpecial missionsTime. of starting.

Main body: Time of starting or distance at which to.
follow advance guard4-Bivouac areas for units' or
groups at end of march'-Hour for beginning periodic
halts,.'

Artillery' (elements not assigned to reconnaissance or
security detachments):' Readiness for combat and
:nature' and etent of preparation tsuppr detach-
ments. a , o spo detach-

-Antiaircraft atillery; Gun aid automatic, weapom, de-
fense to be furnished.

Antitank units : Locations-Missions-Missions
vhich- to be prepared.
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Aviation: ii *on aviation : Area of responsibil-
ity-Gooperation with detachments--Coordination
with aviation of higher and 'lower units-=Landing
'fields established' and hour to' be available -Location
of airdrome' (if not previously given in' operation
oirders) -Special , mission 'or airplanes to be held on
call (with date, hour, and place) for special missions.

Combat aviation : Specific missions.
Engineers (elements, not assigned to reconnaissance or

security detachments): Special tactical missions:

Units not otherwise Iprovided for Missions..

Outpost ' at end of march (when. other, than advance
guard :2 Composition (if not given in par. 2)-Mis-
sion-Time by which to be established.
x. 'Antiaircraft and' antimechanized defense; , passive

measures and coordination of active measures-
Priority on 'roads-'Provisioils to insure. se-
crecy-Organization of protective measures at
end 'of march'-Time of closing in new
bivouac' -Reconnaissance of routes and new

bivouac area, EEl's.

NOTES 
S

1<< Applicable only when the halt at the end of the march can be

definitely foreseen and provided for.

2. Applicable, only when the halt at the end of the march can be _

;definitely foreseen and provided for and the outpost is to be detailed and

directly controlled by the issuing, commander.,

3. Employ a separate lettered subparagraph for each.

4. In 'order to 'prevent interference in forming the column, it -may
be necessary to igsue a march. table as an annex or to. include specific in-
structions as to the time and place each unit is to join the column.

3-29. Check. list-Order for a MOVEMENT BY MARCH-
S ING IN MORE THAN ONE COLUMN.-

2 Decision or mission,including,: Formation or number of
columns-March objective-Time of starting.

Details of 'general application: Axis of advance, routes,
"or zone-Boundary (ies) betwyeen units-Initial line,.
with' hour at which, heads of main bodies or designated
elements: of the advance : guards are to.- pass same-,
Coordinating points,~ with time of passing same-
Designation of a base column'-Limit of responisil~il-
ities for reconnaissance a~nd security-Lines to~ reach
and lines to clear-Objective designated when
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v n n successive lines- Bivouac
'area and loca 1 n ost at end of ,march.' Refer
to march table, if issued.

3. Advance guard(s) detailed and directly controlled by
the issuing commander:5,7,8 Applicable matters nor-
mally appearing in paragraph 2 or, under Task Or-
ganization, if not covered therein-Conduct in case of
contact-Depth of security, zone, to, be -maintained in
advance of columns of main' body, or distance at, which
to precede base column-Special missions=Successive
objectives to be seized, or lines to reach and, lines to
clear-Time of starting-Zone to be secured, or limit
of responsibility. for reconnaissance and security-
,Establishment and location of. outpost at end of
march.'

Other reconnaissance. or security elements 9 detailed and
directly' controlled by the 'issuing commander: Com-.
position (if not -given under Task Organization)
Areas -or, zones to be protected-Elements to be es-
coted-Locations or relative positions to be. main-
tained-Missions for which to be prepared-Place in
column-Routes; or zones-Special' missions-Time of
starting. .For toops ' to establish outpost at end of
march' (unless otherwise provided ,for): Coordina-
tion, with outposts of adjacent units-Conduct-
Geeral lie to bje hld-imits of setor(s).

Go dsCombat teams or columns :4,8.' Applicable matters nor-
mally appearing in paragraph -2. orunder Task Or-
ganization, if not covered therein-Conduct in case
of contact-Contact with adjoining . elements-
Echelonment or' relative position to* be maintained-
Initial points and times'for passing same, or distances
at which, to follow preceding element-Missions for

-which to be ' prepared-Organization of, subordinate
combat teams'(general or specific)-Reports of 'pro-
gress to be rendered-Responsibility for' ',Reconnais-
sance and security5 -Special control measures en-
route-Bivouac areas assigned at end of March.'

Artillery (elements not incorporated in combat teams
or reconnaissance or security detachments): Readi-
ness for combat and nature and extent"of' preparation
to support combat teams or(detachments.

Antiaircraft artillery: Gun and automatic weapon de-
fense.

Antitank units: Locations-Missions-Missions for
which" to be prepared.

Aviation: Observation aviation: Cooperation with
combat teams and detachments-Coordination 'with
aviation of higher o'r lower units (areas of responsi-
bility)-Landing fields' established and hour, to be
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available-Location of airdrome (if nat previously,
given in operation orders) -Special missions or air-
planes to be held on call (with place, date, and hour)
for special missions.'

Combat aviation: Special missions.

Other combat elements 9 not assigned, to combat' teams
or detachments, and not otherwise provided for:
Readiness for- czmbat .andcl natures of preparation to
assist combat. teams or 'other elements-Routes-,
Time of marching-Special missions-Bivouac area
at end of march.?
x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized defense; passive

measures and coordination of active measures.-,
Composition, limitation on, strengths and con-
duct of reconnaissance or security detachments
not detailed and.directly controlled by the issu-
ing commander-Coordination of various col-
umns-Liaison-Priority on roads--Proisions
to, insure secrecy-Times by which units will
close' in new' 'bivouacs '-Instructions, regarding

*outpost at end of 'march-Organization' of pro-
tective measures at end of march.' In an ad-
vance on successive lines: Designation 'of o-
jectives on which halts will be made unless
otherwise ordered, nd'.; on which halts will not
be made unless ordeed-Lateral coordination
on inarch' objectives-Line ' on' which' advance
guards will begin advance on -a broad front-
Reports to be made-Times at which objectives,
will be reached or other methods. of coordinat
ing movement,-EEI's.

NOTES.
.Applicable only, when the halt at 'end of omarch can be definitely

foreseen and provided for.

2.' If Task Organization 'is not given in the 'order, 'attachmients and

detachments with time and place :effective and, time of reversion, if

.known, should be shown \in 'appropriate subparagraphs of paragraph 3.
For a march, attachments are effective when the column forms. and

cease when-march conditions cease. '

When trains:. march with any of the groupings of the Task Or-

ganization they-will be;shown, except in corps orders to divisions. When
not shown, it' is assumed that they are otherwise' disposed of in admisL.
trative orders or instructions. 'When unit trains or fractions 'thereof
are excluded; rom any uinit, that fact will be shon:

3. If 'more than, one, list each separately. '

4. Combat teams are normally formed y attachments to the prin-

cipal) combat elements. '
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5. :;Unless protected by dther troops, each combat team or' column
is proceeded by an advance guard detailed by and directly responsible, to
the combat team" orv column' commander.

6. Applicable to main body columns whose advance is, protected by

other trpops, or to situations in which 'minor security forces only' are

required).

'7. Applicable only when the issuing commander'. details .and directly

controls the advance guard of the entire command or the advance

guard(s) of one or more columns.

8. Employ a' separate lettered subparagraph 'fort each.

9. May include.: Flank- guards; rear guards; outpost ,troops at end

of march; mobile detachments specially organized for distant missions

or as a, reserve' of security means; detachments, for the protection- of

rear areas or escorts for service elements.

3.-30, Check list-Order for a MOVEMENT BY RAIL OR;

BY.RAIL AND MARCHING.'

~::xx-x xx
2. Decision or mission, including;' Methods of movement

Routes, and destination (if known or to ,be dis-
closed) Time of 'movement.

3. Units to move by-rail (a lettered subparagraph for each
entraining point): Troops-Assignment to trains-
Routes to e ntraining' point-Time of' arrival of each
uiiit' or reference to march tableie of depgrture

/ of each train-Time to clear detraining point-Future'
action (if further orders will not be issued at detrain-'
ing point) Composition' of and, special instructions
for' detachments' in charge of entraining point :Refer
to'Entraining Table Annex, if; issued.

Unit to move by marching: See check list, "Order for
a Movement Fby Marching. Refer to'March Table An-
nex, if issued.

Antiaircraft artillery: Gun, and automatic weapon de-
/ fense to. be furnished for entraininig points, marching
,columns; and rail movern ents:

Antitank units: Locations-Missions.

Aviation : \Observation aviation:-, Coordination with
aviation of higher and lower inits-Airplanes, to be
held on '11ll orfor special mission with'-place, date, and
hour to be available-Location of airdrome (if not-
previously given , iin operation orders) .

Combat aviation : Specific missions.,
x. Antiaircraft and antimechanzed defense; passive

measures and coordination of active measures-
General instructions for detachments in charge



ojiuts-Duration of journey-
e recy and security-Special instructions for

loading-EEl's.

NOTE
1. May be adapted to movements by air, transport and by water.

3.-31. Check listOrder for a; MOVEMENT BY TRUCK
OR BY TRUCK AND MARCHING.

xxxxx
2. Decision or mission, including: Destination,(if known

or to be disclosed). Method. of ,movemient-Number of
columns-Number. of shuttling-trips-Rate of march
for truck columns-Future action. Refer to the specific
type' of motor movement if details have' been pre-
viously 'published to- the command.

3. Detachments: _,Composition-Missions.;

Units 'to move by truck If an entrucking table is not
issued, give in a- separate lettered subparagraph for
each column : Composition-Order of march--Motor
transport assignment-Regulating point-Route to
each entrucking point and hour head of transport ar-
rives at same-Hour to leave entrucking point-Route

,:to initial point and' hour' head of tranisport arrives at
same. Refer to EntruckingTable , if issued. Route' to
destination-Bivouac area or future action.

Units to move by marching : See check list, "Order for
a Movement by Marching.",

Antiaircraft artillery: Gun and automatic weapon de-
fense for truck and marching columns and for en-
trucking and detruckng areas.

Antitank units: March locations-Missions.

Aviation: Observation aviation Coordination with
aviation of higher and lower units-Airplanes to be
held on call or' for special; missions with place, date,
and hour-Landing fields established and hour to be
available-Location of airdrome (if not previously
announced in= orders).

Combat aviation : Specific missions.
x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized defense; passiye

measures and coordination of active measures
Instructions for 'detachments 'left 'behind-
Measures for control' of' movement-Measures
for secrecy-Refuelling-Trucks to be -'pro-
vided by units; time; and; place of reporting-



Release, of trucks-Instructions for ' successive
trips in, shuttling-Assembly or bivouac areas
at end of movement-EEl's.

3.-32. Check list-Order for a PURSUIT. 1

xxxx~x
2. Decision or mission, including: Nature of pursuit-.

Purpose-Scheme of maneuver.

Details of general application : Formation-Objective
-Routes-Zones.

3.2 Encircling force :' Assembly-Commander-Composi-

tion-Initial march objective-Mission-Route(s) or
zone-Time movement begins-Special instructions
such as: Demolitions-Liaison-Reconnaissance-
Security.'

Infantry in direct pressure : Mission-Zone of action-
Special instructions such as: Liaison-Reconnais-
sance-Security.

Artillery: Organization - for' .combat-Support mis-
sions-Displacements-Special fire missions..

Antiaircraft artillery : Gun and automatic weapon de-
fense.

Antitank units: Locations-Missions.;

Aviation: Observation aviation: Areas of responsibili-
ty-Airplanes for artillery command, .infantry, or
special missions with place, date, andhour to be avail-
able-Cooperation with combat teams and, detach-
ments-Landing fields established -and .hour, to be
available.

Combat aviation: Specific missions.

Chemical troops: Location of unattached units-Mis-
,sions.

Engineers: Assistance to movement of other troops in
overcoming natural or artificial obstacles-Special
missions-Time and place of assembly for combat
mfissions.*

Reserves : Composition-Instructions for assembly-
Moements-Preparation to be made.

Tanks: Locations-Missions.

Other combat ;elements Locations-Missions.
x. Antiaircraft and antimechanized defense; passive,

measures and coordination of active measures-
Liaison-Limit of pursuit ' .and assembly point
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or ,a -Measures for secrecy and deception-
1 n roads-Use or "restrictions on use

als-EEI's.

aI~ . -XXXX X '

NOTES
1. Orders for pursuit are -usually fragmentary.

2. Attachments and' detachments with time and ;place effective
and time of reversion, if known, 'should be given in appropriate sub-

paragraphs.

3.. If two encircling- forces are employed,.use a separate subpara-

graph for each.

4. Usee a separate subparagraph for each immediate subordinate

unit.

3.-33.. Check list-Order for a WITHDRAWAL FROM AC-
TION TO OCCUPY A REARWARD POSITION
OR TO INITIATE A RETIREMENT.

'2. Decision or mission, including: Action prior' to with-
drawal-Scheme of maneuver-Time withdrawal is
to ,begin-Rearward 'defensive position,. (if one is to
be occupied)-Retirement: to or in the direction of a,
designated position or locality-Subsequent action.;

Details of 'general application Boundaries between
units or routes-Protection provided for withdrawal
-Priority or times at which units are to break con-
tact. If withdrawal is to be followed by retirement
Number , of columns-Routes-Staging areas with
times' of arrival and.departure or phase lines with time
to clear. Refer to march table, if issued.

3 2 Covering force :3 Commander-Composition-Mission
during ; withdrawal and retirement-Position-Time

.of occupation-Time of initiating withdrawal-Zone
of responsibility. ('Usually constitutes the.rear guard
for a retirement). i

Rear guard : ' Assembly-Composition-Distance from
main ,body-Initial position-Lines beyond which en-
emy is to be. held .for specific periods:Reconnais-
sance-Special instructions.

Flank guard(s): Place of assembly-Reconaissance
-- Routes-Special missions-Timelimitations.

Main infantry groups :3 Method and time of breaking
contact-Specia, issions, such as covering screen and
flank protection-Zone of action or routes-Defensive,
'position or assembly area ;to be occupied -Initial nont
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(or assembly area,' if used in orming unit) Forma-
tion of columns-Measures for control of march from
assembly area-Other applicable instructions-Subse-
quent action.

Artillery: Missions prior to withdrawal-Missions of
units supporting covering force-Priorities and times,
of withdrawal-Routes-Place .in march columns-
Measures for secrecy and deception-Special missions
-Subsequent action.

Antiaircraft artillery: Gun and automatic weapon 'de-
fense-Time .limitations-Subsequept action.

Antitank units: Locations-Missions-Movement.

Aviation: Observation aviatio: Coordination with
aviation of higher 'and lower units-Arplanes for
'special missions with place, date, and hour to be avail-

able-Landing fields to be established and, hour to be
available.

Combat aviation: Specific missions.

'Chemical troops:. Missions, including: Firing instruc-
tions-Location of gas 'barriers or concentations-
Smoke screens-Time and route of' movement-Des-

tinatinol!:

Engineers: Demolitions and obstructions, on routes
open to thea enemy ,and in flank and, rear security-
Reconnaissance-Laying out" rearward' positions-
Time,' and place of assembly for combat use and for
rearward movement.

Reserve (when not used as a covering force) : Composi
tion-Missions-Movement.

Tanks : Missions-Movement.

Other units: Missions-Time of rearward movement.

x. Antiaircraft and, antimechanized defense;, passive
measures and coordination of active measures-
Composition, strength; and disposition of cover-
ing, screen;-Codrdination of security measures
'for new defensive position or for the retire-'
men -Deinolitions and obstructions--Liaison

Measures to preserve secrecy-Priority on
roads-Special reports' as .to location of units
and ,the situation-Time: by which movements
must be completed-EEl's.

X ,x X X'

1. If the withdrawal is to be followed by a rearward movement in
route -column, a ,Task':;i Organization should. give the composition of

columns. If a march table: is not issued, instructions to each unit should

give the time and' place' of joining march columns, or the, initiaLQrer



might. o withdawal to 'assembly areas, and a subsequent

order be issued covering the movement therefrom. See check list, "Order

for ' Movement by Marching."

2. Attachments and' detachments with time and place effective and ,

time: of reversion, if known, should be given in appropriatte subpara-

graphs.

:3. A separate :subpargraph for~ each.

3.-34. Check list-Outline for. an Order for a NIGHT AT.
TACK by an Infantry Battalion.

Title.
Place..
Hour, and date.

File No.

SECRET (or CONFIDENTIAL)

Operation Order
No.

MVaps:
1. (a) Information of enemy (same as daylight order).

(b) Information of our own troops '(same as day-
light order).

(c) Information of supporting fires, not .under com-
mand of the attack unit. Give length of time, place
'and extent of 'scheduled fires ;-also place, extent and
method of calling;"for emergency fires.

2. Decision.-The.. course ; of action decided upon to
carry out: the mission assigned the battalion to, in-
clude: date " and -hour of attack, line , of departure,
boundaries if practicable; objective. "and compass
direction of attack, formation" to be.. used, by attack
force during the attack, rate of advance after leaving
line of departure and assault line.

3. (a)- Instructions to each participating rifle company
as to the 'conduct of the attack. ('Separate -lettered
subparagraph for each company.)'

(b) Instructions to weapons company as to support
of the attack. (Machine 'guns, -AA-AT, Guns and
Mortars.)
(c) Instructions to reserve rifle company' (if reserve
company is used).

(d) Composition and initial disposition of reserve
,units.

(x) Instrictions to all units.

(1) Restrictions on. reconnaissance and' main-
taning secrecy of the attack.

(2) Location and, ' time 'of occupation of the
-forward assembly area.
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(3) Fornation for movement to forward
assembly, area.

'(4) , Time of movement to line of departure.

(5) Method of maintaining contact- between
units.

(6) Special provisions to insure identification
of attack troops.

(7) Special provisions for flank protection.
(8) Course of action if the objective is -taken

(consolidation of position).

1(9) Course of action and company ranying
point in case of early' discovery and failure of attack.

(10) Restrictions on loading -and' firing 'of
rifles, lights; noise an d other such, routine details
when deemed necessary.

(11) 'Action expected to be, taken at daylight
the next morning (if any).

(12) Special equipment or weapons to be
carried.

(13) Any details applicable to that particular
situation and. not otherwise covered..

4. Administrative details.

(a) Details regarding distribution of extra ammuni-
tion and location of the battalion ammunition distrib-
uting ,point (if changed)

(b) ; Details regarding special means for evacuation
of casualties and location of 'battalion aid station (if
changed)

(c) Special details, regardiig food_ and water. (Usu-
ally.;'to issue supper prior to dark'.and to carry one
emergency ration with full canteens.)

. Location of commander during the attack and pros-
pective command post location on the new 'position.

(Signature)
Annexes:

Distribution :

Authentication:

NOTE: It is obvious that 'many of the ,above details ' would be -unneces-
sary or out of, place in an order for a 'daylight attack At
night, however, a unit must feel its way forward; in darkness.
Once ithas jumped off, it is too late to make corrections or
amendments. From that, point on it has 'only the detailed,
provisions of the attack order to go by. If that, ord is not
clear or has oyerlooked important details, the at will
suffer. «





SECTION 4

LOGISTICS

Ii-
ADMINISTRATIVE ESTIMATES, PLANS AND,, ORDERS

4.-i. General.-Administrative Orders cover supply, evacu-
ation, and other administrative details of operations. They are
issued under circumstances where the instructions regarding
these matters are too voluminous to be embodied in paragraph 4
of: the Operation Order, or when' an Operation: Order is not being
published at a time administrative instructions to the command
are necessary. Administrative Orders may be oral, dictated, or
written, and 'n either complete or fragmentary form. When
complete Administrative Orders are issued they usually, but not
necessarily, accompany Operation Orders.. Standing Operating
Procedure may be emppyed to eliminate,. so far as practicable,
items other' than' those pertaining to the tactical and' geo-
graphic set-up of the particular operation. /

4.-2. Estimate of Supply and Evacuation Situation.-After
the- commander -arrives at his decision and the basic tactical
plan is. formulated, it is possible for the 4-Section to proceed
with' its detailedEstimate of the Supply and Evacuation Situa-
tion .for the contemplated operation.) In view of the fact that
the estimate involves the planning for the supply 'suppo'rt of a
specific operatio n; it cannot be ;undertaken until the commander,
arrives at his'' decision and. necessary basic information con-
cerning the tactical plan is made available to the supply officer.

The information gathered and analyzed in the Estimate
of the Supply and Evacuation Situation. is very helpful in arriv-
ing at the conclusion ofwhether or iot the -supply support
will be adequate. _Each echelon will- normally complete only
such parts, of the..'estimate as are appropriate o that particular,
echelon. Normally, the higher the echelon, the more extensive
will be its estimate. During the planning phase of an oper-
ation, this estimate ;will- usually be prepared in writing. In.
subsequent phases, it may be written or, unwritten.

'After. such an estimate, is completed the -information
which has been accumulated has still further 'value, "for within
the contents, of the Estimate of the Supply ,and Evacuation
Situation is the' bulk of the detail required for "the formulation
of the administrative plan or order, clearly organized and in
uTsable form: The Estimate (of the Supply anid )'Evacu tion
Situation. is the sade work of the supply plan.

4-3. Supply -Plans.-a. General.-The plans' of supply of-
ficers of all units are governed by the tactical situation, the ;
.terrain, the; commander's decision, and the requirements of
higher echelons of command as expressed in their administra-
tive 'directives: In addition, the formulation of' plans by "4's",
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are subject to the applicable provisions of .the Staff Officers'
Field Manual'-and call for an'Estimate of the Supply Situation
as given in Form No. 4, Sec. 5.

b. Purpose.-The Administrative Plan is prepared by
the "4" in cooperation with the "1" of the Staff echelon con-
cerned and incorporates the decisions arrived at through 'the
Estimate' pf- the Supply Situation. This plan has -a two-fold
purpose: (1) to. present to the commander a recommended
method of supply and, evacuation; and (2) when approved by
the commander to serve as, a basis for orders to all subordinat-
ing units concerning these operations.

4.-4. Basis.-AdministratiVe Orders are based 'on :

-a. Administrative Orders of higher authority..

b. The commander's initial and supplementary de-
cisions.

c' 'Approved recommendations of special staff officers.

d. The Administrative. Plan.

4.-5. Scope.-Usually: only the, first Administrative Order.
issued by a command,contains all of the. items shown in Form
No. 9 or 10, Sec. 5.; Subsequent orders mentio only items that
are =to be changed. 'However, thesequence of the form, is pre-
served. Fragmentary 'administrativeorders are frequently used
which may be confirmed'when desirable by a written order em-
bodying all changes made. Administrative orders are authenti-
cated by the "4". AnAdministrative order. may be complete
within itself or it may include annexes. When. used, annexes
are listed at'the end of the order by'number and name and are
referred to in' the, proper paragraphs.'

4.-6. Administrative' Orders of Lower Echelons.-a. The
extent and nature of the administrative' and supply informa
tion normally included in operation orders of 'units smaller; than
divisions is limited to those items that require disseminaton'
and are needed by subordinate units ;to insure' codordination of
effort. Nonessential details must be eliminated. Those of in-
erest to a single agency or 'element 'should. not beincluded in

a general directive but transmitted' individually.' In ,'short, or-
ders promulgated in writing and more or less formally should
approximate an irreducible minimum.

b. Regiment.-Paragraph 4 of a regimental field order
embodies- such 'of the following details as-may be appropriate
to a particular situation:

(1) The location of the regimental ammunition dis-
tributing point.

(2) The regimental route of advance of ammuni-
tion '(in attack orders, only).

(3) The amount of ammunition to be dumped on
po ,:-position . (in defense orders only).
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.,The' location of the Regimental Aid tation:
(5) The. engineer distributing point (s) and, nature

of materiel available at each.

(6) .Bivouac. location for trains operating under
regimental control.

(7) Traffic-, restrictions.

(8) Control oi fstragglers, civilians, and prisoners
of war..
NOTE: The information in (1): should habitually be included; that in

(2), habitually., included in attack situations and in (3) in,
defense situations. The remaining items may be promulgated

later or. included initially,. as circumstances warrant.

c. Battalion.-Paragraph 4 of the battalion field order
embodies such of the following details as may be appropriate
to a particular situation: '

* (1) The hour and- place of 'issue of extra"'ammuni-
tion, if not previously issued..

(2) The battalion ammunition "distributing point.

(3) The battalion route of advance; of ammunition.
(in attack orders) '

(4) The6.amount of ammunition to be dumped on

:the psition in'efnse_ orders) .'

td(5) The location of the Battalion Aid Station. -'

(6) Location(s) and allotment of engineer. tools
and materials. '

(7) Bivouac location(s) for trains operating under
battalion control.

(8) Control of stragglers, civilians, and prisoners
of war.
-NOTE:, The information in (1) and (2) should habitually be included;

that in (3) habitually included in an 'attack. The remaining

items. may be piromulgated later,' or included initially, as

circumstances. warrant.

d. Other administrative details later.-This phrase -is
frequently used to avoid encumbering the written order With
details. It conveys that essential information of an' adminis-
trative nature, not included in the order, will be furnished later
to the units affected. 'This ;later promulgation may. be in the
form of messages, either written or oral.

4:-7. Administrative Map or Overlay.-a Contents.-(1)
An"Administrative Map or Overlay is a graphic representation
of so much of the Administrative Order as can be placed intelli-
gibly upon a map, through the use" of abbreviations andsym-

bols. It shows the general location of administrative installa-
tions as have been or are .to be established with the' lmti e of
opening. '
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(2) Items at may appropriately, be indicated ' on,
an Administrative Map or Overlay include: unit command
post;, rear' boundary ; location of rear echeloinj general location

of automatic supplies, fuel, ammunition, engineer, :quartermas-

ter, signal, ordnance, water, and medical supply points;' ,main
supply road with circulation arrows. and traffic control points;
distributing points for supplies and equipment that may be
established in the forward areas; ammunition office,, straggler
line and straggler collecting points ; prisoner of war enclosure;
train bivouac line; collecting 'points ; clearing station ; ceme-
tery; bivouacs of administrative elements.

b. 'Preparation.-(1) When possible a ground recon-
naissance, should be conducted before the locations for th ad-
ministrative installations are 'determined but as 'this, is some-
times impossible it is understood that the position' of the sym-
bols representonly the general area where that installation is'
to ' be found. When/ the exact location is chosen as' a result of
actual ground reconnaissance, signs will be placed as a. guide.
The map is prepared by the 4-Section preferably in time to be
delivered, with or as a-part of the ,Administrative Order when
issued simultaneously, as in ,a conbined administrative and
Overlay, the order itself appears on the Overlay.

(2)' In the preparation of Administrative .Maps,
the.,following rules should be observed:

(a) The meaning of all data shown must be
unmistakable.

(b) Only authorized' conventional signs, sym-
"bols, and abbreviations should be used. If unusual, symbols
are used, a legend explaining' such symbols should be placed
on the map. Explanatory wording should be placed on 'the map
wherever necessary to" 'avoid misunderstanding.

(c) The amount of detail which is placed upon
the. map' must be limited'to that which can'be -shownwithou
destroying its legibility.

(d) When the Administrative Map or Over-
ly is issued< in conjunction with, but not combined with the
Administrative Order, it; should, bear an inscription, showing

'that it is an annex to the Administrative Order it accmais
the annex letter, the fact that it is an administrative map,
'the title, place of issue, date and, hour of issue, and the signa-
ture and authentication.,, If ' an overlay, there shbuld be in-

'cluded thereon a reference to ;the :map us~ed iiS prparation
,and at least two definitely located points, easily distinguishable,



such as coordinates or "road junctions,' for the, purpose of ori-
entation, with the map. The following is a satisfactory inscrip-
tion for an Administrative Overlay:

ANNEX A TO 1st MAC ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

NO. 3 , ADMINISTRATIVE OVERLAY

1st MAC,
DUBLON, .TRUK,
2 March, 19,-- 1600.

File No. -------- --------- "
'CONFIDENTIAL
Map: .(Reference to map used).
Chart: (Reference to chart used).

(Legend of special symbols used, etc.) .

By Command of LtGen M:

Brig Gen, USMC
Chief of Staff

Official:

/s/ S
Col, USMC
C-4

(e)' Before issue, the; Administrative Map or.,
Overlay should be carefully checked against any written part
of the Administrative Order to assure completeness' and ac-
curacy. /

(f) A combined Administrative Order and
Overlay is prepared by writing a brief and concise Administra-
tive Order directly cm the' Overlay.. The form of such an, order
should follow the prescribed form and sequence and should
bear the designation; Administrative Order No. ------ and Over-
lay'" (Map)s combined.

4.-8. The 4-Section Check List.-In situations where it is'
not practicable to complete an Estimate of the Supply and
Evacuation Situation, Supply officers of the' various ,echelons

may use the' "4-Section Check List" 'as a means 'of accomplish-
ing an orderly examination of the supply and evacuation situ-
'ation. As each problem is considered in the light of the existing
conditions, the supply officer decides what, if, any,' changes
should be made in the current supply system. The information
compiled through the use of the check list 'forms the', basis of
subsequent fragmentary 'administrative orders, recommenda-,
tions to the Chief of, Staff (or executive officer in' regiments and
battalions) and if necessary a new., Administrative Order.
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4-SECTION CHECK LISTU

Place.

Time and date.

Maps: (Those ne for an understanding of the
plan; identify and give scale.)

1. SUPPLIES.-Separate consideration to classes, types,
or supply branches, as necessary):

a. Requirements.-Probable expenditures; stocks on
hand;, local resources; reserves desired.

b. Procurement.-Stocks to be requisitioned or credits
to be requested; time, rate, method, and place of
delivery.

c. Installations.-Time and place of opening or closing;
service troops required to operate, including labor,
transportation, and reserve ; troops to be served
by each; limitations. on stocks; mobility.

d.' Distribution.-Time and method of issue; limitations
on subordinate unit stocks; destruction and aban-
donment ,of supplies.

'2. EVACUATION:

a. Casualties.- (Separate consideration to personnel
and animals.)

(1) , Casualty Rate.-Present rate; anticipated in-
creases or decreases in rate.

(2) Installations.-Time and .place of opening or
closing;, troops required for operation, in-
cluding reserves; troops to be served by
each ; mobility.

(3) Operation.-Evacuation policy; :channels of
evacuation; methods of support.- of lower
units; abandonment of wounded.,

b. Materiel.- (Separate consideration to classesh types,
or supply branches, as necessary.)

(1)' -Recovery, Evacuation, and Maintenance:
(a) Maintenance Rate.-Present, rate ; anti-

cipated' increases or decreases in rate.
(b), Installations.-Time and place of opening

or closing; troops required to 'operate,
including labor, transportation, and re-
serves ; troops to be served by each;
mobility. 1=

(c) Operations.-Evacuation policy';channels
of evacuation ; method of support of
lower units; destruction and abandon-

I "8:t of, damaged materiel.-
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(2) Salvage.-(Same as for Recovery, Evacuation,
and Maintenance.)

(3) Captured Materiel.-(Same as for Salvage.)

3. LINES OF COMMUNICATION :

a. Traffic:
(1) Plan:

(a) Points and units to be served; roads
available, their condition and capacity;
provision for reconnaissance; coordina-
-tion with other units.

(b) Designation of main supply road(s) ; sec-
ondary circulation.

(c) Traffic priorities; traffic restrictions, as
lights, speeds, distances.

(2) Control:
(a) Requirements of traffic plan; special re-

quirements due to traffic priorities or
tactical movements.

_(b)' Installations.-Time and place .of open-
ing or closing; troops required to oper-
ate, including reserves.

"(c) Operation. - Means .of
marking, of routes.

enforcement;

b. Construction and Maintenance:
(1) Roads:

(a) Requirements in materials, maintenance,
troops and equipment.

(b) Priority of work, standards of 'mainten-
ance, coordination, with other, units.

(2) Railroads.- (Same as for Roads).

4. TRANSPORTATION.- (Separate consideration to mo-
tor, rail, water, and air transport, as necessary) :

a.- Requirenents.-For. troop movements, for attach-
ment to service installations ; for retention in pool,
including reserves.

b. Installations.-Such as transportation headquarters,
motor pools; .time, and place of opening ,or closing;
troops required, including reserves.

c. Operations-=Responsibility for control, methods of
request, assignment and use, assumption and relin-
quish ment of control of transport of lower units.

5. TRAINS AND SERVICE TROOPS.:-
a. Trains.-Requirements for control of trains of lower

* units; assignment of general restrictions or speds-
fic areas ; methods of assumptib
menit of contrl.L r';'



b. ev6ice Troops:
(1) Recapitulation of requirements of service

troops, both' operating and in reserve; fu-
ture requirements.

"(2) Installations.-Location, time and place , of
opening or closing of bivouacs, administra-
tive control headquarters.

(3)' Operations.-General operational' and adminis,
trative instructions not otherwise covered;
alert plans for and assignment of missions to
inactive -or reserve service units.

6. MISCELLANEOUS:

a. Rear Boundary.-Recomrendation for 'location..
b. Security' and Protection.-Instructions for protective

measures, informnation as to -misios, locations,
time of arrival or leaving of tactical units" having
security or protective missions.

o. Administrative Matters' Not Otherwise Covered.

AC of., D-4.

4.-9., The Medical Annex.-a: General.-Where the situa-
tion ; demands greater detail than is norm~ally included in the
body of an Administrative Order, a MedicalAnnex is attached.

b. Contents.-The Medical Annex. incorporates the "de-

cisions of the Staff Medical Officer: as determined by his, Esti-
mate of the Medical Situation. A 'good Medical Annex is
dependent upon a good Estimate of the Medical -Situation" and
therefore calls for close cooperation between the medical,
members of the staff and all' other officers of the" staff. It is
necessary. that the medical' officer writing the annex' should
know the operation plan , and also the' intelligence, information
available. The headings Which follow are only, a guide 'to the
facts which must be, considered-there may' be, othersin certain
situations-and although consideration should, be given to
these subjects they may not all be included in. the written plan.

Only the facts which are either deviations from normal usage
of medical organizations or are pertinent to the successful ac-
complishment of the military mission, should be included.'

c. Estimation of Casualties.-In order' toy determine
whether the' medical 'personnel 'and equipment are sufficient it
is necessary to know' the, number' of casualties expected' .and
also the number of admissions' to the ,sick list fr non-battle

causes. The number of casualties is dependent entirely on the
quantity ,and quality of they .opposition. Intelligence infor-
mation and the plan of operation will aid greatly in' this esti-
mate. Based on figures from World War I and action in the
Solomon. Islands the following percentages are offered -only'



as a guide, Of all casualties 16 to 20 per cent will be kil e
40 per cent willbe stretcher cases and 40 to 44 per cent will be
ambulatory cases. Against, a strongly defended .beach, with
unfavorable terrain features 30 to 35 per, cent casualties will
be sustained. 'Against a moderately .defended beach with
favorable terrain features 20 per cent .casualties, will accrue.
Of these, casualties approximately 30. per cent will occur the
first, day: In a defensive position a casualty percentage of 20
per cent-may be used as a basic estimate. For -a severe battle
day use 10 per cent as a basic figure for that day. The ad-
mission rate to- the sick list for non-battle causes is about 0.6
per cent, daily, but after; a few months the rate of 4 per. cent
daily on the sick list, is the average rate. In particularly un-
healthy areas the daily increment of sick will be much higher.
Estimation of casualties is essential to determine' the number
of APA's. and AKA's necessary for care of wounded in initial
phase and also the; number of hospital beds iecessary in. later
phases. In; determining the number' of hospital beds. you ' con-
sider that 16 per cent' of engaged personnel "plus 4 per cent
from non-battle causes would be sufficient. These percentages
are not, ironclad but only, a guide and should, be corrected' de-
pending' on the information on the enemy situation, plus our
own operation' plans.

d. Organization.-From. preceding consideration we can
now 'decide whether we need medical reinforcements or more
supplies., The distribution of our medical , personnel is then de-
termined on the number of combat team's, their mission and
the enemy situation. Only changes in the normal attachment
of medical detachments' are included in the written plan.,
NOTE: Include also, the medical equipment carried and instructions to

- medical troops, including the medical Battalion.

e. .Sanitation.--Include sanitary orders that are 'ini-
cated plus the following considerations on preventive medicine :

1. Water.-Local, sources o f 'water -supply should,
be' considered from'a Viewpoint of adequacy and contamination,
Method of sterilizationr should also, be considered dependent
on material available. The quantity of water is dependent on
the time elemient involved plus the military mission. At least
1 gal. water per day per man should be provided and , .may be
divided into 112 quarts for drinking and 2 quarts -for' cooking
and drinking with meals. In defensive positions 5 to 10 gallons
per day should be ,provided for all purposes. 'If streams are
available for washing this amount would be considerably less.

2. Food.-All 'information obtainable about local
foods should be weighed and the- ,utilization .,of local: sources
then determined. Fruit's4 and vegetables peculiar to the locality
should be, investigated and possibilityof their ruse as emergency
rations should be'decided. ",Consider carefully 'whether vitamin
pills should 'be given to supplement the 'regular ration.
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tr ic.. a ss is a serious con-
ditio a nt ° rho be ' ae t replace, his
salt loss. As a general rule, two, (2) five (5). grain tablets of
salt after eating will suffice. It is best to take the salt with
food to avoid a gastric upset. ' Other methods are two -(2), ten,
(10) grain salt tablets' per quart of water consumed or one

,quarter (1/4) teaspoonful of salt per quart of water.
f4. Local Diseases.-From intelligence 'data or

from, medical bulletins; the prevalence of diseases peculiar to'
a locality may be determined and preventive measures includ-
ing immunications should be covered in this section. Include
only those facts which are to be emphasized or, which may not
be known by all medical personnel of the organization.

f. Evacuation.-This is divided..into two sections' in
an amphibious . operation as , (a) Enroute, (b) After De-
barkation. What to do with casualties that occur 'aboard' the

various type craft ; specific directions to., various,. medical per-
sonnel involved in the line of evacuation; what ships are to be
used to care for casualties and how to get them to these ships.
It- is necessary to know the facilities available aboard the
various ships and the number of patients theyca n care .for,
including stretcher and ambulatory cases.. .After the medical
detachment has 'reached the beach where are the 'collecting
stations and' Field Hospitals; what areas do' they serve;; and
from and to where do they evacuate ? It must be remembered
that wounded needing surgical procedures should only be placed
one ships with the necessary facilities. Determine' what-and
how frequently evacuation reports should-be made and to whom
submitted.

g. Supplies.--Consider what supplies. the ',medical de-
tachments will take ashore in the initial landings. Determine
what items of unit reserve will be. retained by the units after
landing and what items "will revert to Force Medical dumps.
For replenishment of supplies' decide where your medical dumps
are to, be and the' manner in which- supplies' are obtained.
Usually a supply dump is ' set up by the main Field Hospital
cwith smaller, dumps in -the 'other Field- Hospitals. Supplies
usually go from. Field Hospital 'to the collecting stations and
thence to the units needing ,them.. In defensive 'setuips the
supplies move directly from the dump to the unit requesting
them. There will normally be automatic exchange of stretchers,
splint~s and blankets in order to maintain a constant level in
the lower, echelon aid stations. Include- in' this- consideration'
the necessity and possibility. of airplane drop method of re-
supply.

h. Medical. C. P.-Although this is' not a true command
post it is the location of the senior medical officer 'who advises
in all medical matters. .Make this location °lear in the ahnex.
It is usually, however, in the vicinity of the organization, C. P.

Is~



n. Here again we should reiterate that only those points
to be emphasized or those which are deviations from normal
routine should be included in the medical annex. In defensive
positions it might be a good idea to include not only the lo-
cation but capacity of the various hospitals available.

Medical problems other than those covered in this dis-
cussion might need clarification and if so this should be
included in the annex.
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FORM

COMMANDERS ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION

I. MISSION.

a. Summary of the Situation.-Summarize briefly the,
present situation of enemy and own forces.

b. Statement of Mission.-If higher authority has not
given a clearly defined mission, the Commander
must derive his mission and so state it.

II. SURVEY 'OF OPPOSING STRENGTHS.

a. 'Determine and- analyze those factors of the situation
which will influence your choice of a course of ac-
tion.' Study these factors from the standpoint -of
the enemy as well as your own forces. ' Include
such of the following as are appropriate, plus any,
others that effect, the situation:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4),

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)_

Relative 'combat power .
(a) Composition of'forces -
(b) Strength (in units)
(c) Armament
.(d) Comba't efficiency (morale-disease-

etc.)
,(e) Assistance from neighboring troops.

Reinforcements ' (not under own control)

Time and space

Terrain
Dispositions

Supply situation,
Weather

~'Hydrography
Any other. important factors

Make a DEDUCTION for each of above factors.

-III: ENEMY COURSES OF ACTION.,

'List only thos courses of action of which the enemy is
actually . capable ,AND, WHICH. CAN INTERFERE
W ITH THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOUR
'MISSION.

IV. ,COMMANDERS OWN COURSES . OF ACTION.
a. Restate the mission.

b. List, I GENERAL TERMS, only .those courses of
action -of which you are capable, AND' WHICH.
WILL ACCOMPLISH YOUR MISSION.

'V. SELECTION OF COMMAERS BEST COU OF
ACTION. ',RE9

a. Compare each of own courses of action with each of
enemy courses.
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b. Analyze above comparison nd se ec t a
action which 'promises to be most successful in
accomplishing the Mission.

VI. DECISION.

'The decision is that course of action finally adopted. It
is restated here and amplified-by certain definite de-
ductions ' obtained from previous parts of the Estimate.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE OF THE SITtUATION

Par. I. Mission.-Omit.

Par. II. Survey of Opposing Strengths.-Include only in-
formation.' received since original Estimate' was
mfade.

Par. III. Enemy Courses of Action -Re-discuss in the ligl*

of information in paragraph ,II. It mnay develop
that the enemy has now committed himself to one
of the coursesof action given ,him in the original'
Estimate, or adopted an entirely 'unanticipated
course.:

Par. IV. 'Own Courses of Action.-Omit, unless information
in Paragraphs II and IIImakes the adoption of an,
entirely new course mandatory."

Par. V. Comparison of Opposing Courses.-Consider the ef-

fect of the additional enemy information received
since the original Estimate -upon the course of
action adopted originally. Consider the effect (if
any) of this information on your own courses that
were ,rejected in the original Estimate. Conclude
if the original decision should be retained or Aiis-
,carded., If 'it is to be discarded, then a new Opera-
tion Plan is -necessar. - This may: well be one. of
the several alternate plans already. prepared.
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'2-SECTION ESTIMATE !OF: Y SITUATION '
(To be used for- Amphibious Planning)

Title"
Place
Hour and date

1. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION.

a. Composition and Strength (include Order of Battle);
b. Combat Efficiency.
c. Armament.

(Use Overlay, "Map).
1.: Dispositions.

e. Supply..
f. Time and Space. (include Time and Space Factors).
g. Reinforcements.

h. Assistance from Neighboring Troops.

2. TERRAIN, HYDROGRAPHY, METEOROLOGY, ETC.
a. Hydrography.

b. Terrain.
c. Meteorology.
d. Other Factors (Civilian people, enemy doctrine, etc.)

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES, IN ORDER OF PROBABLI-
TIES.
a. Statement justifying assigned order.

NMOTES: 1.'

2.

Chief of Section

Omit subheadings when those are not applicable.
This justification. usually must consist of' definite informa-

tion of enemy dispositions, which favor one' or. more
capabilities and militate against others. . Under excep-
tional circumstances,' even though the enemy dispositions
may not favor any. particular capability, a thorough
knowledge, of the enemy's tactical doctrine, recent per-
formances, national psychology, and the character and
mentality of the hostile commander may justify an
indication' of priority. The basis for" indicating a prior-
ity must be clearly stated. WHEN THE ENEMY "DIS-
POSITIONS DO . NOT' FAVOR ANY CAPABILITY,
THE MERE FACT THAT '-2 THINKS', HE WOULD
ADOPT A' CERTAIN LINE OF ACTION 'IF HE WERE
IN THE PLACE OF THE ENEMY, OR THAT THE
SERRAIN FAVORS A 'CERTAIN CAPABILITY, IS
INSUFFICIENT JUSTIFICATION..
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:FORM 3

ESTIMATE OF THE TERRAIN 1

1. MISSION.
(Express,. if practicable, in terms of the terrain and

staked out on the map.)

2. POSSIBLE PLANS OF ACTION.

a. Enemy (name, withoit discussion, .possible enemy
plans of action that will interfere with the accom-
plishment of our mission).

b. 'Own (name, without discussion, possible plans open
to us that will accomplish the mission),.

3. GENERAL TERRAIN STRUCTURE.
a. "Drainage system. (Emphasizing with a blue pencil

the, stream lines on the map will aid in studying
terrain structure.)

b.. Ridge system. (Mark with a brown or red pencil
the axis- of the. principal ridge lines on the map.
Emphasizing the- drainage lines and: the ridge
lines on the map will be found a great aid to the
visualization of terrain, since' it brings 'in to prom-
inence the 'low points .and the high points and.
makes apparent their inter-relation.)

4. DISCUSSION OF 'PRINCIPAL TERRAIN FEATURES.'

a. List the principal terrain features of tactical impor-
tance, considering generally the factors mentioned
in paragraph 4 b, below.

b. Discuss the above-listed. terrain features with re-
-spect to their .influence upon:

Observation
Field of, fire
Concealment
Obstacles
Communications.

'As' a result of this% discussion, 'determine' the relative
importance of 'the '\principal terrain features.
Search for a vital feature, that is, one whose pos-
session by us, or whose denial to 'the enemy is
vital to the success 'of the mission or the' immedi-
ate undertaking; also determine which terrain
features, .while not vital, are so important as to
be considered key-points in the operation.

Consider the, influence of the terrain 'ot only upon
'The, immediate. undertaking but also upon possible
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later developments of the operation 'and the con-
sequent effect. of these developments upon' the
tactical" dispositions of our own and' friendly
troops.

5. CONCLUSIONS,
'Line of enemy action best favored by the terrain.

Line of our own action best favored by the terrain.

6. CONSIDERATIONS' OF DETAIL.

Influence of terrain on any special points of the detailed
plan of action or maneuver.

NOTE: The Estimate of the Terrain will normally be prepared by S-2
and S-3 working together. The Engineer can assist materially

in the preparation' of this Estimate.

41 ~
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FORM 4

ESTIMATE OF THE SUPPLY AND

EVACUATION SITUATION

:Issuing unit.
Place.
Hour and date..

Maps: Those needed for an understanding of the estimate.

I. BASIC LOGISTIC FACTORS.

A. Tactical Requirements, Own Forces (Information
from S-3).

1. Present distribution of .major elements of com-
mand.

2. Tactical line of action under consideration.

3. Probable tactical developments under 2 above.

a.- Period estimated to carry out 2 above.

b. Expected. locations of major elements. at
intervals during the' period.

B. Estimated Materiel Required:
1. Amount of Equipment, by groups- (weight,

square feet, cubic feet where' applicable) to be
embarked initially.

2. Amount of -Supplies, by groups (weight, square
feet, cubic feet where applicable) to be embarked
initially.

3. IAmount of Equipment,; by ';-groups (weight,
square feet, cubic feet where applicable) to be
embarked after first trip..

4. Amount of Supplies, by groups (weight, square
feet, cubic feet where applicable) to be embarked.
after first trip.

C. Sources of Procurement.:

1. Base (s) of supply.

2. :Equipment' and Supplies available at base:
a. Equipment: (Groups -1-9).

b., Supplies: (.Groups 10-13 include water
under Group II).

3. Equipment and Supplies available in theater of
operation..

a.- Equipment: (by groups).

. b. Supplies : (by groups) (includes water
under embarked initially).

D. Evacuation:

1. Estimated casualties.-
2., Adequacy of organic medical means.
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operations.

4. Support needed from higher medical echelons.

5. Medical material to be embarked.

E. Lines of Comm unication

. Amount of organic transportation' available for

supply and. evacuation..

2. Railways-location, capacity, condition, ,critical
points, availability, siding and terminal facili-
ties.

3. 'Roads--condition, capacity, critical points, avail-

ability.
4. . Waterways-navigable rivers and streams.

5. Airfields-location, condition; capacity.

6. Transport:
a. Number .of each type ship available.

b. Number of each type ship required.

c. 'Amount of aircraft available orsupply: and

evacuation.

c. Number, of landing craft and boats available

* for, supply: and evacuationf.

7. Labor:
a. Troop aid civiian labor available for e-

barkation.

b. Troopand -civilian labor required for em-
barkation.

c_ Troops reqiired for debarkation.

d. Troops available per 'ship 'for debarkation.
Se. Navy -personnel: required for assignment to,

-Shore Party..
Availability of native, labor or r 'supply and

evacuation purposes after landing.

8. Embarkation: ..

'a. Port facilties.
b Total time required -to embark force.

c. Latest date which embarkation can begin.

9. The maximum amount= of supplies and,,, equip-
ment 'which can be. 'debarked, in the time allotted

by the Naval Attack Force' Commander.
10. Hydrography, terrain, and weather as affecting

supply 'and' evacuation.



II. CONCLUSIONS.
A. Indicate whether or not the planned op a

bo supported from the standpoint of ;'logistics.

B. If not, indicate the unavoidable deficiencies.

S4
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GENERAL FORM FOR A COMPLETE WRITTEN

OPERATION ORDER (Notes-i, 2, 3)
Issuing Unit.
Place\ of issue.,
Hour anddate of issue.

File No.
CLASSIFICATION.

Opn'O No.-----------

Maps: (Those. needed for an understanding of the'

order).

TASK ORGANIZATION : (The tactical 'grouping of the force
into units each of vhich will be given a mission in the sub-
,paragraphs of paragraph,3.)

(a) Task Unit Title, Rank and nanie of its commander.
Composition of Task Unit.

(b) Enumerate other Task Units in similar manner after
appropriate letters (b), (c), (d), etc.
Each Task Unit will be given' a mission in -the- cor-
responding subparagraph of Paragraph 3.

1. INFORMATION.-Include appropriate information cov-
ering-
(a) Enemy.-Composition, disposition, location,' move-

ments, strength ; identifications; capabilities. Refer:
to, intelligence summary or report when issued.

(b) Friendly forces.Missions or operations, and 'loc&-
tions of next higher and. adjacent units; same for
covering forces or elements of the command in con-
tact; support to be provided, by other forces.

2. DECISION OR MISSION (note 1) .- Decision or mission;
details of the plan applicable to the command' as a whole'
and necessary for coordination.

'3., TACTICAL MISSION FOR SUBORDINATE UNITS (note
1) .- Specific tasks assigned to each element of the com-
mand charged with the execution of tactical duties, which
are not matter's of routine or covered by standing opera-
ting procedure. A separate lettered subparagraph for each
element to which instructions are given.

(x) Instruction applicable to two or more units or ele-
ments or to the entire command, which are necessary
for coordination btt do not properly belong in another
subparagraph. Essential. Elements of Information as'
apply to units of the command.
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4. -ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS.-u 1

units concerning supply, evacuation, and traffic details
which are required -for the operation (unless covered by
standing operating procedure or administrative orders; in
the latter case, reference will be made to the administra'z
tive order).

5. SIGNAL COMMUNICATION.

(a) Orders, for' employment of ieans of signal communi-
cation not covered in standing operating procedure.
Refer: to signal annex or signal "operationi instruc-
tions, if issued.

(b) Command posts/.and axis of signal communication.
-Initial locations for unit and next subordinate
units; time of opening, tentative subsequent locations
when appropriate. Other places to which. messages
may be sent.

Commander

Aexes (listed)

Distribution

Authentication (by "S-3)

NOTES

1. For forms covering paragraphs 2 and 3 or complete operation

orders for p rticul'ar operations, see the corresponding check lists.
2. Complete oral' or dictated -operation orders 'follow generally this

same form; fragmentary orders coftform to ,appropriate portions.

3. a.: See paragraph 3-11 for scope of each; paragraph )and sub-

sparagraph.
-b. The form of the order, such as special methods of indenting,

lettering, and heading- paragraphs and subparagraphs, is of minor im-
portance.



FORM '
FORM FOR ARTILLERY ANNEX-

(Should be printed on. Artillery Operation Overlay)

ANNEX--- -- TO OPERATION ORDER __ (Orn-
zation).

- - Title..
Place.
Hour and date of issue.

File No. ------------------
CLASSIFICATION.

Maps

TASK ORGANIZATION.

(a) ' Title' of each major grouping of artillery, rank and
name of commander.
Composition.'

(b) (List all other groupings with appropriate letter as
(c), (d), etc.)

1. (a) INFORMATION OF,THE ENEMY.-General infor-
mation necessary to give subordinates a clear picture
of enemy's situation; also, if available, specific in-
formation offknownnor probable targets for subordin-
ate units. (Generally covered by reference to par. 1
of the -Operation Order).

(b) Informaion of friendly troops affecting employment
of artillery of unit issuing order.
(1). ' Mission andischeme of employment of artillery
of unit issuing order.
(2) Zones of action or defensive sectors of units to
be, supported.
(3) Information: of neighboring, supported, or sup-
porting artillery.
(4), Information of other units or agencies of value
t6 othe artillery.
(5) Topographical or geodetic information not
shown on reference maps.

2. MISSION OF THE ARTILLERY.- Including area in which'
it will be prepared- to mass the bulk of 'its fires Informa-
tion concerning preparation or counter-preparation, when
known:

3. (a) Tactical mission -of' each subordinate unit," or major
grouping.

(1) Tactical. mission of each unit. (Separate sub-
paragraph for. each.) Zone of Fire.

(2) Positions (areas).. Time'of occupation. (Shown
on overlay.) '
(3) Route * - of march (when applicable).



x. Tactical .instructions applicable't

(1) Minimum range line (front lines as designated),
(2) FiringChart to be used.
(3) .Base, check, reference, registration points.

(4) Registration ;tines, restrictions.
(5) Survey-orientation. , I

(6) 'Restrictions on reconnaissance and circulation.

(7) Schedule fires.
(8) Rates of fire.
(9) Liaison..

(10) 'Air' observation.
'(11,) Meteorological messages:
(12) 'Prioities granted certain units 'over others.
(13) Essential eleents of information.

(14) Declination constant (when applicable).

(15) Instructions for' local, security.
Other items may be ,added as necessary.. Not all of
above will be 'necessary in a given ordier.

(a) Instructions concerning supply, evacuation, traffic,
'personnel, etc., which are not covered by the, adminis-
trative order. -(If all matters are 'covered bythe ad-
ministrative order reference is made to that order in
lieu of par. 4.)

(b)' Ammunition. ' ' '

(1) ' Amount per unit. (to' be landed).~
(2) To be stocked in dumps, etc. (when not covered
by administrative Qrder)

b. (a)

(b)
(c)

Plan ot signal communication (refer to signal annex.)

Communications as pertaining to artillery.

Command posts: Designated by coordinates, overlay,
or to be reported. (All units in artillery.)

/ Com---- ander.-- -
Comade

Annexes,(listed):
Distribution

Authentication.

4.

1i i
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FORM 7.

FIELD ARTILLERY SUBPARAGRAPH OF A

DIVISION OPERATION ORDER

3. c. Designation of unit.
General mission of the field, artillery. Length of

preparation .-and general instructions concerning
employment of local and, general counterprepara-
tions.

Missions and position areas of subordinate units.
Direct or general support. mission.
Special fire missions (as appropriate to situation) .
General position area. ,Included only when special

restrictions should be placed on locations.
Special instructions as : use of chemicals, move-

ments, restrictions on registrations, etc.
Reference to. field artillery annex when issued..



FORM S

OUTLINE O1' ,AN

ENGINEER ANNEX'

Annex- to Operation Order (Plan) No.-

ENGINEER

Title. 2

Place.
Hour and date.3

File Notations.

SECRET (or CONFIDENTIAL)

Maps:
TASK /ORGANIZATION 4

(a) Title of each major grouping of engineer units, rank
and name, of commander.

Composition.,

(b) (Similarly. enumerate other groupings after appropri-

ate letter (b), (c), etc.)

1. INFORMATION.

(a) ' Enemy.

(b), Own forces.
(c) Engineering 5 .

(1) Streams.

(2) Roads.

(3), Materials, etc.

2. MISSION.

3. (a) Title of each major grouping of engineers. -(Separate
lettered subparagraph for each grouping.) State-
ment of the principal task, 'minor tasks, and detailed

.instructioris for the grouping listed.

x. Instructions applicable to 'two or more units or ele-
ments, or to the entire command, which- are necessary
for coordination but do not properly belong in another
subparagraph, such as :

(1) Control.

(2) Priorities of engineer, work.
(3) Essential elements of engineer information.

4. (a) Refer to administrative Order (Plan),. if 'issued;
when necessary, give important. administrative de-
tails for. internal operation of unit

(b) Types of specia 'i n d



5. (a)

(b) Axes of signal communication (where, appropriate)
of the engineer command and next subordinate units.,

(c) Initial location of command posts of the engineer
command and next subordinate units.

(d), Time used.

Signature?

Ap'endices8

Distribution9

(Authentication)' 0

NOTES: (1) ,The purpose of the Engineer Annex is. to provide a means

:of amplifying the. information and instructions per-
taining to the engineer units 'contained 'in the parent

Operation Order (Plan) without affecting the brevity

or clarity of the 'latter. The annex may be issued in,

any form that will serve the purpose: when an Engi-'

neer 'Annex is used the body thereof usually contains

part' or all of the body' of the Operation Order" .(Plan)

issued; by the :engineer commander; bothare prepared
under, his supervision. In the form given above the'

Engineer Annex constitutes the complete 'Operation

Order (Plan);-which would be issued by the 'engieer

commander in a situation where thenginee uni con

trol is centralized and highly hco eine ' The amount
of detail in an Engineer ANNEX,. can normally bere-
duced considerably. I

(2) 'The 'title of tke Engineer Annex should be the same. as

that of the Operation Order (Plan) to which annexed.
(3)' TheEngineer Annex accompaiies, the parent order or

'plan and should, therefore, bear the same date arid

hour a's theparent order or plan. '
(4) A Task' Organization table'is, not used when' the tactical

components, of a command constitute its orgaiic' parts
'as set forth in Tables'of Organization or is, S.O.P. for
an organization.

(5) 'Include in subparagraph (c) information of an engineer-
ing' nature that will be of particular, importance for
theoperation:

(6) Assignment, of specific mission' and measures necessary
for the coordination of all' other engineer units ,being
employed.

(7) Signed by the Chief o f Staff.

(8),. Appendices are numbered serially.

(9) Distribution same as for 'parent. Operation Order (Plan).

(10) Authentication by third Section.,

;~~4~%
i

ii k~
i i,:

1::
c --

i
:i ::i

Signal Conmmunication-refer to annex, or if .annex
is not issued, to, signal operation instr'uction. Im-
portant instructioi relative to use' of signal communi-
cation when of sufficient linportance to the ,entire
command to warrant repeating.



FORM 9'

COMPLETE ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER'

(Operations Ashord)'

Issuing unit.
Place, of issue.
Hour and date

File No.
CLASSIFICATION
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER To accompany

of issue.

N'o. (3. ~peration, urer 1No.

Maps : (Those needed, for an' ,understanding of the

order.)

1. SUPPLY.

a. Rations.

(1) Supply pQint (s ) 2 -location and units sered.
(2) Time .schedule 'of distribution ,(may be sepa-

rate)., "
(3) Annex, plan of supply of, rations (when is-

sued).

b. AmmunitionA I

(1) Supply point (s) 2 location andunits served.

(2) (rdits-uantities .(days'. or inits of fire)
allocated to. subordinate units for, stated
period(s.).' (In large units, credits in terms
of types, calibers, and rounds ,will be :allo-
cated in the administrative order.)

(3) Dumnps-limitations, if any, on stocks in
dumps.

c. 'Motor Fuel.:,.I
(1). Supply points-location of units ~served.

(2) Dumps-limitations on stocks.

2.. EVACUATION."

a. -Casualties.

(1)* Personnel

(a) 'Collecting'. station (s) 2 -location (s) (di-
- vision).

(b) Clearing station(s)2 2 iocation (s) (divi-
sion) ' '

(c) Hospitals (station, 'evacuation, surgical,
and convalescent) 2-ocation.

"b. Burial.

(1), Instructions.

(2) Cemetery (ies)-location (s).)

1055
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c Salvage.-Co itio 4 ;=s:

d. ' Captured ma_ e lt
e. Prisoners of war.

(1) Collecting point(s) 2 -location (s) (division).
(2) Inclosure (s) -location (s).
(3) Responsibility -for evacuation.

3. TRAFFIC.

a.' Circulation;
(1) Designation of main-supply road'(s).

(2) Assignment of routes for special, purposes,
when necessary.

(3) Marking of routes, when ,necessary. ;

(4) Traffic priorities, such as troop- movements,
rations, ammunition, fuel, fortification ma-
terials, etc.

b -,Restrictions.

(1) Limits of dayligit traffic.

(2) Blackout-line.

c. Control.

(1) Traffic. contro 'posts, when necessary-loca-
tions. '

(2) Officers' contrdl ;stations, when necessary-lo-
cations.

d. Construction and maintenance of routes.

(1) 'Roadspriority' of work on roads andbridges;
general character of maintenance;i bridge
loads; coordination with road work of higher
and subordinate units.

(2) Railroads-same general character' of instruc-
tion as .for roads, including yards and sid-
ings. (army or detached corps).

4. ,.SERVICE TROOPS AND TRAINS.
Bivouacs, release, mrovements, special -missions, attach..

ments, etc. ; when applicable.

5. PERSONNEL.

a. Stragglers.

(1) Straggler line-location.
(2):.; Collecting point (s)-location(s).

* b. Surplus baggagei-Disposition of items such .as in-
dividual packs, and extra clothing. '_

c. Mail.--Collection and distribution.

d.. Shelter.

1) ignment.

UNCLASS!FJ:



(2): a
e. Stren , u it and as of

what date.

f... Replacements.

(1) Requisitions-when to be submitted.

(2) Assignment-location's, number per organiza-

tion, date, and hour.

6. MISCELLANEOUS.

a.: Rear boundary-location.

b. Rear echelon of headquarters2 -location.

c. Protected; areas (or zones, inlarge. commands) -loca-
tions, giving boundaries.

d., Administrative matters not otherwise covered.

Commander.

Annexes:

D istribution :

Athentication (by S-4)

NOTES

1. a. The form of the order, such as special methods of indenting,
lettering, and heading paragraphs and subparagraphs, is of minor im-

portance.

b. Standing operating procedure will obviate the necessity of
some items.

c. Include only :items which are changed.

2. Include, hour and date of opining if not -open, already.

3. -Subparagraphs similar to b with reference to other- supplies and,

types within groups are added .as necessary.

1b .7



nCOMPLETE ADMINISTRATI

(Landing Operation)

Issuing unit,
Place of issue,
Date ' and hour of issue.

File No.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER :. To accompany'

No.-- ~ Operation Order No.'-----

Maps (Those needed for an understanding of the
order) .

1. UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT (as applicable).
This paragraph includes instructions as to amounts of

supplies, classes 1 -to 5, inclusive, to be initially em-
jarked for assault units, garrison, units with assault
units, and garrison units not with assault units, as

'applicable. Also such information as is necessary
pertaining to amounts of supplies to. be embarked as
Initial Landing Supplies; Initial ;Reserve Supplies, and
Beach Reserve 'Supplies. A )separate sub-paragraph
may be inserted to prescribe the uniform foi debarka
*tion.

2.. SUPPLY.
a General.-=Statement, regarding" initiala-

tive procedure as necessary or to fix responsibility
until the capture of a specified objective.

b. Initial Landing Supplies.
(1) Rations.2

(a) Amount to be carried' by debaking per-
nnels ;nla special subparagraph for

task groups when necessary. V
(2) Ammunition-Landing.

;(a) Artilery2 except AA (normally pre-
scribed loads).

(b) AA Artillery (number of rounds or units
of fire) ..

(c)Infantry: Units.
(d) ,Other units in special lettered para-

graphs if considered necessary.
(3) Water.

(1,a) Manner and source of supply..

ryi LA;



(b) Instructions pertaining o
of local resources' storage and distrib-

* uting points.
(c) Reports from lower echelon.

( Gasoline and Oil:-Manner and source of sup-
ply

(5)' Medical Supplies.-Manner and source of sup-
ply', or reference, to medical annex if pre-
pared. ,

(6) Dumps.

(a) Special instructions to special task,
grdups.

(b) Initial reserve supplies on beaches.

(1') Ammunition (expressed-in units of
fire for various weapons.)

(2')'; Water (number of gallons per man
and type of container).

(3') Rations' (number of days and

types).
(4') Gasoline and oi.2

3.: EVACUATION.
a. Casualties.

(1) Personn'el.
(a) Manner in Which each task group is 'to

effect evacuation and to what initial
point.

(b) Reference to Medical Annex, if any. -

(2) Vehicular collection and disposition-- re-
ports.

(3) Ordnance-collection and disposition-reports.
b. Burial..

(1) Instruction.
'(2) Cemetery(ies) -location(s).

c. Salvage.-Collection and 'disposition-reports.

d. 'Captured materiel.-Disposition--reports.

e. Prisoners of war.
(1) Instructions governing collection and handling.
(2)' tInstructions governing captured civilians..
(3) Reference to special instructions contained in

'Intelligence Annex of Operation' Order,, if
any.

f.'' Civilian Control.
(1) Evacuation, if any, from specified areas.
(2)' Restrictions, imposed 1

(3) ,Reference to proclamation for civilian control.

1yy00 , 1_.;



4. -TRAFFIC.
a. Priority of landing. supplies and equipment.

b. Control 'and Circulation- Ashore. B3y ° whom directed
including priority of movement.

c. Construction and Maintenance:

(1) Roads-priority of work 'on roads. and bridges ;
general character of maintenance; bridge
loads ; coordination with road work of higheri
and subordinate units.

(2) Railroadssame general character of instruc-
tion as for roads, including yards and sidings.

(3)- Other.2

5. TRANSPORT.

a. General.

b.,. Beaches.
(1) Instructions; pertaining to special equip5ment

such ,as bulldozers, tractors, and cranes
which' may be. required to assist beach traf-
fic.

c. Trains.

(1) Information regarding % transport of higher
echelon.

(2). Instructions pertaining to unit' transport of

lower echelon.

6. PERSONNEL.

a. Stragglers. '1

(1).'' Straggler line-location.,
(2) Collecting points) -location s).

b., Surplus equipment.-Disposition of items of organ-
-izational and personal equipment -notrequired fdr
operation.

c. Mail.-Collection and distribution.
d. Strength reports.-When. to be submitted and as of

what date. '

e. _Replacements. '

(1) Requisitions-when to'be submitted. '

(2 Assignment-locations, number per organza
tion, date, and hour.

'7. MISCELLANEOUS.l b
a. Shore :parties (Instructions covered in this- para-

-graph will usually pertain to matters not covered'
by -existing SOP J)

(1) Composition and allocation.



(2)* Special instructions t r
tion of activities.

(3) Allocation of personnel from higher echelon,
if available.

(4)- Instructions regarding detail of. additional per-
sonnel, if 'available.

(5) Reference to Shore Party Annex, if. any.

b. Beach masters.

(1) Names of officers assigned to such duty for
each landing area and transports from which
assigned.

(2) Special instructions if any.

c.- Rear Echelon CB(s)-location.

d.' Administrative matters 'not otherwise covered.

Commmander.

Annexes:

Distribution.:

Authentication :

NOTES

i 1. a. The form of the order, such as special methods of indenting,

lettering,, and heading' paragraphs and Subparagraphs, is of minor im-

portance.
b. Standing operating procedure will "obviate the.necessity, of

some items, particularly in paragraph 7a. ' /

c. Include only items which are changed. '

2. Similar subparagraphs added as necessary../

3. Onl such~paragraphs and >sub-paragraphs as are needed, for ,the

admihistrative order will be" used; those not required will be omitted,

which will necessitate appropriate change in numbering of paragraphs.

111 . .



FORM 11
WHEN THIS FORM IS FIL~LED IN IT WILL. BECOME RESTRCE

UNIT PERSON\NEL ANDX TONNAGE TABLE

- ---------To be embarked on USS--------
Troop Officers Troop Enlisted Total __-_

I LineI :Square Cubic Weight
No. IFeet Feet (lbs.)

1 '1 BAGGAGE Ix..
1 2 1 OFFICE EQUIPMENT* I I I

~~x3 I ORGANIZATIONAL INITIAL .- P
E"r1 ) ICOMBAT EQUIPMENT* I' X I

4 T T L Lie x5 
I ORGANIZATIONAL EQUIP- I I .

IMENT° x I
I 6 I SPECIAL ,EQUIPMENT' IX I

Z' 71 B. GGAGE NOTRE- I I
U ,1U 

R D ' N O T 
8 TOTAL LINES 5-7 I 
9x A D A T

W: 110 VEHICLES I I I
1 1 TOTAL LINES 9-10

12 ITO TAL WEIGHT OF PERSON- ,

I NEL-@224 lbs. per. man* + x +xl
I 13 ITOTAL, Lines 4,8,l11, 12 I

OTHER SUPPLIES AND REPLENISHMENTS
I14 1 AMMUNITION (Small Arms) I x 15IEGNE;x

116! .GENERAL SUPPLY I x 17MDCL1x1

0 18 1,MOTOR TRANSPORT I .x I

W 9 1 O D C I O T E C A G Ei.2 1 I R A T IO N S (S p e cia l-C , D , K , etc.) I x '
'22 IRATIONS (Other than above) Ix 1r 1
1 23 1 SIGNAL - I, x I
1 24 1I TOTAL- LI NES. 14-23 I x I
1,25 J ,HIGH EXPLOSIVES Ix 1 I.
1 26 I, PYROTECHNICS : I x I
1 27 1 PETROLEUM 'PRODUCTS Ix 'I

1j28,1 I x I
29 GAND TOTAL--Lines 13, 24, 1 _

GR , .26,'.27, 28
30 {TOTLWEIGHT IN LONG

* A manifest will be submitted with this, form
entered- in Lines 2,'3, 5 and 6.

including all equipment

NOTE: This for'm approved.' by Commandant of the Marine, Corps,.
13 April, 1944,1fo instructional 'purposes.
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FORM :12

WHEN THIS FORM. IS FILLED IN IT WILL BECOME RESTRICTED

CARGO MANIFEST*
ORGANIZATION

Line

No.
Box No.' Description

Weight

Cubic
Feet

SThisform will be submitted with the Unit Personnel and Tonnage Table

including all equipment shown in Lines 2, 3, 5 and 6. The total cubic

feet. and weight of all items,, shown on this manifest for each line number

must agree with the corresponding line number on the. Unit Personnel

and Tonnage Table.

NOTE: This .form approved by Commandant of the Marine Corps,

13 April, 1944, for int al purposes.
Alm, Am
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FORM 15

- /80"

44'0"

* I' HoId Sectin~
1st Platform

Clearance' 106
Square ft: 1479
Cubic. ft : 15529

S TO WAGE PLAN
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FORM~~ 18

MEDICAL ANNEX

Annex __ to Administrative Order Nd. (Organiza-
tion.) ,

Issuing unit, /

Place of Issue,
Date and hour of issue.

File No. ------ ---- ----"
~CONFIDENTIAL.

1. ATTACHED :TROOPS.

a. Medical. detachments not normally attached."

b._ Medical equipment and instructions.

'2. MEDICAL BATTALIONS.

a. Medical equipment and instructions.

3. SANITATION.
This paragraph should contain; in addition to important
considerations on sanitation, any pertinent data on local
diseases and their ..prevention.

4. EVACUATION.

a. Enroute.

(1) Method; of disposition' of. casualties and non-
effectives enroute as on small ships, as. LST

or on large ships as AKA or APA.'

b. After Landing. ' /

(1) On the Beach.
(2) Collecting Stations-Location and time , of

Opening.

(3) Field Hospitals and division Hospital-Loca-
tion and time of opening. . -

(4), Evacu'ation Policy i.e. the length of time
patients will be' held in theater ,of operations
prior to their -evacuation: to hospitals of -zone
of interior or distant Base Hospitals..

(5) Ships allocated for care ofcasualties 'in trans-
port area. Ships may be designated as Surgical

'ships, to which all cases needing surgery may
be' evacuated, or as' ambulance ships which'
will render treatment but no definitive surgery,

(6)) Evacuation reports-to whom and when."

5. MEDICAL SUPPLY.

a. Initial supplie'swhere obtained.

b. Resupply 'where and, from whom' obtained.

120.



c2 Miscellaneous data as to a r c c

6. MEDICAL COMMAND.

a. Senior Medical officer, "troops-location afloat.

b. Senior ,Medical officer, troops-location ashore.

Annexes:
Distribution,:

Authentication:

Commanding Officer.

(By the chief of 4-section)

~ap
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FORM, 19
INTELLIGENC LU

Annex to Operation Or o. rganzation.)

Issuing unit.
File No.-----.-. Place of issue.
CLASSIFICATION: .: Hour and date of issue.

Maps (Those needed'for an understanding of the annex).

1. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION.-Refer. to,-S-2
Situation. Map and S-2 Report for details.

2. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION.

3. RECONNAISSANCE AND OBSERVATION MISSIONS
(to include ar'eas to be observed, specific information
desired, and time and, destination of reports) .

a.. Aviation.
(1) Reconnaissance missions.
(2) Balloon observation.
(3) Photography;, include' areas, localities, and

objects, to be photographed, \with reiative
importance of objectives in each area, and
scale of photographs and nu mtber of 'prints

*desired.,
b Ground reconnaissance 'and security detachments ;4

direct active measures to obtain, identifications,
when essential:

c. Observation posts.
d. Subordinate units in contact ;4 direct active, meas-

ures to', obtain identifications, when, essential.
e, Field artillery.
f. Antiaircraft artillery..
g. Air warning service ; signal-intelligence service; in-

tercept and position finding.
h. Engineers.

i. Chemical troops.
x. Instructions pertaining to two or. more intelligence

agencies of the unit, such as routine instructions
to report .all identifications, gas concentrations, etc.

4.-.MEASURES FOR HANDLING PRISONERS AND
CAPTURED DOCUMENTS.

a. Prisoners,, deserters, and other person's; location of.
sorting and examining stations; manner of send-
'ing prisoners to the rear and 'the, extent of delay
permitted ' at lower headquarters ; special reports
and classification of prisoners ,desire d. '

b.. Documents and captured material..

(1) Provisions for collecting-documents; manner of
sending to the rear, with delay permissible at
lower, headquarters for examination or 'use.

- _ KCLI



(2) Particular, kind of material required f ex
ination ;- manner of obtaining material
(through .'intelligence personnel ,with troops
o' from salvage officers) and: manner of
sending to the rear.

5: MAPS AND PHOTOGRAPHS=-List maps and photo-
graphs (both vertical and oblique) that. will be sup-
plied; with number of each class to each unit (when
not covered by- regulations)'; instructions concerning
special requisitions and distribution..

6. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.-Inclu d e counterespio-
nage, censorship, press, camouflage,; and propaganda ;
any change. from standing instructions concerning
special requisitions and distribution, or of special'
interest to the command.'

7. REPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION.

a.' Period 'to be covered, by routine reports and distri-
bution.

b. Special reports required from subordinate units (in-
formation to be sent, time to be made, etc.).

c. Agencies to be used in making reports (message
centers,'- messengers, radi, telegraph, telephone
etc ).

d. Distribution of rutine and :'special reports from
higher headquarters.

e. Distribution of S-2, situation maps . (usually the
samrie as routine 'reports).

f Periodic' or 'special conferences. of S-2 'officers; who
is to attend, time and place of meeting.

Commander:
Distribution .

Authentication -(by S-2)

NOTES
1. Many, item. listed are capable 'of inclusion in standing operating

procedure, and when so'covered need not be included in the annex. Omit

any subheading, under which there is nothing tobe directed or requested.
2. The essential elements of information consist of that information-,

of the enemy, of the terrain not. under our control,or' of meteorological
conditions in terr ory held by the enemy, which' a commander needs in
order to' make'a sound 'decision, condtict a maneuver avoid surprise, ;or
formulate the details of a plan . They includ'e ;questions' relating to,
enemy. capabilities, 'other intelligence specifically desired by' the- com-
rander, and information requested by other units.

3.: 'To agencies- other' than"those' attached to or forming hart of a
subordinate uinit.

:V 4. Use, a separate" subparagraph 'f or each subordinate unit and in-
clude therein all reconaissance- missip . ass a t



FORM 20 Form fo

SIGNAL COMMUNICATION ANNEX

Annex. Tb Operatioii Order No-------(Organiza-
tion).

Title.
Place.
Hour ',and date of issue.

File No. --
CLASSIFICATION

Maps:

1. (a) Such information of the enemy as' 'is necessary
for communication, ' personnel. Include knowledge of
enemy signal installations and probable enemy 'signal
intelligence.
(b). Such information of, friendly troops as, is neces-
sary for, communication personnel. Includes com-
mander's plan of attack, boundaries between, units,
observation posts,, axes of signal communication and
location of commatd: posts, medical and supply units
requiring signal communication, and information
relative to any existing signal -communication facili-

*ties in the area.
(NOTE: Where other annexes are used,' refer to those. an-

nexes; where operation overlay is used, refer, to

that. overlay. This will greatly shorten this
paragraph),:

2. ' Geneiral 'plan for the installation, operation and main-

tenance of 'signal communicatiou. If" special consid-
'erations require ah' hour to be fixed'for the establish-
ment, of 'signal communication,, ,this' hour will be
stated.

3. (a) In orders of a brigade or. higher headquarters,
ge the detailed instructions for that signal company.or,. signal battalion in, 'subparagraphs below. If 'a

'lower unit, follow' same outline: '

(1) Message. centers (including advance
message centers.)

(2) Messenger service.
S3,)' Radio communication (including ship-to

shore). '('

(4) Visual communication (inluding ship-to-
shore).,

(5) Sound warning system...,
... ic tion. ~



J 1'
(7) Signal intelligence and air warning

service.

(8) Signal supply.

(b) CL - (same headings\ as shown under para.
a).
(c) CT ---- (same headings as shown under para.
a).

(d) CT-- - (same headings as' shown under para.
a).
(NOTE: If annex is written by ,a unit lower than a brigade,

give orders for appropriate' subordinate units in

'b, c, and d )

(e) Artillery regiment (or attached or supporting
artillery units).
(f) Similar instructions for any other tactical units
operating directly under the organization headquar-
ters.

(x) Instructions applying to more than one unit.
These instructions are listed in separate subpara-
graphs, each covering a separate signal communica-
tion agency.

4. Priority of signal troops on roads; location of signal
supply distributing point, or, depot; special instruc-
tions"relative to the issue of signal supplies.'

5. ,(a) A statement indicating the current index of
SOI.
(b) Location of division signal office if not at
division command post, or where signal officer can
be located. (Location of communication 'officer in
lower, units.).

(c) Effective time zone.

Commander.

Appendices (List).

Distribution:

Authentication (by S-3).

NOTE

For further clarity, enclosures containing a signal operations overlay

giving detailed 'information of location of signal units and command,
posts and charts illustrating such items ns radio nets and circuit dia-

grams may be included with the annex. These items may be APPEN-

DICES to the SIGNAL' ANNEX.,

12 
-,





FORM 21 L LEI LANDING SCHEDULE:

Appendix -__, Annex __, to 'Division Operation Plan No.

LANDING SCHEDULE

File No. -----------

'CLASSIFICATION 
/

------------- Mar. Div.

Place

,Date and Hour

LANDING SCHEDULE ***------------Marine Division,

Boat'
Landing Beach or LVT TROOP UNIT Time of

Team No. Group No. Landing

1-1' Red-i - 1-1 1st Bn, 1st Marines, re- 1-hour

inforced

(Other organizations)

(oiver)

127



4 
'PRIORITIES OF, LANDING UNITS ',IN SECOND , T

*e 'aOFc BOATS

Ship Ships Furnishing
Embarked Troops and Equipment Beach Boats as Required

APA-15 A Co., Tank-Battalion Red-i APA-15, AKA-5

(Other organizations)

Commander

Distribution:

,Authentication:' (by S-3)

NOTES

1. The boat group is usually organized for the. first trip of the

boats only, and is numbered the same as the landing team it carries

ashore. It includes the boats carried by the APA on which the' LT is

embarked, supplemented' as required by boats froim o ther ships.' The'

boats available to 'form each 'Boat Group are shown in the Boat Alloca-

tion Annex. These specially organized boat groups are normally dissolved

after the first boat-trip, and: boats operate ' from their ;own ship unless

otherwise directed. ' '

2.' These forms are prepared in consultation with Navy personnel

after the plan of landing has been determined.

S3. In conjunction with these forms, the following may be. appended:

..'a. Boat diagrams indicating location of personnel and equip-

ment within each boat.

b., Boat assignment tables indicating the *orgnization of boats

into boat divisions and personnel carried. in, each boat.

c. Sketch 'of landing beaches.

(over)



FORM: 22

BOAT .ASSIGNMENT

Boat 'or pesneadMtre Boat"' omain
LYT No.:, *esnean' atrl Spaces

'."~' >F~ '
!~ ~ '"K, A'



FORM '23 ' f

DEBARKATION, AND APPROACH SCHEDU L

"BOAT'. (LVTy- GROUP 'NO.---------, APA NO._--_

--------- SIDE

1. BASIC INFORMATION.

,Lineof departure to beach: ....... yds; Course.......

control point to line of departure:.......yds;iCourse.....:

Rendezvous areas, to control point: ....... yds; Course.......

H-hour:....... D-day:........

2. METHOD OF PROCEEDING FROM RENDEZVOUS AREAS.

(As ]a boat (LVT) group or separately by waves, etc.)

3. BASIC TIME FACTORS.

a. Hour of landing.......wave..
b. Running time of ....... wave from rendezvous areas to beach

at...... knots...

c. ........ wave leaves rendezvous areas (a minus b). ..

d. Time last loaded 'boat (LYT) clears transport to time of leav-,

ing rendezvous areas...

e. Hour.......wave must clear transport (c minus ;d).......

f. Transport debarkation interval ....

g. Latest hour to start lowering boats (LVT's) (e minus f) .

4. DEBARKATION: SCHEDULE..

Boats Wave Principal Unit Alongside Clear Remarks
(LVT) No. by (time) by

(Insert Boat (Usually state
(LVT) No.) here the time

- each wave con-
pletes loading).

5. APPROACH SCHEDULE. NOTE: (It is usually better, to make this
before making the Debarkation
Schedul.)



FORM 24

ANNEX -to Opn 0

LANDING DIAG Ai

Formation No. 1 .;
File No. ------
CONFIDENTIAL
WAVE'
No 1

BD-2

0
LVT-21,

0
LVT-22

0
LVT-24

WAVE
No. 2,

0

LVT-42
0

LVT-44
0

LVT-46

LVT-23

BD-4

,0
LVT-41

0
LVT-43

0
LVT-45

LEGEND
BD-BOAT DIVISION

0- WAVE GUIDE

BY ORDER

Distribution :
Special

Official:

Major, USMC,
Bn-3.

BD-1

0.

LVT-11l
,0. 0

LVT-12 , LVT-13
0

LVT-15

BD.-3

0
LVT-31

0 0
LVT-32 LVT-33

-o 0
LVT-34: LVT-35

0
LVT-37

NOTE: Rn comdr and Rn ,X in free
boats not shown in dia-.
gram.

OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL:
/s/

Major, USMC,
BnX

131":



FORM 25

S-i- PERIICG REPORT

S-1i REPORT 1

From: (Hour and Date)
To: (Hour and: Date)

Issuing unit,,
Place of issue,
Hour and date of issue.

No. --------------

Maps : (Those needed for an understanding of the report.)

1.- STATIONl IST.

.2. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTALLATIONS FOR, RE-
PLACEMENTS, PRISONERS OF WAR, ,STRAG-
GLERS, AND REFUGEES.-Location at close of and,
changes during period.

3. ' STRENGTH OF THE COMMAND (by organization).

1 4. CASUALTIES (by organization).

a :Killed.

b. Sick, gassed , and wounded (subdivided into 'evacu-
ated. and .nonevacuated).

c. Captured.

d. Missing.

5. GRAVES REGISTRATION (status of burials and loca-
tion of cemeteries)

,6. REPLACEMENTS (received or expected).

7. PRISONERS: OF WAR (captured and, evacuated).

8. STRAGGLERS (by organization).

9. MORALE, (show state of subordinate tnits if not uni-
form). ,,

10. CIVILIAN ' POPULATION (status f; evacuation; un-
usual events incidet to cnol and adiistration).

---;---i---;;s-i., -------



(1) Submitted as ordered by the comman de.b o "2

ported by such maps and annexes as are necessary to

make, a complete record of the existing situation and

of the operations during the period. When any part

of the subject matter of the report can be shown

clearly on a map, this should be done. In such cases

no. entry need be made under, the appropriate heading

of the, report except the statement, "Map". Units

smaller than the -division usually submit one report

based 'on the appropriate topical headings' of the four

section reports (form 30). When ,a marked change

has occurred in any organization, this fact will be,,
noted.

(2) Omit any subheading under which there is nothin gto

report.

ir,= Ak;
133

NOTES:
I



FORM 26

S-2 PERIODIC REPORT

S'-2 REPORT.1

From:.
To:

1(Hour and Date)
(Hour and Date)

Issuing unit,
Place,
Hour and date of issue.

No.

Maps: (Those needed for an understanding of the report.)

1 ENEMY SITUATION AT END OF PERIOD.2

a. Enemy front 'line (or nearest elements) .- Location

and nature

b. Defensive organization.-Trenches, :emplacements,

observation, posts, command posts, 'obstacles,, etc.

c. Units in contact.-Composition of units, with identi-

fications if known; location of their flanks; esti-
mated combat efficiency '(strength, training,
physical :condition, morale, and other pertinent
factors.

fd. Artillery.-Location and calibers.

e. Reserves and other. forces capable of intervention.-
.Location, strength, composition, dispositions, es-

timated - combat efficiency, and where and - when
they probably, can be employed.

f. Supply . and evacuation establishments. Location
and nature.

2. ENEMY OPERATIONS DURING PERIOD:.
a. General summary.-Action of enemy force as a

' whole.

b. \Operations of component elements.

(1) Antiaircraft artillery.

(2). Antitank units.

(3) Armored forces.,
(4) Artillery. ,

(5) Aviation, combat.

(6) Aviation, observation, includir

(7) Cavalry.

(8) Chemical Warfare.

(9) Engineers.
(10) Infantry.
('11) Tanks.

(-12) 'Administrative elements.

ig balloons.

UNGLASSIF E



c. Miscellaneous.-Such enemy activities, niovemen
or changes since ' last report as= are not conven-
iently included in b. above.

3. MISCELLANEOUS. 2

a. Estimated enemy casualties, including' prisoners.

b. Morale.,
c. Supply and equipment.

d. Terrain not under our control.

e. Enemy's, probable knowledge of our situation-
Observation, reconnaissance, prisoners and docu-
ments lost by us, inhabitants, etc.

f. Weather and visibility, including meteorological con-
ditions in enemy territory.

g. Any enemy intelligence not specifically covered by
headings of this report.

4. ENEMY CAPABILITIES.-A discussion of each of 'the
lines of -action' open to the enemy which: may affect
the accomplishment- of, our mission, in the order of
their possible imminence. For each capability, the
effect' of 'time, space, terrain, present-kon dis-
postions,and iother factors in the situation should be

evaluated.- The earliest estimated time at" which the
enemy can put each into effect should be stated.
When applicable, the possible- result of the adoption by,
the enemy of any capability should be incuded.

S-2.
NOTES: (1) Submitted as ordered by higher authority or the com-,

mander. T be supported by such 'maps and annexes

as are necessary to, make ,,a complete record of the

existing situation, and; of the operations during the

period. When any part of the subject matter of the

report, can be shown clearly on "a map, :this should be

,done. In such cases, no entry need be pinade under the

appropriate heading of the report" except the state-

ment, "Map". Units smaller than the brigade usually

submit one report based on,' the appropriate "topical

headings of the four section. reports (form '30). In a
fast moving situation, this report may consist of a
few essentials which can be quickly compiled and
rapidly transmitted. .

,(2) Omit any subheading under ,which there is nothings to
report.

V ca

> ! 4 U



S-3 PERIODIC REPORT

S-3 REPORT 1

From: (Hour and Date)
To : (Houi and Date)

Issuing unit,
Place,
Hour and date ,of issue.

Maps': (Those, needed for an understanding, of the, report.)

i:. 'OUR. FRONT LINE. (or most advanced elements) .

2. LOCATION OF TROOPS.-Situation at close of period,
including command posts, boundaries, and any troops
in movement.

3. INFORMATION OF ADJACENT UNITS AND SUP-
PORTING 'TROOPS.

4.' WEATHER AND , VISIBILITY.

5. OUR OPJRATIONS FOR THE PERIOD.2

a. Infantry (including tank and antitank units).

b." Artillery.
c. Antiaircraft artillery.

d. Armored- units.*"
e. Aviation.

(1)Combt

(2) Observation.

f. Chemical troops.

g. Engineers.

hi. Signal.

i. Miscellaneous.;.

6.. COMBAT EFFICIENCY.-Arrived at by. 'consideration
of the_ status of training; the losses in officers, men,
animals, and material;,the morale; and anyother corr-

r ditions peculiar to the unit considered. -For, >divisions,.
'this report should' show efficiency of combat regi-,
ments,;, it may include 'other units 'such as special
'troops.

7. RESULTS OF OPERATIONS.

- -- -S-3. - --- - --

, r ,

P1P:



NOTES: (1) Submitted as ord
ported by such maps and anexe s asp arenecessa
to 'make a 'complete record of' the existing situati
and 'the operations during the 'perio When a:
part of 'the subject matter of the report can' be' shoi
clearly on a map, this should-be done. In ,such cas
no entry need be made under the appropriate headi
of the report 'except the statement, "Map." Uni
samaller than the brigade usally subiit one repc
ba'sed on the appropriate topical headings of the fo
section reports (form 30). In a fast moving situatii
this. report may consist of a few essentials, which c:

2 be quickly compiled and. rapidly transmitted.

(2)'' Omit any, subheading under which there is nothing
report.

137



FORM 28

S-4 PERIODIC REPORT

S-4 REPORT 1

From: (Hour and Date)
To: (Hour and Date)

Issuing unit,
Place,
Hour and date of issue.

No. --------------
Maps: (Those needed for an understanding of the report.)

1. LOCATION OF. ADMINISTRATIVE TROOPS AND
INSTALLATIONS. 2 -Changes during and location .at
close of, period.

2. STATUS QF SUPPLY (all classes) .--On hand, en route,.
_reihaining credits ; broken down into'- the several
classes, and as necessary further broken down into
important items.

3. STATUS OF' TRANSPORTATION.:By organization;
vehicles on- hand serviceable and unserviceable ; re-
placements expected.

4. STATUS OF EVACUATION (men and animals)
Evacuation during period and casualties on hand at
close of period.;

5. CONDITION OF ROADS AND STATUS ,OF CIRCU-
LATION.

6. SALVAGE AND CAPTURED MATERIAL.-Amounts,
kinds, reissues, and evacuation of.

7. ACTIVITIES.-Anything of particular importance or
of unusual nature.

S-4.;

i 13&



NOTES: (1) SgSibittedd. as ordered by the commander.: To be sup-

ported by such maps-and annexes as areencessary to

make -a complete record of the existing; situation and
of the operations, during the period. When any part

of the subject matter of the report can be shown

clearly on a map, this should be done. In such cases,

no entry need be made under the appropriate head-

ing of the report except the, statement, "Map." Units

smaller than the brigade usually submit one report

based on the appropriate topical headings of the four

section reports. Omit any subheading under which

there is. nothing to report.

(2) Less installations pertaining to replacements, prisoners

of war, stragglers, and refugees. (See parr 2, S-I

Periodic Report.)

139



FORM 29

OUTLINE FOR UNIT REPORT,

UNIT REPORT

From:
TQ.

(Hour and Date)
(Hour, and Date)

Issuing unit,
Place,
Hour and date of issue.

Maps:
1ENEMY 2

a. Show units in contact.8

b. Show enemy reserves that can affect our, situation.8

c. Brief description of enemy activity during p
covered by report.

d. Brief =estimate of enemy strength, material means,
morale, and his probable knowledge of our
situation.

e. Conclusions covering plans open to the 'enemy which
can affect our mission, including the effect of
time, space; terrain, present: known dispositions,
and other factors, on ,each' ,such plan, and the
earliest estimated .time at whichtc
put , each into effect. he 'em ca

2. OWN. SITUATION 4

a. Shw our front line or most, 'avace elements

b. Location of troops, commaid posts, boundaries, etc. 3

c. Location 6f adjacent units and 'supporting troops.

d. Brief "description ofour operations, during period
covered by. 'report so that higher headquarters
may grasp . and understand" quickly the picture
presented. The items that go to make up 'the
situation as. of the hour of the report should be
shown, on .the, situation map..

e. Concisely wbrded estimate of the combat efficiency
of our command.

f. Results of ,operations duingther period covered by
the reports.

SADMINISTRATIVE

a. Concise statement, status of strength, of
command 'and replacements needed.

~lui6Y



C.

Gasualties, classified a s
Prisoner's captured.

d. Evacuatioh;- if,, status, is other than normal.

e Location of supply and evacuation, establishments of
interest to higher headquarters. Show' on situation
map, /

f. :Concise statement concerning status of supply, ie.,
rations, ammunition, gasoline; and oil. Express
in terms of days of supply or days of, fire, if

g. Condition of roads and circulation in area of unit.
Show graphically on ,situation map if practicable.

4. GEERAL.6.Such pertinent 'comments 'regarding the
situation as may be appropriate' and not covered else-
where' in the report.

NOTES: '(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(Grade and organization).

Commanding.

To be prepared under the supervision of the chief of staff,

or executive.

'Compiled from data submitted,by S-2.

Portray. on situationmap if practicable.

Compiled from data submitted by S-S.

'Compiled from data submitted by S1 and S-4.

,F]To be used only when directed by the commander or the
executive.

AM:ow

Ott~

141'=i3



FORM 30 Jsuu

-Journal 1

Organization- --------------------------

From:
To:
Place

(Hour, and date)
(Hour and "date)

~ -~Incidents, messages, orders, etc. Acion ae
I Out , !

I I>



NOTES: (1)

(2)

The Journal is the daybook of the section 'or unit. It

contains briefs of important written and oral messages

received' and sent and notations. of --periodic reports,

orders, and similar matters that pertain directly to

the section or unit. Copies of messages, and other

data, pertaining to the section- or- unit and furnished-

by it for purposes of information to other sections

-or-units are not entered in. the journals. The journal

is supplemented by the jouinal file; this file contains

copies of all messages, orders, and other documents

arranged in the order of entry in the journal. A brief
synopsis of the contents of oral messages or orders

should be''entered in the journal proper.

Refers 'to time of receipt or sending in :this office.

(3) Refers to time information originated, and thus calls

attention to age of the information.

(4) Following symbols may be used; MW,. noted on situation

map; S, 'standard distribution% at CP; T, information
furnished troops.

'143"
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FORM 32~
ENTRUJCKING TABLE'1

Maps 2:

Issuing, unit
Place of issue
Hour and date of issue

Columni clears initial point at -

Distribution:
Authentication Commander.

NOTES

1. This form will be used for a detrucking table by "substituting
detrucking fqr entrucking.

*2.-. When an operation map Lis used, entries in this ,form are, con-
siderably simplified.

1.45



FORMS 33

Issuing. unit
Place of issue
Hour -and date .of :issue

Annex- --------to Opn, 0- --
Maps:
Entraining points : D

A- --------

- B -- ----- ---- -----------

C C - --------- - -----

straining points-:

Y

z - - -- - - - - ---

Entraining point . at -- _Detraining point (s)

Departure.. Arrival

Z . ~Transportation
groupings Detrai Detrapinin

I , I

I-I

Distribution:

Authentication
Commander.



FORM 34
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION

OF AN ABBREVIATED INTELLIGENCE PLAN

In drawing up an abbreviated intelligence plan the first
thing t6 be considered and entered on the form is the period
for which the plan is to be effective. This period may be that
between on decision and the time when it is anticipated that
another may have to be made, or it may be the period between -
distinct phases in an operation.

The second step is to enter the first essential element
of information in the appropriate column. Proceed to analyze
the-first essential element of information and enter the indi-
cations: i.e., enemy activities, or facts, which, if found, will
point toward or tend to show an affirmative answer to the
essential element of information. Upon completion of analysis
of the first essential element of information treat' the remain
ing ones in the same manner.

After all of the essential elements of information have
been analyzed and 'indications entered one the form, list the
agencies to be employed. Consider the indications one at a
time, and opposite each place a check mark in the column
headed by each agency which is to be ordered to search for
and report upon it.

Finally enter in the column, "ime to be reported", the
hour by which you want information about each indication.

The plan is then ready to be used as a guide or check
list. Its use should insure that each organization is instructed
to report upon information which it is best capable of obtaining
within the period, and that a systematic search is made for all
important indications.

147 '



FORM 34 Cont'd)

INTELLIGENCE IA j
PERIOD:.

Essential Elemnents
of ,Information

INDICATIIN.S

(Analysis of 'Essen-
tial Elements of

Information)

Agencies to be .employed

Time.
tobe



FORM 3
REQUEST .FOR: RECONNAISSANCE

Title,,
Place,
Date and Hour.

File Notations.

SECRET (or, CONFIDENTIAL).,

From:

To:

Subject: Request for, reconnaissance -and .inforniation.

1. It is requested that reconnaissance be executed in accordance with
the following table:

DISTRIBUTION:
1;.x49



FORMA
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATION OF AN

ABBREVIATED COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PLAN

th In drawing up an abbreviated counterintelligence plan
the first thing to be considered and entered on the form is the
period for which the plan is to be effective. This period may
be that between 'one, decision and the time when it is antici'-
pated that another .my have to be made, or it may be the
period between distinct phases in an. operation.

The second step is to briefly record the special counter-
intelligence measures that may be adopted to prevent essential
information from reaching the enemy.

The ' third step is to enter a brief notation of the special
orders, recommendations 'and notes for future action that you
will 'order subordinate agencies and request other echelons Ito
.adopt to insure the carrying out of proper counterintelligence
measures.

The: fourth -step is to list the various agencies responsi-
ble for 'executing the special counterintelligence measures and'
place a check mark in. the column headed by each agency which
is to, be ordered or requested to carry out counterintelligence
measures.

The fifth: and final stepito enter the ,hour and destina-
-tion to which routine ,reports relative to efficiency of counter-
intelligence, measures are to be submitted, and 'any remarks,
or 'notations, you wish to make.



FORM 36 (Cont'd)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PLAN

PERIOD: -

Special counter-

intelligence
measures to be

adopted -)

Special orders,- recoi-
iendations, and. notes

for future action*

Agencies resp. for

execution of spec
counter tintmeas.

Hour and

pliace .at

whic h re-

ports rela

tive to effi-

c iency of

counter in-

t e 11 igence

me a s u res

are to be
submitted

Remarks

151
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FORM 37.

AC-615-mlt

RESTRICTED

11. December, 1943.

From:

oSubject:

'Reference:
over 'AC-96-

The Commandant, U.. Marine Corps.

Distribution- List.

nsh,

Special Action. Reports, ,Intelligence Annex to.

(a) CMC ltr to Distribution List, 1975-50
dated '10May43.

Enclosure: (A) Outline for' Intelligence Annex. to
Special Action Report

1. When preparing the Intelligence "Annex to
Special Action Reports,, the .submission of which, was= directed
in, reference. (a), reporting units will be' guided by .the outline
in enclosure (A)..

2. Although the enclosed outline' is general in
scope, elaboration on pertinent subjects 'is desired.Cei

3. 'Corehenive Special ction eports assist
materially in the training of new units.; and in the .foriulation
of policy for the conduct of future operationsh

D:.PECK,

By direction.'

'----':---;T---- -: ----- 7 ---- --------- ------- ----

NOTE: Reference (a) is a'directive fron CMC td the effect that special

action .reports ;will be submitted 'through channels ' by, the

senior Marine Corps commander actively charged with the
execution' of a campaign or operation or of .a task thereof:

The ' unit intelligence. officer. will :'prepare the intelligence

annex to 'this report. The outline for the intelligence annex

to' Special Action Report is self-explanatory.

~-- : ----- 7- - ---- : ~----~-- _--_

~i~i152,
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37 (Cont'd)

OUTLINE FOR-' IN

TO' SPECIAL ACTION ,REPORT

I. General (include favorable, and unfavorable criticism).

A. Intelligence.

1. Reconnaisssnce. ,

(a) Patrols (including preliminary reconnaissance

(b) Air (Visual and, photographic).

(c) Other agencies:

2. OP's..

(a) Organization and conduct.

(b) Communications.

3. Prisoners of War.

"(a) Interrogation.

(b) Value -,of information.

4. Captured documents.

.(a) \" Evaluation procedure.

,(b) Value 'of documents.

prior, to D-Day).,

5. 'Personnel.
(a)' ° Organization.

(b) Training.

B. Counterintelligence.

1. Counterintelligence' plan.'

2. Secrecy 'discipline.

'3. Concealtnent.

(a) Camoiflage discipline.'

(b) Use of cover.

4. Tactical measures (feints, demonstrations, and' ruses).

5 Signal 'communications security.

6 Counterpropaganda (measures and effect).-

C. Staff Work. .

1. Utilization of 'Intelligence personnel.

2. 'Maps, aerial photos and models, procurement and distribution.

D-. Piopaganda (Measures and '"effect).

1. Own.
2; .Enemy.

E. Enemy.

1. Morale.

2. Order of Battle.,

3. Organization' '(new ,developments).
4. ' Equipment. (new developments)

5. Tactics.

6. Emplacements.

'7. Logistics:

II., Recommendations.,

List any' recommendations as to changes in the (a) organization,-(b) employment,
or (c) training' -of Intelligeice personnel. (Remarks re; training of Japanese linguists
and Aerial Photo Interpreter' personnel will be of, parti~ulr interest to"Headquarters..

III.

to. this

Appendices.

Representative copies' of the following documents, if available, will be. appended
annex:

G-2 Estimate of 'the Situation.

G-2 Journal.

G.-2 Situation Map.

Intelligence annexes to operations orders.

,Map and aerial photos, used (particularly by lower echelons)

Intelligence plan: '' " a'

it ' ~ ~ 7 7~&i
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FORM 38 1
Shore. Party Annex to _-Order No.-

File No. =

CLASSIFICATION.

Issuing Office.,
Location.
Date and Hour of Issue.

Maps: (As appropriate 'for understanding of Annex)
1. COMPOSITION OF SHORE PARTY (PERSONNEL):

Refer to Unit Shore Party' SOP and specify any dexviation
therefrom; specify allocation of supplementary troops;
give instructions regarding return of temporarily assigned
units -to control of parent organization.

2.. PRIORITY OF LANDING OF ELEMENTS OF SHORE-
PARTY. (General)..

'3.. SHORE- PARTY CONTROL:,

(a) Designation by name of senior Shore Party Com-
mander 'and Commanders: of 'subordiriate (CT) Shore
Parties.

(b) List names 'of assigned beachmasters,, -if. available.

4.. LIAISON-) INSTRUCTIONS : Include any information not
covered in Unit SOP for Shore Parties.

5., PROCEDURE: Specify any deviation from normal pro-
cedure as. set forth in Unit SOP for Shore Parties, based,
on types, of landing craft involved, use of pallets, place-
inent, of dumps, use of, special equipment, etc.

6. _, MISCELLANEOUS: Include here any pertinent informa-
tion regarding existing beach facilities,- beach and under-
water obstacles , .responsibility for beach water supply,
handling of P.W.'srand' wounded,, special reports, etc., not
otherwise covered..

--- ------ 'Commander -_-

Appendices:

Distribution:

Authentication



CONVENTIONAL ;SIGNS AND, SYMBOLS

All conventional signs and symbols; listed in War De-
partment Basic Field Manual 21-30, dated "October, .194, are'
authorize'd and -will be used.'

In .addition to the 'above, the following signs and symbols
are authorized:

DIVISION

(Rcn dJ Amphibious Reconnaissance Company, 1st Division

r M I MdivMotor Transport Company, 1st Division

Idiv
Service Troops, 1st Diviso

Sp ~ S idiv
Special Troops, 1st- Division

Wpn _Weapons Company, 5th Marines,

75mm> 5 75mm Platoon (half-track), Wpn. Co., 5th Marines

1st Platoon 37mm), Wpn. Co., 5th Marines
37 mm 

.

A Machine Gun Platoon Co. A . (Rifle Company)

Scout and Sniper -Platoon

P
Pioneer Battalio

L2J Defense Bat ''LA

RD 436,1.

155

p-;',~~l_~ ffal;~rn

APPEBi6



RESTRICTED

SC or SCI Seacoast

5"l 155j

AA

tSp Wpn '51'DB

HV 4

Lt 4

G 4

5

R D 43.61

Batteries:

90mm-D, E, F

Special Weapons Group,! 51st Def. Bn.

Batteries:

40mm-H

20mm -i

Fourth Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion

Heavy Antiaircraft Group, 4th AAAB .ri

Batteries: A, B C, CD
Liht; Antiaircraft Group, 4th; AAA Bn.

Batteries :

4Omm-E

Searchlight Battery,.. 4th AAA Bn. -

SPECIAL

SCombat Team 5th Marines)

Landing Team (1st Bh ; 5t~h ;Marines)

4



,h 

7Aphi
Aird AmphibL cps

Amph

Amph/~

Amph MTJ

;Sep

RD 4361'

Air Delivery Section, Third Co

Amphibious Tractor' Battalion

Armored Amphibian Battalion

Joint, Assault Signal Company

Air Liaison Section

Shore Fire Control Section

Shore and Beach Party Section

Amphibious Truck Company

War Dog 'Platoon

Separate Wire Platoon

12745(3) MICS.QUANTICO, VA. 11-21-4--8M.
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